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January last, and are excerptions from my notes
on "The British Ernpire in India." In thus anticipating myself I am guided by the wish to gratify
public curiosity, and in the attempt to be explicit
and comprehensive I trust my labours may not be
found deficient in utility.
With the submissive resignation of a mind prepared to receive the decrees of incontestable destiny
I recur to the maxim The calamities of England
are blessings to Americav-and here let us deplore
with the sanctity of filial piety the afflictions of our
race. W e breathe the requiem of our affiliated
attachments, and say with the French, " Le roi est
mort, vive le roi;" and as the Te Deum and gloria in
excelsis mournfully ascend to heaven, let the voice
float softly over the ashes of ten thousand dead.
Earl Aucltland, Baron of Ghuznee,* and ye,
innumerable host of subordinate moths whose "fire-

of honour is scarce yet current," called
the extinction of a free and, there: 3 0 5 ! e nation, '' will all the multitudinous
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*Lord Auckland was created an Earl, and General Sir J.
Keane was made Baron of Ghuznee; tho first for planning the
policy which, it was said, would confirm the integrity of the
British Empire, and prescrve India to England, by the conquest of
Avghanistaun; and the other for the glorious campaign with the
army of the Indus, that performed feats of valour rivalling the
victories of Alexander, and exceeding the celebrity of his most
illuetrious adventures. Honours of knighthood, ribands, and
brevets were showered upon the conquerors of the miserable
Avghans with the unsparing liberality of royal munificence,
whicll the breathless solicitude of imminent hazard wrought into
existence.
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PREFACE.

following sheets will readily form a just decision.
Circumstances are displayed as they exist, and the
power that Russia could exert, and the results, of
tremendous import to the civilization of the human
race, that must follow from the exercise of that
power, are plain ; but whether Russia has or will
participate in the instigation of measures so prolific
of benefit to man, the will of Providence alone can
direct.
The English Tories believe that the Emperor
Nicholas, like themselves, is and ever has been
averse to the extension of dominion in the far East,
which the principle of self-defence has heretofore
forced upon these powers. " Whatever may have
been the policy of Russian diplomacy," say they,
" since the reign of Peter the Great, experience
proves that the Emperor Nicholas not only avoids
all cause of jealousy to England, but is even indifferent to the affairs of Central Asia."
The British in India are in the midst of danger
without the interference of Russia. God is great,"
but I cannot distinctly comprehend how the English, should they be forcibly dislodged, can either
relinquish their hold on Avghanistaun with safety to
their empire in the East, or recover their late position without incurring an expense of treasure and
waste of blood which even the colossal resources
of her government could not sustain. Their own
experience in the American revolutionary war;
that of the French in Switzerland ; the Russians in
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Crcassia, and themselves again in Cabul, proves the
C e r foil- of attempting to hold in subjection a hos~ p u l a t i c n . TOconquer a dominion by controlthe political parties of a state is a feasible policy,
c~$>rm
by gradual means without annihilating
.'- ;,..-.;.
.,-... utions of a subjugated country may be the
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to take possession, as resistance dissolved before the
magic charm of Plutus, and each chief was literally
purchased by coin and profuse promises to abandon
the interests and fellowsl~ipof the ameer, and induced to emhrace the service of the king. Nay, in
their audacity they offered to purchase Dost Mahomed himself, by tending that prince a bribe to
relinquish his sovereignty, and enter a prison prepared for himself and his adherents in the uncongenial climate of Hindostan !+ The merits and demerits of the policy which suggested the invasion
of Cabul, the march of the army, and their general
mismanagement whilst there, have been much discussed. Their policy was opposed by the Duke of
Wellington and the Tories, but this party, labouring
under the curse of U'hig measures, has been obliged
to sustain the honour of the country and integrity
of the empire, to carry out the mistaken and vicious
views of their predecessors. They believe the motives of the Whig ministry were erroneous; that the
pretext to remove the pestilence of Russian councils
and intrigues from the frontier of India was founded
in error, and that the object of the conquest, to con-

* The Englisl~proposed to the Ameer that he sl~ouldaccept a
pension of S10,000 per annum, and retire into Hindostan. The
prince, disdaining the ignominy of self-degradntion, preferred exile,
and he flcd to Tartary. Subsequently he fought two unsuccessful
battles with the English, and ultimately rendcred hirnsclf a prisoner
to the enemies of his dynasty. H e was sent into India, and, I belicve, allowed S20,000 per annurn.
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yert the country of an independent nation into n line
of frontier defence, by occupying their strongholds
as garrisons, and converting a whole nation into
mere camp followers, was in~possibleand unnecessary; but now that the Indian government has involved itself in the responsibility of maintaining n
paramount position in Cabul, to sustain her suprcmacy in India must contir~uefirm in Iler designs, or
relinquish the principle of her political existence in
Asia. Great was the importance attached to the
successful result of the invasion of Avghanistaun.
,In army of twenty thousand fighting men, accompanied by sixty thousand camp follou~ers,thirty-five
thousand camels, besides innumerable pack-horses
and wheeled carriages for the transport of artillery,
baggage, and commissariat stores, was concentrated in Scind, and leaving Suklzur Buckber as their
base of action, penetrated with great waste of life
and property, and expense of treasure, through the
sterile, inhospitable, and desert wastes of Beloochistaun, debouching from the Bolan pass upon the
plain of Quetta. The country consists of mountains
divided by small unproductive valleys, with barely
vegetation sufficient to sustain the pastoral population, which is sparse and savage. The quantity of
water is only capable of sustaining small bodies of
men and animals, and the army was necessarily
divided into details to pass through a country where
large masses must havc perished from thirst. The
camp followers were in a great measure unpro-
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tected, and subjected to the depredations of a hostile population : they were slaughtered in numbers ;
the baggage of the army was plundered by the predatory natives; their cavalry was exhausted from
famine; their artillery horses, unfit to drag the guns,
were led by the men; and they arrived at Quetta in
a state of destitution little different from disorganization. Here a council of war was held, and the
expediency of returning positively debated ! The
desertion of an Avghan chief* from the interests of
the Icandhar Sirdars filled those leaders with the
terror of domestic treason; panic fears pervaded
themselves and their adherents, prompting them to
sudden flight, and they became refugees at the court
of T'heran. The British army advanced; Kandhar
fell ; Ghiznee followed ; and the quiet occupation of
Cabul ended an uncontested though expensive campaign, the operations of which originated causes of
expenditure, against which $e Duke of Wellington
had prophetically forewarned his countrymen.
The fourth year is passing since the commencement of these military demonstrations : unheard-of
obstacles have been subdued by dint of much human
suffering ; a king has been dethroned, and another
restored ; a kingdom lost, and won, and lost again.
The Avghan people have been kept in commotion
by continual domestic strifc and civil wars; trea-

* Hadji Khan Kaker, created Nusseer ul Dowlah by the Shah
-in reward of this treasonable desertion of the Icandhar chiefs.

m exhausted; torrents of blood shed, and the
=-c:-3 afair terminated by the massacre of the inT Z C J ~ .whose numbers were said to be ten thousand
P: s.
Thus the expedition has signally failed, and
in r h s t failure we behold the retributive justice of an
zrm.nlinr
- Deity; for those believe not in God who
~ ~ ; m
the ndeeds which characterize the misrule
c:' Enrland in the East ; and they have received the
~ i . ? m e n tof Sennacherib for their infidelity, in the
r-=!r
of a jwt and merciful Deity, when English
2rr5zce inccnsistently proposed to supersede the
c r f e r of Sn:ure or the Divine Will, by enforcing the
clnrery of nations in the East, whilst engaged in the
ahlition of individual negro slavery in the West.
Thus is England condemned by her own laws; and
it is written, " out of the words of thy mouth shalt
thou be judged."
The ~overnmentof the Avghans by their own
inctitutions vould have been an experiment sufficiently facile, and a conquest, the achievement of
which might have been effected with the pretext
and the show of right. But no condition of submis-on short of absolute servility, and the abolition of
their national identity, could satisfy the English in
their projected conquest of Avghanistaun. They
accordingly attacked the system of government,
which has been the cherished form of society
amongst the people from the earliest period of their
mlitical existence. The population is divided into
numerous tribes independent of each other, every
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one separately governed by a chief selected from
the oldest family in the community, though not
always the oldest member of that family: the power
is held during good behaviour, and in case of a
vacany by death, an election is made of the heir
of the late chief, or should he decline, a brother or
near relation is elevated. The chief is to be viewed
as an executive officer, and adminsters the laws of
the tribe, which are the result of usage arising from
expediency strictly in consonance with the customs of the people. H e can levy no revenue ; there
are in fact no expenses of government. In a tribe
each head of a family is a patriarch ruling in the
undisturbed possession of his domestic hearth,
bound by the common interest to sustain the peaceable and safe enjoyment of life and property of his
community, and himself as an integral part thereof.
The attachment of the people is to the community,
and not to the chief, who is liable to be removed by
a council of the tribe for any flagrant misconduct.
The chief represents the tribe in their foreign relations, calls out and commands the militia, who maintain themselves, and administers the judicial system
of his tribe. If the English had conciliated the
heads of tribes, arranged them round the king, as
sustainers of the government, which privilege they
had a right to expect, they would have become
willing hostages for the good conduct of their
tribes. But the Iting, "who can do no wrong,"
drove these representatives of the people away
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hi= court, seized and imprisoned many who
themselves for employment and honours,
:-2 : nr them plainly his bayonets were preferable
:heir swords; deputed the nffices of state to a
.-arm
of hungry expectants, who attended him
2~:rin: his thirty years' exile, and filled up the
appointments of revenue officers and governors of
tittricts with household slaves and military retaiwe. These proceedings being sustained by the
E-z'i?? =re rise to the prevalence of profound but
syr
L.,;,:..
L;-~,.-which lately displayed its effects
ir! ::x+anru7nur?-jinale of the invaders. The English, who know well the value of gold, could have
controlled the movements and policy of the Avghans
by fiscal diplomacy, without incurring the odium of
invading and subjugating an unoffending and distant free people, whom to subdue to European
forms of civilization was impossible. They are but
the spirits of the waste" \vho inhabit the wild and
sterile deserts of the Caucasian mountains. Their
indomitable love of independence is characteristic
and incorrigible. They are now what they appeared to be under the name of Bactrians in the
muster-roll of nations as given by Herodotus in the
expedition of Xerxes into Greece, the fiercest of
the savage nations of Seythia. Icings hzve risen
amongst the Avghans, and conquered India, but in
retaining their conquests have relinquished their
native country; they have been transiently subdued
--:-T.

r -wed
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but never enslaved or permanently concluered and
held in subjugation by a foreign power. The
Greeks when they ruled Bactria, did so by a race
of hereditary princes born in the country, who
ceased to be subject to the Greeks in Europe. The
experience of history, derived from the period of
Alexander, from the legends of the Seleucid~eor the
Greco-Bactrian successors to that dynasty, the
invasion of the Parthian Prince Mithridates, or the
defeat of Crassus, so similar i n many of the incidents
to the melancholy fate of '' the army of the Indus,"
and the contemporaneous operations of Russia
in the same range,-Cabul being on the eastern
and Circassia the western extremity,-all
go to
prove the unconquerable nature of these semi-civilized communities inhabiting thk vast range of mountains ; and Lord Auckland, in place of being made
an earl and receiving the thanlts of Parliament and
the Queen, should have been itnpeachcd, degraded,
and despoiled of his hereditary honours.
I have appended a map of Cabul and the vicinity,
by which the intricate nature of the country may
be perceived by inspection. Sir William McNaghten was a self-conceited gentleman, who marched
into Avghanistaun with the air of Bombastes Furioso, advocating to the governor-general a system
of policy which has wrought the reward that
cruelty, false faith, and criminal duplicity will ever
receive. A nation whose principle of existence

.
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disunion and separate interests of its

- - ..-.:.wnt tribes, became united by common opd

Ir-.lp.

r-5ian
into one unanimous con~munity,goaded to
-?enex
- .
by the systematic and consecutive tyranny

c.r :ri.eir invaders.

The populace were infuriated

i~a sanguinary and unjustifiable act, and in modern
m r f a x , a measure of unheard-of barbarity, on the
xc of 3IcSaghten. English papers of March 5th,
~ 2 . 5&IIe ~ m t e the
d king to admit a mortar.:.:--.:-n B-r".t Hitsar, to sirell the town !"to rer;-y .--I'
ir~::?~
*>< Eurnez, whose death was per-.c.
- - .-r- -. . 3 kw;ij- o i re:igious fanatics, and not,
31 rr.:~'?~
5e supposed from the bloody infliction of
sl~!llng a densely peopled city, by an insurrection
ei the inhabitants en masse.
The natives of the city of Cabul were the friends
ci the English ; they had luxuriated several years
~q !'% fatm--9 of English munificence, in the midst
r i ?I. i ~ r r a r i d e n t soldier!-,-wherefore
was de.q:isti#,n rained upon them ! If a public funcri?nrtry had fallen in a popular commotion there,
tLx w e n t example of the Emperor Nicholas in the
a* of Greybeadoff, his ambassador at the court
.::T5-n. who was murdered with all his staff in a
:.y~..-:;.-r::. mir5t
- have suggested to Sir William
.* . .,-- :.re of espediency; but those who disdain
!e-r.z42re rainly taught by the experience of
---.
,
.
. ,_
1 ccick was the retribution of Providence
=?v
.- - 3 3 : 5Iacli unnecessary deed of blood. When

-

;

t

- :q:
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the mortar-battery opened on the city, and the confiding unoffending inhabitants, who had always been
taught to repose on English justice, faith, and
mercy, saw the mangled limbs of their wives, and
children, and sucltling infants, strewed about their
domestic hearths, with a desperate and simultaneous
impulse, they rushed on the commissariat godawns,*
and another moment saw the British army in the
grasp of an insulted and unrelenting foe. The
headless trunk of their chief now lay weltering in
its gorp death-for McNaghten was murdered in a
they
forced interview with the Avghans,-and
looked around in vain for the prospect of retreat.
Their route for ninety miles lay through a mass of
n~ountains, inaccessible at all seasons except by
narrow defiles, in some places mere ravines or
chasms i n the immense alpine masses, often towering two thousand feet abo'be the plain, from whose
mural sides and elevated heights rocks and stones
might be securely rolled down on the fugitives.
Now all nature reposed in her cold interminable
sheet of snow. The inclemencies of winter, which
always completely incapacitates the Indian soldier,
were in their full prevalence in a climate where the
earth is usually frozen hard as steel nearly four
months of the year. They gazed upon the vast
expanse before them; the mountains around them,

* Storehouses.
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a11 the country covered with snow, presented i

*5e dread result of a hopeless retreat ; despair froze

the current of the blood as it curdled round the
{~Intingheart ; death stared them in the face with
t+c option of starvation, of perishing through cold,
or of dying with arms in their hands. Strange that
a British army should not have chosen the latter
alternative ! If there ever was a doubt of the utter
rrorth!escness of the Anglo-Indian army, on occac!,-n5 of zreat emergency, and extreme peril, let
, *-;:
essln?!e suffice to set the question for ever at
mt: f i ~ rthe English prints expressly state, as the
cause of the massacre, that the Indian troops becoming disorganized, deserted their officers, disbahded
and dispersed, some to safety and dishonour secured
hy treason, but many to death from the hands of
an unmerciful enemy, or the still more merciless
inc!emency of climate. When the commissariat
zcdnjvns were seized, the army of fighting men,
which was just large enough to garrison the citadel
called Balla Hissar, should have marched into that
stronghold, which is entirely inaccessible to any
mode of warfare of which the natives could avail
themselves. They should have removed the population inhabiting the fortress, and they could have
protected with their arms the inhabitants of the city,
as it lies immediately under cover of the Balla
Hissar, and they could have kept open a communication with the country through the citizens. There
LT
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are several small forts and strongholds in various
parts of the city; every large house has a strong
portal and sort of bastion tenable against a siege
if the assailants should be unprovided with artillery;
each resident has a rifle, always ready for use, and
the city of Cabul has, in fifteen minutes after the
sounding of an alarm, been known to show upon
the terraces of the houses, 10,000 armed men,
fiercely bristling with the artillery of grim-visaged
war. The city of Cabul has frequently rebelled
against the liing or its chief, during the civil wars
of the ancient regime, and without extraneous
preparation, readily sustaineds-t
in a state
of insurrection for thirty or forty days consecutively. During the winter, the citizens of Cabul
have always six months' store of flour or wheat
laid up in granary. The army [night have been, by
proper management, literally sustained until spring;
the English could have intrigued with the leaders
of the opposing hordes, created conflicting interests
amongst them, d formed a party by conciliation
and diplomatic efforts, and dissolved a confederacy
that threatened instant destruction ; but the political
affairs of the English had again fallen into the
hands of still less competent agents: a young
lieutenant of the Bombay Artillery, who is remarkable for obstinacy and stupidity, and an old
invalid of high character arid imbecile mind. All
these facts may be easily proven, and the hands
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that signed the treaty by which a British army of
10,000 men has been betrayed to ignominious death,
justly deserve the award of treason.
Thirty years have passed since the civil wars of
Avghanistaun terminated for a brief period in the
expulsion of the ancient regime. These wars were
fomented, first by the pretenders to the throne springing from the common ancestor, Timur Shah, the
progenitor and king who preceded the present incumbent, Shah Shujah. Causes of domestic conflict
were kept in continual operation by the leaders of
the Barikzye tribe, whose chief had been decapitated by order of Shah Zeman, the brother of Shah
Shujah. The murder was avenged by the son of
this victim of an evil policy, and this son, the Vizier
Futty Khan, was the eldest of twenty-one brothers,
amongst whom the Ex-Ameer Dost Mahomed is
to be numbered. The worse than savage murder
of Futty Khan by Kameran Mina, son of Shah
Mahmood, a successful opponent and half-brother
of Zeman, whom he blinded, and Shujah, renewed
the blood-feud betwixt the Suddoozye, or king's
tribe, and the Barikzye, or tribe of the Ex-Ameer.
The latter thoroughly and completely prevailed,
under the direction of Mahomed Azeem Khan,
the full brother and successor of Vizier Futty Khan ;
he was succeeded by his son Hubeeb Ullah Khan,
who governed an insubordinate multitude,distracted
with the vices of their princes, until a long night of
2
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anarchy was dispelled by the advent of Dost Mahomed, who was called by an almost unanimous
voice of acclamation to assume the reins of power,
which the feudal lords of Cab111 were ready to strike
from the rude grasp of a depraved and monstrous
voluptuary, a young man, his nephew, eighteen years
of age, the slave of every evil passion. Dost Mahomed attained the sovereignty of Cabul in 1824,
and was hailed by the feudal chiefs as head of an
oligarchy. This form of government continued,
through the troubled movements of a restless people,
with whom the prospect of peace is ever the pretext
of tumult and strife, until 1839. This community
of scorpions was ruled by Dost Mahomed with
results that confirmed his character for diplomatic
tact. With the means of attaining those results the
politician has naught to do. There can be no doubt
Christian morals and philanthropy would have been
horrified at the violence, cruelty, and savage barbarity of a prince, whose title to supreme power
was sanctioned by his abilities in the administration
of a remedy or prophylactic measure against all the
moral and political depravity of a community upon
which Rhadamanthus would have gazed wirh fatuous and timorous dread ! The strongest proof of
Dost Mahorned's firmness, decision, pertinacity, and
jinesse, is to be seen in the fact of his having instantly
relinquished the pinrsuits of an habitual drunkard on
attaining sovereign power, together with the simul-
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taneous and sincere repetition of his example by all
his conlpanions in licentiousness and arms.
In the winter of 1837-38, an individual arrived
in Cabul from the camp of Mahomed Shah, who
was engaged in the siege of Heraut'h. He represented himself as a Russian courier, who came, it
is said, with a complimentary letter from the Emperor of Russia, addressed to Dost Mahorned. The
chiefs of Kandhar (the Ameer's brothers), had
already acceded to a Persian alliance, and the
Arneer, apprehensive of being superseded in the
patronage of the Persian Shah or the Russians,
commenced hedging between the three agents then
at Cabul, representing Persia, Russia, and England.
To the English he held out two stipulations, which
he made the sine qua non of a treaty offensive and
defensive, and the establishment of a garrison of
British troops in the citadel of Cabul. viz. : a payment of twenty lacs of rupees, (two hundred thousand pounds,) and that Runjeet'h Singh should be
obliged to relinquish his pretensions to the natural
territories of Avghanistaun within or west of the
Indus. The utter and deplorable incapacity of the
English agent originated a line of bewildering policy,
commenced in the feebleness of a narrow mind, and
finished with a deluge of misery and blood. Such
indeed was the expedition to Moscow, of which this
is a repctition on a sn~allscale ; though the consequences may be more important to the social con-
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dition of man than the great political convulsion
alluded to.
The tenure of British India, and consequently the
integrity of the British empire, is at this moment
sustained by a single hair, and that so tensely drawn
that the slighest adverse movement will certainly
snap asunder the retaining power. The thousand
native princes of India are regarding with intense
anxiety and ardent hopes the movements of the
British army before the Khyber psss, and the fate
of General Sale at Djillalabad. Every able-bodied
man, whose numbers are not less than Jive millions,
covetous and exasperated enemies, is standing with
the foot in the stirrup and hand on the spear,"
gloating on the hope of plunder which the traditions
of old age have placed in fascinating visions before
them. The sentinels are in the watch-towers and
their runners are in the ;way,-and
the earliest
promulgation of the last reverses of the British in
Avghanistaun will signalize the destruction of every
Englishman throrlghout the whole of India. If the
Avghans slaughter the remnant of British troops
under General Sale at Djillalabad, and defeat Ae
British army in its projected attempt to force the
Khyber defile, the British power in India expires
instantly, without a doubt, as it will without a struggle-except the death-throes of their officers, as the
native army strangle them in their beds. The Indians can more readily perform than the Avghans
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ox'-3 coriceive. Simultaneous movement, whether
tir e?xt of design or fortuitous occurrence, or the
3 m n c e of circumstance, will eventuate in the
m-?e conclusion. So far in this massacre of the
Bnr;s'l a m p nothing has been effected to disturb the
-bz1+>.Ir~Iian
government But the clouds that have
m : - d in the Indian Caucasus, and scathed with
:+:r T;&tning
the British army, have not ceased to
.-.+?FI t k invading host
Should they rain de.-c: 3 t l l Wecuered forces at Djillalabad, an
c,.Ps--:5 - i
wi': m?idly pass through the chain of
c~r_-r.~nnt3at unites the Indo-BritishecnpirethroughPJ*, a d important consequences must ensue beyond
t ! control of England, which will seriously derange
:he supremacy of that race in India. The Avghans
can submit to be defeated daily during the next six
m?b;oews will reach us of the repeated decisive
+.r*.-f, of the British forces; but we, who are
s ~ ~ 3 i ? ! e dwith the rnlue of an English bulletin,
kmw that the repetition of a decisive battle implies
rhe continual necessity for defensive operationsand the -4aghans will conduct a guerilla warfare,
which exhausts by the pertinacity of incessant as-?'.The Enelish
admit that their position cannot
3airr:siwd against artillery. Should Djillalabad
k e a defensible position against native aggression,
w5ich certainly is not the case, even in English
hands, where the disparity of the antagonists is
measured by thousands against hundreds in favour
?:I-

+
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of the assailants, a deficiency of provisions will
oblige these brave men to yield, not to their eneSir
mies, but to the dismal alternative of-deatla.
Robert Sale and the English troops under his command, when no other choice remains but the stipulation of death or dishonour will unhesitatingly
prefer the grave of honour in place of honour's
grave. I incline to the belief that circumstances
will again fight for the Avghans and destroy the
remnant at Djillalnbad, in which case the garrisons
of Ghuznee and Randliar must follow in the same
train of events that involves the safety of their cornrades.
The English will endeavour to avail themselves
of Shujah ul Moolk's influence to regain their position. They say, with singular naivete, the king
refused to accompany us in our retreat, and was
immediately able to surrmnd himself with three
thousand followers in the Balla Hissar." The king
never desired any greater favour of the English
than a loan of money, with which he proposed to
restore himself in his own way, by sustaining a
party until he could ascend the throne. He is now
upon the throne surrounded by a strong party, and
his first wish is to rid himself of English tutelage.
H e will probably consummate his purpose; and the
English, when they trust to Shujah, repose upon a
broken reed, which will transpierce the hand of
confiding faith.

TVhilst I write, (May Yth,) the last accounts from
Enplnnd say, On the authority of a Berlin correspondent, upon whose information, derived through
1e:ters from Moscow, great relicnce is placed, the
Times states, that the Shah of Persia has marched
a p i n s t Herat'h at the head of 60,000 men, and
that Russia has furnished a subsidy of two million
rubles in order to enable the Shah to make the
morement" If this statement is founded on fact,
t?le fatal spell begins to work.
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Srrrr--In
refemng to English policy, I trust my English
friends ill distinctly dram the line of separation betwixt the
system that elicits restrictions, and the country at large, and allow
me the privilege of admiring those whose friendship I claim, without ranking me amongst the enemies of their household gods
whom we mutually adore.

I N D I A AND AVGHANISTAUN.

CHAPTER L
REPLY TO COURT BJORSTJERNA'S
INDIA.

WORK ON BRITISH

I A M not acquainted with any historical subject
amongst modern incidents which has been more
elaborately or more abiy treated b writers of eminent pretensions than the British mpire in India,
an important phenomenon in the political history of
the hutnan race, and justly entitled to a careful
investigation. The patient and persevering application necessary to eliminate from an extensive and
promiscuous mass the atoms of a fair synopsis, deserves our warm approbation ; and the individual
who devotes himself to the task with the motive of
communicating information of a nature so full of
interest as the general advancement of knowledge
involved and displayed in the events of history, is
entitled to, and shall receive, our grateful acknowledgements for the admirable design; but the errors
of a work, whether accidental or premeditated, cannot be redeemed by the merit of the subject; and we

k
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are particular in referring to the blunders of the
treatise under review, because an invincible name
does more to substantiate error than a controverted
attempt to confirm a false position; the effort producing a conflict which must result in the predominance of truth; whilst the silent and unimpeached
influence of a name imperceptibly impresses its
force upon a plastic receptacle, and insensibly corroborates the grossest mistakes.
On this subject the most efficient information can
be derived in a form sufficientlycondensed for the
general reader, from Harpers' Family Library, entitled "History of British India," in three vols.
16mo. If to this publication is added " History of
Persia, from the earliest ages to the present time,"
by James B. Frazer, Esq., complete in one vol.,
with a map and engravings; and the well arranged
and minutely true account of Avghanistaun, by the
Hon. Mount Stuart Elphinstone, a synopsis of
Indian and Persian history becomes available, including all that a philosophical inquirer could
desire. Amongst the coliaborators upon British
India one of the latest candidates for public approbation is '' Lieut. General Count de Bjiirstjerna,"
&c. &c., (of Stockholm,) formerly chief of the staff,
and at present Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary at the Court of Great Britain. The
Count is an admirer of the English government, and
his work, for that essential cause, is, in the opinion
of our great Colossus of the world, judicious and
luminous, and will afford more complete information on the British Empire in the East than any
work of the same extent in our own language."
(Preface of the English translator.) The Count
has laboriously referred to all accredited authorities

on India, and enumerates more than one hundred
published sources, besides a host of unpublished
manuscripts, many of them voluminous deposits in
the archives of the East India Company, from
which his knowledge has been culled, and his opinions made up or confirmed. He presents himself
to the public as an individual perfectly acquainted
with his subject, and consequently soliciting and
deserving the attention of his auditors, and doubtless, i n default of more correct knowledge, he may
bear away the compliment of merit which his preten5ions i n no kind justify us in awarding.
Tne Count is more than unfortunate in almost
every opinion he has expressed. He is indeed unwise, for he con~promisesby his misstatements, in
the fullest latitude, the gratuitous approbation of his
English friends. The value-of the Count's opinions
and accuracy may be readily estimated at the
onset by recurring to his puerile inferences drawn
from facts which, in his imagination, are worthy
of remark. He directs our attention to a wonderful coincidence, a discovery unthought of heretofore, and refers to the occurrence with a matterof-course sort of self-complacency of an edifying
caste. He says, p. 10 of The British Empire in
India"-6' During his residence in India (1324-53)
Batuta gained the favour of Mahomet, the Emperor of Delhi, who sent him on an embassy to the
Emperor of China. JZahomet was descended from
the Sooltauns of Khorassaun, who had conquered
India. The u.hole dynasty of these sooltauns had
the surname of Oddin, a circumstance which I
consider it right to notice here." By referring to
the History of India mentioned above, page 184,
we see, '' In the year 1316 the crown (of 1)elhi) was
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placed on the head of Mubarrick I., one of the
Emperor's sons. He was murdered after a reign
of three years, and amid the confusion which followed (p. 185), Tuglick, a slave, belonging to the
warlike border tribe of the Jits, ascended the
throne." Tuglick rrjns succeeded by his son Jonah,
who assumed the title of Mahornet 111.; but instead
of following his father's example, his crimes surpassed those of his most guilty predecessors, and
made him, during a reign of twenty-seven years,
the execration of the East. a Mahomet, it appears
(p. 186), had at length resolved to adopt a milder
system, but death interrupted him before he could
realize his intentions, and delivered India from the
dreadful scourge
- of his government in the year
1351."
This Mahomet was the son of a slave, and not, as
the Count observes, descended from the Sooltauns
of Khorassaun," &c. a The whole dynasty of these
sooltauns (those of IChorassaun, who had, conquered India,) had the surnape of Oddin." Merely
alluding to the culpable and inexpressive looseness
of the Count's style, we must meet this assertion
with a direct denial. The first person who reigned
as a local Mahomedan prince in India, was Kuttub
ul Deen. He was of the humblest birth, having
been purchased as a slave at Nishapoor in Toorkistaun. Mahnlood of Ghoree established Kuttub as
his lieutenant in the city of Delhi, on the suhversion
of the Hindoo dynasty. He was the first of a race
of foreign rulers called the Patan dynasty, hut his
power did not descend in his own family. He was
succeeded by Altumish, who, like his master, had
been a slave. All the kings of what is called " the
Potan dynasty," i. e., those who followed Kuttub ul

I

Deen, to the period of the Moghul dynasty, established by Baber in 1525, are mentioned in history by their
proper appellatives, without a surname. It is probable some who were elevated from a low condition,
may hare had the surname of UI Deen, according
to the Mahomedan usage. This cognomen would
have corresponded with the denomination of those
who were called after some attribute of the faith,
whilst there are many names which would not
admit of the association. Such are Mahomed, Kei
Kobad, Kera, (unless this last should be intended
for Rhire,) Ghuffoor, Omar, Mubarrick. Tuglick,
Jlahumed, et id genus ornne. Admitting, for the
Count's gratification, that they all took the surname
which distinguished liuttub, by what method of
pronunciation, or by what value of letters, can U1
Deen be called Oddin. UI is fie Arabic article the,
Deen means religion in the same language, and the
word Kuttub signifies pole or axis (of the earth)Knttub ul Deen implies, "axis of the faith," i. e., the
faith of Mahomed. The name is derived from the
.\lahornedan era, and cannot be in any way coincident with the Scandinavian name Oddin. Fancy
the surprise of the Hyperborean worthy, could he
break the cerements of his tomb at this moment, and
find himself saluted by one antiquarian as a Hindoo
devotee, whilst another familiarly addressed him as
a Mahomedan priest! The Count's great discovery, of which he had so much to make in reserve,
a circumstance which he sagely suggests, I consider right to mention here," goes for naught.
The Count draws other inferences from what he
considers coincidences of language, in each of which
he still more strongly proves his ignorance of
philology and of history, and deficiency in tact, in
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endeavouring to trace resemblances in sound without regard to orthography. In these results we
can only lament the incapability of hir views, and
his frivolous pretensions, e. g. : fogdar, governor
of a province, and fogdar, a word of the same signification in Sweden. F o ~ d a ris pronounced in
the Persian, fodjedar. It comes from fodje (army),
and the imperative dar of the Persian infinitive
dashten (to have), literally, the possessor of an
army ; colloquially, governor of a province. Again,
Vedas, name of the sacred hooks of the indians, is
supposed to resemble Cdda, by which name the
sacred writings of tl!e Scandinavians'are known;
also between Buddha and Oddin. Vedas is pronounced Bade, which is not a close resemblance to
Edda, and Buddha becomes colloquially But'h, in
the oriental dialects of Arabia, Persia, and Hindost'han, which in nowise bears any resemblance
to Oddin, notwithstanding the Count's rcrr~arks,p.
63-"of
these we may mention the resemblance
between the names of Buddha and Oddin (especially in the oriental pronunciation)." positive facts,"
The foregoing are some of the
which, according to the English translator, add an
important zest to the Count's work; they show
&qhe relation betwcen the religious belief of the
Hindoos and the worship of Oddin," (p. 10, Pref.)
T o show how little the Count has been understood
by his English friends, if indeed he understands
himself, let us refer to the remarks which he offers
upon this subject, p. 65 et scq.: &<Where
do we find in
the mythology of the Goths any traces of that love
of allegory which so remarliably dis~in~oishes
the
Brahmlnic doctrine?" &c. " No, the mythology
brought by Sigge Fridulfson to Switheod had not

its origin in India."
The doctrines of Brahma
and Buddha are the products of India, originated
cn the banks of the Ganges, and neoer reached the
s h e s of the Baltic." T o make the worse appear
t h e better cause, the Count even places his honour
jg an ambiguous and unenviable position. To what
motive can we ascribe the relation of the following
anecdote, intended as an illustration of the bravery
of lh- Indian army? It is one of those unfortunate
e s n c e s which prove more than the author in.i..-_-_
- "j cr desired.
The story is a prominent ex., = - .
ordinary reputation of the Indian
. .- +.-Q c.-?
--we '---: -. a circumscribed operation of
& - .:.:-.
. ..;.- .. . ~. ; 9 : :.: v:s the reslllt nf a general defi, . .
'7
I n- cony~est recorded is utterly false.
-.
.
1'229 153:
:is one among thousands of examples
of b r a v e r which distinguBhes the soldier in the
Anzlo-Hindoo army, we may cite the following:
l o the Fear 1804, General Lake besieged the for-3
of Rburtpore, situated in the central part of
Iod'a. r h i r h war considered impregnable. Holkar,
?--.-- %r?r 14151 two hattles against General Lake,
- - -. :':YK:: h!rnrif, with the retnains of his Mah:.:
r?::1 army, into the above-named fort]-ess, and
&:ermined to defend it to the last extremity. Four
a::empts to carry it by storm had been repulsed,
f ? ~ IN.?,
,
lad executed by the 75th regiment of the
r.,"':<
-..' I line. which had (like Ney) the surname of
.-:?
- r w r r'fs hares. -4 fihh attack was to be at:~n?:e'<.
The Etrropenn troops recoiled, when the
14:h regiment of sepogs ofewd to undertake it, al,d
"zn?ed their cictorious colours on the high walls of
B1v~::yre." Page 113, he says, on a previous occasion '. Holkar was obliged to throw himself, with the
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rest of his army, into the strong fortress of Bhurtpore,
which was besieged and stormed in vain four times,
but on the fifth attempt it was taken by General
Lake!"
As national glory is a subject on which
the English are peculiarly sensitive, we select the
relation of the Bhurtpore affair, and the singular
bravery recorded by the Count from their own
annals : Hitherto in general the reduction even of
the strongest forts had proceeded in a sure and
regular course; the trenches were opened, a storming party was selected, who forced their way in
with greater or smaller loss, and were masters of
the place. But the defenders of Bhurtpore not only
fought with the most daring valour, but called into
action means of defence and annoyance which the
English had never elsewhere encountered, and for
which they were wholly unprepared. They rendered the breach impracticable by raising behind it
stockades and other bulwarlts; they made the ditch
unfordable by damming up the waters; and, during
the assault, logs of wood, pots filled with cornbustrbles, and burning cotton-bales steeped in oil were
thrown down upon the soldiers. In short, the British
army were repulsed in four successive attempts, sustaining in killed and wounded a loss of 3203,.greater
than had occurred in any two battles dur~ngthis
obstinately disputed campaign. Even their glory
roas somewhat tarnished. The seventy-sixth, (not
the seventy-fifth,) hitherto the bravest of the brave,
(brave des braves) and the foremost in every triumph, along with the seventy-fifth, (which here
merely figures as an ordinary corps, and not the
brave des braves,) refused on one occasion lo foZZow
their ojicers after the twelfth Bengal sepoys had
planted the colours on the top of the rampart. Being
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bitterly reproached for having thus caused the failure
of the assault, they were overpowered with shame,
and entreated to be led to a last attack, where they
displayed desperate but useless valour !
" It was now necessary to intermit the operations
of the siege in order to repair the losses sustained,
and to bring forward more adequate means of attack.
The rajah, however, apprehensive of the final issue,
and seeing that his entire downfall must follow the
loss of his capital, made very advantageous overr r r s . including the payment of twenty lacs of
r: r
e3 I ? . C W ~ ~ ? . ( ~ , W ) , ~as the price of peace ; while on
. .
- - --,- . --. - Y-: :7e ri!ua:ion of affairs was such as
.:- -- .-,_>. - - - : 2 E9z:ish :e~~~raf.
on the loth of April,
.-. .-.
- -. . rss_-ethe conditions, and even to promise, in
case of a steady adherence to treat , the restoration
of the fortress of Deeg," (which h a d e e n taken a few
days before.) Harper's Family Library, History of
India, vol. ii. p. 169. 1 am enabled to add, that
British policy induced the government to adhere to
the treaty made by Lake in 1804; and that to 1825,
zricn
- Eiurtmre was taken by Lord'Cornbermere,
.
.1
;:
::,:--cis !:ad been a ihorn i n the apple of their
eye. Tne natives for twenty years had boasted that
the chief tower of their fort was built of the dead
h n e s of their Feringeet enemies, cemented with the
mortar of mud and English blood; that they had
conqm-ed !he conquerors of India. Their pride and
arrl--=we were inconceivably inflated ; repeated
ins:: s t n d teen inflicted on the English and their
ad3emnts; an Englishman could not pass through
.L
,.;t dis"rict of Bhurtpore without great personal risk,
sod British officers on hunting excursions were
.-.>

.

-

%

f Frank, or European.
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beaten and driven from the vicinity by the jealous
natives with disgraceful impunity. The impression
of its impregnability added audacity to insult, and
to remove that conviction from the native mind,
and ensure the moral subjugation of India, the conquest of Bhurtpore became absolutely necessary,
and this result was accomplished by Lord Combermere, under the administration of Earl Amherst,
in 1825.
After these preliminary strictures on the Count's
positive facts," I shall proceed to consider the 17th
chapter of his book, entitled, "What prospect of
stability has the British power in India?" The
investigation of the British tenure of India is a
affair to the nervous excitability of the
delicate
- .-.
English upon this vital question. Involving as it
does reasons forcibly bearing upon the integrity of
the British empire, our great Colossus condescends
to be grateful for a favourable opinion expressed by
a foreigner, though in this instance no neutral. The
Count cursorily, and with a tender admission of
immunity, runs over the abuses of the English system, and after an unsuccessful attempt to exonerate
his heroes, he philosophically concludes-a These
answers to the reproaches which have been made
to the British system of government and commerce
in India, however plausible they may be, cannot
wholly remove the grievances and their causes of
fermentation in India, and therefore the British
power in that country cannot be considered as
properly consolidated," p. 202. He adds immediately, p. 203, the question now is, whether the
elements of stability overbalance the materials for
fermentation existing in India. W e consider the
former to be the case, .provided," &c. &c. Here
the proviso includes principles of paramount con-

si!em:ion, and which would effect a great moral
rern:ution, and thorough change, in the political and
~ ! i z i o u sinstitutions of the Indian population, no
Ies=, lst, than the just and wise government of the
cou!ltry; 2dly, the admission of the Indian people to
n share in the government of the country.
The second stipulation is utterly opposed to the
genius of the people, familiar as they are with the
absolute form of government, which has existed
ar.nnzst
them for ages. The principle is incom.,5!?
r -=. ..-,
-.
.=.
.?
to a community whose records, from the
-<
- -I--:
r-.ic.d.endurinr through thousands of years,
r - - T :--:~?\-c!.H! veneration of its masses for the
.
. .
. . . .. _ .... svstem. ci Inspired," as the Count ob:<.-. .,--,c-, p. 203; with stoical and slavish indifference,
which promotes obedience, and prevents the brealrin5 out of insurrections against the existing power,
and the belief in the transmigration of souls causes
life to be considered as so insignificant a part of
their eternal being, that it is not worth while to
:rouble themselves much about it."' Much less, then,
~n.:',! ?!ey be likely to value highly a greater share
i l :-.. government of theirLcountry. Again, p. 203 :
'; I: is often said, and I believe with truth, that the
power of England over India is a power depending
on opinion." Page 206 : " In considering the stability of the government, or the result of a great
rni!!.aq- enterprise aqainst India, we shall confine
c z . ; . : ~ - to
~ the mi!itary (viz.: the strategetical,
tc?-.-m?'lical. and statistical) part of the question,
I- . ...- *.I plitical as much as possible untouched."
T::= :> ~ r f o r r n i n gthe play of Hamlet without the
c5zrac.er of Hamlet. If the government is stabilitared on opinion or moral force, moral influence
will be the proper weapon to oppose the government
of opinion, on the accepted principle in war of man
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to man, and horse to horse opposed. But as the
three points upon which the discussion of this momentous question is proposed cannot have the
slightest bearing on the success of" a great military
enterprise against India," I reserve my strictures on
the Count's son~nambulisticgarrulity and general
views, and on another occasion, by a simple statement of facts, I shall present the politicul part of the
question, which the count, with much nai'uete, professes to have a l C wish to avoid."
On the subject of accessible roads into India, the
Count is equally infelicitous Having disposed of
all the dangers ii-om foreign invasiori by shutting up
the routes to India, he directs our attention to the
passage across the Hindoo Rush as the road by
which a Russian army might most easily penetrate
to India. I have no doubt an offensive measure
against India might be effected by this route ; it is
one of the accessible points, but not the most easy.
Where the Count supposes the country to be covered
by eternal snow, that is, the district between the
Hindoo liush route and Heraut, b b over which there
are no roads and where it is impossible for an army
to penetrate," there passes a route via Bameean,
diverging at Rooey, and debouching upon the plain
of the Oxus, via Heibuck on the east, and Ilerrah
i Esoff on the west, the first egressing by Tashkhoorghan (I<hoolum), and the last between the cities
of Bulkti and Mozar, which are respectively situated
about six or seven coss* north from the mountain
range. This is the great caravan route, and has been
used from the earliest periods. It was by this impracticable route that Alexander marched from Bulkh,

I:+ ;.a..tii.nt Bactra,)" and whose footsteps were re: n 4 hy sncce~siveinvaders of India; of the Part-:sn.
under Jiithridates, the Persians of Darius
p..-.ns;.es, and of Artaxerxes ; of the Samanian,

-..

-

T!W>r:i, Zloghul, and Persian dynasties. The Count
c o v m e n c e at the beginning with a Russian invacnn. an.! 15isis his first principle: A Russian army
i--l-nded for an expedition against India, starting
5-8-7 : > eastern side of the Caspian Sen, and follow'
e ';=~i the OXUS,must be collected in Oren. - . - -- . -- - --%I* This is true, but the result of the
- . : '--.
*-,y
- ..
r.-;)vs th3t an attempt to pene.-. . . .
-- - +,-?-.-r:z~
never should have been
y2 - s ..
- - . ... -. .--.
.-.
f.ussinn army attempting to
-r: :- 1.. : . I 1 7 Z * s?!cc~.rSj21fshould not start from
Cl:<:t'.:-z3.
He is right in making Gulkh the workig_op i n < and in cantoning the R u s s i a troops there.
I:' he selects the route that has been travelled by all
the great invaders, depredators, and conquerors who
hare infested India, he will get there with no less
fnci'lty than a Russian army could march from Til5 : : * ? Pzris, over a macadamized road, and through
a c.-zn:ry yielding supplies in profusion.
I shsll not follow the Count every step from Bulkh
to -%ttock. The country is filled up with great rnountain ranges, the routes are through narrow defiles,
ravines, and upland valleys, and over passes rising
p..nerimes to the relid altitudes of perennial snow.
T-F!- ?a? ditkcu!: from the sterility of the soil,
s:~r;.'y
cr;!ti\-ated, the predatory habits ofthe people,
w 3 ~ pursuits
e
are pastoral, their numbers few, and
d;.r-:r+rl
over an extensive surface. The Indian
C ~ U C ~ = Ior. I <that
. part which lies between Bullth
and Cabul, is three hundred miles broad, and the

--

- --

-

'

*

* A coss is one mile and three-fourths.
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The citr is called Bactra, and the province Bactria, by Q,
r

Curtiue.
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highest pass is 12,500 feet above the sea. The roads
are free frorn snow from May to October inclusive,
except that by the Hindoo Icush, which is open from
July to September inclusive. The route by Bameenn is not subject to avalanches near the highway, as the Count infers, neither has a caravan
ever been lost from any other cause than the predatory practices of the natives. The natural obstacles are by no means insuperable, for I have
crossed the Paropamisus by this route commanding
a division of the Cabul army, accompanied with a
train of artillery, consisting of four six-pounders and
two battering guns. They were dragged across
the rr~ountainson their carriages, and the whole
distance was performed without the necessity of
striking a pioneering instrument into the ground !
I avoid following the Count from Bulk11 to Attock,
because a Russian army would never find the route
contested ; and physical difficulties, should they not
be insurmountable obstacles, may be subdued by
perseverance and enterprise. Should a Russian
army ever take up a position at Bulkh, there will
be an end to the empire of opinion in India; and
there is not a stone or a stick in all the country
which would not become a deadly weapon in the
hands of outraged millions, to drive out the pitiful
handful of European oppressors, amounting to some
thirty thousand Englishtnen, in a community which
by the Count's showing is 200,000,000 (two hundred
million) souls.* It is frivolous to dwell on the geo-

mphicsl difficultiesand topographical impediments
\\-);.en they are not insurmountable obstacles in them-

* The

estimated population of India being represented by
Bj~rnstjernaat 200,000,000 is an error of 60,000,000 ; it probably
proceeds from his ignorance of the geographical divisions of the
Mogul Empire, within the boundaries of which, in its utmost extent, the amount of 200,000,000 has been stated. We can only
account for this vast discrepancy by supposing that some districts have been twice computed, and thus swelled the gross

bcpond the truth. The following statement is derived
which must be admitted final and
nnerrina in a matter of slatistics, when unequivocally represented
i3 h a t iighh riz., in the year 1832 :
Inhabitants. .
Square miles.
P ~ i 4 e n of
y Bengsl
220,312
69,710,071
h:Stfnl ditricts
85,700
3I:cxs
. .
141,9233
. 13,508,525
I. .-- r.ir
. .
59,4384
6,251,546
.
,-..21
Z . .. -- &&&.
5,550

&Irr.a!e

C7r-n purliamen~ory reports,

7

-

.
.

.

.
.
. .
. .

.
.
..
..

...

. .
..
. .
..

. . -512323Q

.. . ..

89,470,152

r c' C-e tr?dd districts, being situated on the
T :-.*u: L - T - N r i C.-c.-.-. i= ~.:nh!~lynnt large; so that the
. - -. . - . -. -. . - I
- .
I
1 4 I
T h e territory of the
1. .: r -.~.:,=-::i-:, :. ?, :?.e sgbyc! srltr.e, is estimated at 614,610
-.. rn..i%.
T.leir population, l~owever,is not supposed nearly
.,r

d

5

-

ot:;;

th3t of the territories under the in~mediategovernment
tile Company. Mr. Hamilton, in the second cdition of his
Gazetteer, estimates it as follow, viz. :
The Sizam
10,000,000
The S a w r e Rajah
3,000,000
3,000,000
The Kinn of Oode
Tb Guicknar
2,000,000
T-,eSz!rz& Rajah
1,500,000
:-?#!:+?re Eziafi
3,000,000
T z ~ . - r : : ? r ear,d Cochin .
. .
1,000,000
I i r . ~ : ?Roondee of R'hopaul
.
1,50n,000
Ra:lpootanah and other petty states
5,000 000

c?;

.

-7

.. .....
....
.. . ..
.... ..
.. .. .. ..
. .

.. .. .. ..
... ... ... ...
.. . .. .
. . . .
...

.. ..
..
.
.. ..
.. ..
. . --

40,000,000
.I?K same p t l e m a n makes the following conjecture as to the
e - s tist rere independent in 1e32, viz. :
+
.-.-:
.
.:
. . . . .
4,000,000
I
,
t -:s,
Rcnjith Sinph .
. . .
3,000,000
:. .z.. . . . . .
.
.
1,000,000
\ . -all
. . . .
2,000,000
i'-5 - -prr and other districts belonging to the Icing
.r i C a M
.
. 1,000,000

.-

.

..
. . . ..
. . ...
.... .. .

.....
. .. . ..
. . ...
. . . . --

11,000,000
Tjis would S r e a population of 140,000,000 souls for the whole
of India.-History of India, vol. ii. p. 291.
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selves, but derive their inlportance from political
causes. They may serve for positions of defence to
a hostile population against an invading force, but
become the strongholds of friendly power when an
advancing army can claim or cotnniand the sympathies ot' the people through whose territories they
are to pass. Diplonlacy is the weapon which
Russia has to wield against the Indo-British empire, and by the process of diplomacy I shall show
by and by that the British power in India-that
empire of opinion which has so astonished the
world by its unique existence,-may be made to
disappear, and 661ikethe baseless fabric of a vision,
leave not a wreck behind." Page 223 : *'The road
froin Pesl~ourto Attoclc* goes through a narrow pass,
formed by the Cabul river on one side and a high
range of mountains on the other." It is difficult to
imagine how the topography of a district should be
so absolutely misrepresented as the Count's assertion here displays the face of the c o ~ ~ n t from
r y Peshour to Attocli. The plain of Peshour is bounded
on the north by the Cabul river, and on the south by
a semicircular range of mountains in the district of
Khuttuck. Thir: alpine range commences at the
Attock, and sweeps tocvards the S. and S. E, until
they plunge into the Afi-eedee mountains of the Soolemanee range, behind or west of Peshour. The
breadth of the plain included between the Cabul
river and the southern boundary at its widest part,

* Elphinstone says, <'On the march of the 18th, which reached
to the Indus, the hills came close to the river of Cabul, so that we
were obliged to cross them. They belong to the same range which
we passed near Cohaut," k c . &c. They belong to the Ichuttuck
range, i. e., they are a lateral spur of hills springing from those
mountains.

*

is thirt>--five miles across, and nowhere do these
mountains approach the Cabul riuer so as to form a
deti!e. From Peshour to Attock the distance is a n
0 l - n plain, cut up into ravines as you approach the
;\:tack: and still nearer this river there is a difficult
r3;qorer a spur of the Ichuttuck range near the Cahul
r5wr. hot it does not command the access to the Att w k . except by this one road. The river Indus is
see-ihle b r several proximate routes. " There are
F,' t ; ~ 'hindrances, which are of roore consequence
- - .- - - -.J ' - , ~ r ("p a r a p h i c a l and physical). On
- . -. . -t
~S--T-I!. .'.brh.dden subject, viz., the political
-. ..- -.
---.-*
--. . - ...*- =-.,-,
-'. cli the Indian Empire
..'. :.!tr
.. .-... - - .I. - . .. - .-o_ . -. :n be nc, nbjection to avail
- r - . - . : : ; s arnurr!ent m3kes against the enemies
c.f Enzlnnd, which the Count supposes is the case
here. But, as usual, he is again wrong when he
rentures on an opinion, no less than he is false in
the selection of his facts. He says, p. 223. et seq.,
"-4 military expedition front Russia to India presupposes that all the countries between them should
firs? be suMued." Wellt they have been subdued,
bct nnl hy Russia. England herself has removed
that obstacle to the advance of a Russian army by
extending her frontier into Avghanistaun, and drawing a line of defence from the Indian Ocean at ICurauchee to Heraut, and thence through the Indian
Caucasus east to Attock, so that there is no longer
3
9
'
neu!ral mound remaining between these two
an-3znn1st po-xers.
-4nC is the Count so utterly ignorant of Russian
infuence in Persia as not to know that the interests
ci !;,ece two covernments are intimately blended
together, and identified with each other? That the

-
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Shah of Persia is maintained upon his throne by the
Russian power, in defiance of innumerable pretenders, claimants whose pretensions are by no means
insignificant; and should their rights be left to the
arbitrament of civil war, independent of foreign influence, would expeditiously dismember the Persian
kingdom ? That the monarch of Persia is swayed
by the policy of Russia, and could at any moment
conduct a Russian army from its point of concentration at Asterabad via Meshud and Meimt~nnah
to Bulkh ? It would not be more dificult to procure
by treaty with the paramount lord of the Uzbeck
states, the Ameer of Bocharah, a free passage and
feudal service through his dominions, if necessary,
to join issue with the proximate and mutual enemy
a t Cabul; the more especially as that enemy is a
Christian power whose late conquests in Avghanistaun have brought to the threshold of Tatary the
enterprising and heretofore invincible conquerors
of the M o ~ h u lEmpire. So long as England remained beh~ndthe Sutledge, and her views of aggrandizement were not disclosed by the late mighty
stride into Central Asia, which brought within the
circumference of her power the four independent
principalities of Beloochistaun, Avghanistaun, Panjab, and Scind ; the Uzbecks of Central Asia* might
have justified a jealousy of the Russians, and also
of the English, thinking themselves capable of maintaining their neutrality whilst the competitors for

* The Uzbecks of Central Asia, who constitute the only remain.
ing independent Mahomedan communities, are : Province of Bulkh,
Kundooz, Bocharnh, Kokand, and Khiva the capital of Orgunge,
or Iihwarizm. These countries are bounded on the north by Orcnburgh, east by Yarkand, west by the Caspian Sea, and aouth by
the chain of the Indian Caucasus.

*

territory in Asia were equidistant, but the unexpected advent of a British army, the sudden conquest of Avghanistaun, and dreaded proximity of
the English in the permanent occupation of Cabul,
impresses a sense of terror and profound awe upon
the only remaining independent Mahomedan communities of Asia, and drives those governments lying
between Cabul and Orenburgli to solicit the approach of Russia as the sole antagonist capable of
withstanding the tide of British conquests, which
threatened, by the subjugation of Avghanistaun, to
involve within the folds of her power the province
of Bulkh, the principality of Iiundooz, the Iihanauts
of Bocharah and Iiokand, and the province of
Jihwarizm, (or Orgunge, of which Iihiva is the
capital.) These states are connected with the Russian empire, geographically, commercially, and by
political identity, so that their interests on one hand,
and their necessities and spmpGhies on the other,
bind them to Russia-in a manner inimical and hostile to the British government. Russia has thoroughly
and firmly established a respect for her policy in
Persia and the Tatar nations of Central Asia, including the Uzbecks of Toorkistaun, but not by conquest. Treaties offensive and defensive, and coveted guarantees of political supremacy to reigning
powers, have been the means of subjecting expectant
princes to the expanding policy of Russia, whilst the
sword and bayonet have aggrandized by permanent
occupation their lcss fastidious antagonists.
The Russians are viewed by the Mahomedans of
Asia as a power whose civilization flows through the
mild and fertilizing streams of commercial enterprise; whilst the English are viewed as the avaricious and bloody votaries of devastating invasions
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who recklessly sacrifice all that oppose their own
love of independence as a bar to their ambitioris projects. The Russians, far from being obliged to conquer every petty state between Orenburgh and Attack, would, upon the mere suggestion of an Indian
invasion, have the hordes of Central Asia clustered
under her patronage, nations of feudatories, propelling i n her train their armed hosts, dense clouds of
cavalry thundering at her heels over the waste and
unprotected plains of 66 the Indian paradise, where the
stones are gold and jewels, and the dust of the earth
ambergris and musk." The prospect of plunder to
the feudal masses of India and Central Asia, the
chances of aggrandizement held out to native princes
from the breaking up of an immense empire, the spoil
of cities and of usurers, whose coffers are annually
replenished with six-tenths the gross revenue of
India," were strong inducements, if incitement were
necessary, to the hungry maw of native cupidity, restrained in tiresome monotony and endurance of a
grinding and exclusive system of European rights,
engrafted by the English upon the free, the reckless,
the untrammelled, though absolute legitimacy, of the
feudal order of society as it exists in Asia. Civilized man is the creature of habit; the serni-barbarian is more the child of nature: both arc modified
by education. The education and moral regimen of
Asia is purely oriental, whilst that of Europe is no
less local and adapted to the demands of European
wants. The West and the East are diametrical
antipodes, each possessing principles, systems, and
morals sui generis and respectively characteristic of

* T l ~ egross revenue of British India, is S21,000,000 sterling
annually.

each. S o amalgamation has been effected. As
they were during the Crusades they still remain.
Therc is no sympathy between Hindoo, Mahomeaan, and Christian communities ; all are at variance,
antagonist. hostile, and unrelenting enemies. Masses
o i p~pulation thus disposed will not he refined by
Fro!nlscuous intercourse. Each one confident in his
cwn philanthropy would confer the beneficence of
t t s peculiar institutions on the other, and so long as
:'-e=?ruzzleof their respective systems is confined
-7 - nflaence, 'tis easy to foresee the inutility
_ _- . - ? .. 1.'-ristcanity is truth, and truth, howThe sword
-4.
~ I ~ + , ~ M ! b y the means.
- -- =
v
; the pretest and the imposi. q v .. .... .< ..- i!,; tr:~;!~
;io;s o f r:ce it needs not. These are dimming clouds
that obscure the soft rays of mild religion, and present her to the world like the blessed sun shorn of his
beams, a sanguinary emblem of threatening futurity. "
Ti-hen the Sun of Christ rose upon the throne of Constantine, the sword of state cut off the Pagan gods
of infidel Rome. Jlasses of population, constituting
mi1!;an: o i souls, with identical prejudices, feelings,
an2 ? ? s = i o n ~are
, operated upon slolrly by the impercep!ib:e influence of mind, as it becomes developed
b - the stimulating necessities of observing man.
Esperienee is the great, the practical teacher of
mankind, and the founder of progressive civilization. Education but serves to elucidate the mec i ~ iand
~ . render experience available. The moral
ir~-lp:c:i~r~ o i -Asia originates in experience, and
ex.;.ctnds orer the surface of society as it is solicited
b - n ~ c s s i t r . Our book-learning of the West,
w h i c h is ihe drapery of our civilization, and
springs from a previous acquisition of taste for
the beaux arts, is unknown and unappreciated by
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the Asiatics, rudely occupied as they are in hourly,
in painful industry, in momentary and anxious
solicitude for their daily rations; the ease, the leisure, and the luxury of wealth they know not: these
are the privileges and acqt~irementsof the divine
and absolute few whose artificial powers of government enable them to subjugate the minds of men!
Nothing has been done by missionary efforts or
government institutions towards implanting the love
of lrnowledge or knowledge of learning among the
masses of Asia. The tastes of the Orientals and their
necessities are native to themselves and their soil,
and different frorn E ~ ~ r o p e aideas;
n
and all the pretended and ostentatious efforts of public institutions,
the munificence of private enterprise, the vain show
of government designs, politically insincere, and
the austere devotion of holy missionaries, are local
and circumscribed, confined to occasional and solitary cases, or utterly insignificant resnlts; such as
attend the benevolent and pious complacency of
European Roman Catholics, who despatch the selfdenying disciples of their faith conlmissioned to implant their creed amongst the schismatic millions of
America. Except in the chief cities of India, and
those more immediately under European control,
such as Calcutta, Benares and Delhi, Madras and
Bombay, and the military cantonments of the English, the native community knows nothing of European institutions. The masses of Asia, stupified by
ignorance, apathetic from climate and physical imbecility, are at the bottom of the social order. T o
move them by education a lever would be required
which twenty millions of teachers could not do
more than render effectual for instant and general
utility. "Of the one thousand millions of inhabi-

v

tznts (says the Count) upon the globe's surface, we
hat-e three hundred and eighty millions of Budhists,
111-o hundred millions of EIindoos, one hundred and
fir1rt~-millions of Mahomedans," besides millions of

Jen-s, Guebres, and infidels amongst nominal Christians, all inhabiting Asia-a magnificent and un'munded field for missionary efforts, at which hope
vou!d sicken and the heart fail, were we not
afcured that "the Lord shall pour out his spirit upon
t'. f e i . and every living thing shall be taught to
;---;~k:*!."
TI:,that miracle we should trust for the
- ---.-= -.Ic< o y r cnntidence in heaven, whilst
- r.:- .re the universal and devoted enyi
- . -is
7-s:
..- .. ...-- . . ...' :
:+: ~If-d-dcn-in?
disciples of Chris.
-.....:...-ino p.un_n.: in:o the fathomless sea of barharism in search o i an oasis of Divine love, where
the little grain of faith may be sown for the salvation of future generations,-or boldly stalk through
the fire of probation, unscathed by the seven times
heated furnace of infidelity, as they strive against
the ignorance and apathy of man that will not be
h- .' -\-*-..:
... - .-.
I: :13s k e n ohserred by historical authorities,
T3e results produced by missions under the different societies in various parts of India, is extremely similar. The natives have every where
become secure from the apprehension of any violent
3:-empt to overturn their religious belief and obserrzrc.:s
This confidence, instead of being shaken,
- s - es~~ g ? i m e dIiy the presence and aclivify of the
misnfinarr~s;when they see the government at the
szme iime maintnining the strictest neutrality. They
have even overcome all fear arising from the intercourse o i ioreigners with themselves or their families. They are fond of meeting and entering into

-

-- -
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argument with them, which fact implies conternpt
of the missionaries' abilities ; they send their children to their schools from motives of worldly consideration, that they may become qualified as
subordinate clerks in the commercial establishments
and government offices, and even allow them to be
catechized and instructed in the doctrines of Christianity; though there is a conservative society of
the Hindoos In Calcutta, which has a newspaper
published under its patronage, who excomn~unicate
from their community every one who is linown to
countenance innovations upon their accient established systems of religion and education, or the
ordinary habits and customs ; yet with this, the examples of conversion are so extremely few, that, in
a nutional sense, they may be considered as nothing.
Omitting all consideration of the manner in which
the Hindoo religion is inierwoven with the habits of
life, with the splendour of its festivals, and the zeal of
its votaries, the single institution of Caste opposes a
most formidable obstacle, though one which is sensibly diminishing through thecontinued communication
of the English, and particularly of the missionaries;
(this remark is at variance with the above mentioned
conclusion, that all previous efforts go for nothing.)
The circumstance too, that every particular of their
creed and worship is in volurninous writings, all
believed to be of Divine origin, renders it almost
impossible to make a n y impression. However
unable they may be to defend any of their dogmas,
the simple remark, at the close of the conference,
that it is in the Shastras or Vedas,' banishes
every impression of doubt; they imagine that they
can with perfect safety amuse themselves with disputation, and send their children to the schools with a
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riew to their improvement or worldly advantage ;
nor do they scruple to appear in the character of
x h a t is called inquirers, and amuse their instructors
with deceptive hopes of' their embracing Christianity.""
The time was when twelve poor fishermen, destitute of moral influence or political power, were
deemed by the Founder of our religion, a sufficient
complement to preach the gospel to all mankind.
One of the ablest and most eloquent writers, but
the insidious advocate of infidelity, has laboured
with cnphis!ical aryments of well-drawn inference
t? nrn.:e :kit Christianity owed its progress to
p?:;:~.'. l n f i nnt tn mirnculous causes.
Small and
n .~.? n v n : l yinsi2niticant in the commencement were
the ecijrts ~rliichhave issued in the mighty results
of
.- Christian conversior~in the Roman world; and
it nat~iralcauses, arising from so simple and unpre- '
tending an origin, were sufficientto supplant idolatry
and e?nhlirhupon the altars of "the unknown God"
a c n ~ m a n i n nof churches, comprising at this day
--'
- . .*-<I i-,w-v> TVO+:-IY~=,
is there not greatly
inore
> .
.. . .
_.-.. _ .
.-I_:-2 :-..: nn?e of regeneration f& Asia,
- :~.:-1. strilnz in her bulwarks of superstition, and
ar?ar&lY invincible in the possession of institutions
riherable from their antiquity, and firm in their
cwwxi.?n with the prejudices of the people whom
.--- i.:.?cern 1 Previous to the conversion of Con.' -:,

* l--A
. .. ..- in Great Britain for the Propagation of the
<.c:.--:-G--*,-. -. F,r:iLn Port*, arc t l ~ a of
t the Baptist persuasion, which
coir..-.--re.! Its etforts in 1793; the London Miseionnry Socicty,
funni..i': m a zreat scale, in 1795; the Church Missionary
Society, institutrd in 1800, which bepnn its operations in India in
1812 ; and t ! Scottish
~
3Iissionary Society, recently establisl~ed
at Bombay.
4
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stantine, the fathers of the church did little more
than fertilize by their zeal the field of their labours.
The natural erect of new religions upon antecedent
systems of worship, when powerless and unsustained by political impulse, and after the bigotry of
persecution has become exhausted, is to create a feeling of indifference where oppression once prevailed;
carelessness begets impartiality; from long threatening, unattended by apprehended consequences, the
mind relapses into apathy, and the watchfulness of
jealousy is eluded. The institutions of a com~nuoity
are never more liable to subversion than when the
prospect of innovation is regarded with familiarity ;
the attempts of the charmer are crowned with
success when the object of his desires listens to his
voice; and the very confidence with which the
Hindoos are now inspired on the subject of conversion, shows they have been brought seriously to
contemplate the possibility of change. The nlissionarics are probably in the way of commencing
in Asia the epoch alluded to in the Apocalypse,
chap. xiv. 6., And I saw another angel fly in the
midst of heaven, (i. e., a space beyond the Roman
world,) having the everlasting gospel to preach unto
them that dwell on the earth, and to every nation,
and kindred, and tongue, and people." The missionaries perform their duty in preaching the gospel,
and the convert owes his regeneration to the spirit
of God. Coming events cast their shadows before,
and like causes produce similar effects. The incident succeeding John's vision is to be a great
political revolution ; an event forming so important
an era that it alone is pre-eminently entrusted to
the promulgation of an angel, verse 8th : <'And
there followed another angel, saying, Babylon is

.

..

:: -:n. is fallen, that great city," k c . The predic: .--. :n iica:es the overthrow of infidelity, prefigured

: .. E_Ih!lon,"
.
by the destruction of civic institu:. - 3 s ; and without any other mi?.ucle than a Chris: a n e~nperor's ascendant, we may see the altars
c ~ iPaznnism cast down, the prejudices of super.:itinn-rooted up, the bigotry nod zeal of miscreant
votaries swept away by the arrn of political powel;
the edifices of idolatry reconstructed for Christian
: and when the Crescent shall have been supp-?"+e4 by the Cross, the angel rising in ,the
.- . ....-*-<*he= commission is to stay judgment until
' . ----p?iz?,icn
..
or' the Jewish nation or twelve
.. .<.;. -- . .-.:ye
been accomplished,-finishing his
c :?-:.:. .i.zves the \x-c)rId free to the tramp of Russix1 I I W ~we
S , m a y behold estnblislled the cause of
Cnrist in the East, and Nicholas becorne to our
modern nqe the champion of principles, in advocat in^ which the first Christian emperor immortalized the name of Consta~ztine. Throughout all
Asia. in every community and nation, Mahomedan
or Paran, there exist traditionary prophecies that
a r-r-- : whose significant characteristics designate
t h e European race, is predestined to concluer their
possessions, to subjugate their power, and establish
a new order of government and religion ; and the
rotary of Bramah, the disciples of Mahonied, the
followers of Buddha, or the scholars of F o and.
'$

_ ^

--

~

+.

T7p

Elstern questions in the politics of these days, that is,

f i e ci:>!nnl?ic relationn of Europe with the Enst, as evidenced

in the c ~ n ~ p i c o o upsition
s
of the fiso great powers of Europe in
re:'crcnce to Turkey, Syria, Egypt, Amhia, Persia, Bocharah,
Arzhznizt-iun, India, and China, in all which countries, Ellgland
nnrl Ru-is (the two ruling powers in the world) have cspccial
political apents, actively employed in countervailing each other's
influence, and establishing their respective interests.
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Confucius, silently behold in solemn reverence the
gradual approach of a great moral revolution,
which the'contemplative mind of their philosophy
views with the unimpassioned and submissive
resignation of fatalism. The science of astrology,
so vaguely prophetic in its general sense in reference to the futurity of these nations, with wonderful congruity and unaninlity of design conspicuously and precisely accords " the doom of
unavoided destiny" a period not far removed into
the uncertain shade of approaching time-implies
the proximity of an event of which existing circumstances also denote the near completion.
The American n~issionariesare coequal in activity, in ability and disposition of talent with their
European coadjutors, and whilst their pursuits are
honoured and their motives revered by all interested
in the evangelization of infidel or heathen communities, their s~nglenessof design, confined alone to this
imposing object, without in any way compromising
their religious character with secular views, has
frecluently received the kind countenance and secured the gratuitous praises of officers high in the
government services; their commendations attest
the qualifications, the morality and the zealous devotion of our countrymen in the missionary cause.
The American Board of Foreign Missions has
established stations in numerous positions of Northern India, and their missionaries have proved
themselves exemplary and honoured agents in a
righteous cause. They have originated schools for
the instruction of the natives in Christian literature.
By the acquisition of the Englisll language, which
is taught through the medium of moral and religious books, the pupils are unconsciously led to
embrace enlightened views of our civilization and

.-

.

.
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soil is fertilized, the seed
i we trust in the n~ercyof heaven for
."a...-.i1:ent results.
The American Board of
-- - . - ;~n
_\Iis~ionshas established a typographical
-- - ->
-.-.
:;nn;rnphic
.
press at Loodianah, conducted
::- : ~ i own
r
agent and devoted to the publication
r ' rr8?r;s useful in the dissemillntion of pious Bnow:t.jx- Many excellent translations of tracts and
-2s ni' S'xipture, selected by the judgment of men
7 ;
. - ~ ~ ; ~ i n :-it!)
e d the moral wants of the people
%- ez: I: . .?.
- , .in?uence, have already emanated
.. .- - - - c - -t-L E:- !he existence of this press
- - --= :
. .: ---,-.
.-.. 3r. a desire to examine the
- - L rrresr. kn'-*~ledgewas generated in
r- - -. .-;
- ;. . . -. c:. R.;n;-ut'n Singh. -1 commission mas
2: r.1 :r.-ei 5 ~that
- prince to investigate the facilities
f - f =::in?
up a printing press at his capital of
E.-:1Gre. But these unexpaaded hopes of progreskr-3 inprorement in the Panjab have been blasted
?r the' death of Runjeet'h, the removal of his
,!.TTP~.
99,: consequent anarchy of the Panjab
-+-
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. n i - ~ ! u i l ~ nThe
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..._?:on- af -4sia is still the child of nature,

. .

rs c:+,.:a;ns thE res~raintsof civilization. With his
k c ~ 3 - 2in gay trappings of silver and gold, with his

Tr

?r:l;!r

spear in his hand, a sabre by his side and

s+ie:> thrown over his back, he loves to prowl
*. -I
c ~ r d i ~ r . .upon his native deserts of plain
a r -. r-,-*lrn:a!n. in pursuit of the
.
.. ..
~. .?.
..
x:r:.- : and he covets the

chase or conexcitement, rez?-l?';;s n-htther the game be man or beast. A
i - :T sword and a bold heart supplant the laws of
her-:. !:.zrv descent, and the physical power* of
bnrt,r-.ri.*-.;man supersede the quirks and quiddities
o i monotonous lams. The attempt of aspiring
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genius or audacious ambition gains by the sabre's
sweep and soul-propelling spur, a local habitation
in a kingdom and a name amongst the crowned
subdeities of the diademed earth. In British India,
the fascinating train of military glory, which is the
soul-sustaining spi~iiuelof feudal life, has been cut
off by the matter-of-fact drill master. Under English
domination we have his stiff' encumbered gait, in
place of the reckless impetuosity of the predatory
hero. The cane of the martinet displaces the warrior's spear, and the formal close-set regimentals uncouthly usurp the place of the graceful flowing
robes of oriental voluptuousness.
By the conflicting interests of Russia and England in Central Asia, the masses of India have
been awaliened to the antagonizing principles
which divide the European nations. They are familiar ~vithtlie struggle of democratic licentiousness against esclusive legitimacy ; of divine right
and representative privilege; of absolutism, and the
rights of man. To them the English are the advocates of political infidelity, rvh~lst Russia is the
patron of conservative principles, the head of the
feudal system, the sympathizing sustainer of sympathetic institutions. To Russia they turn as to
their political ICibla, even as their myriads address
their prayers in worsllip before the temple of
Mecca, or adore tlie benignant face of the dayilluming orb. T o Russia, with intense dcsire, the
expectant people daily and hourly look as the power
representing to them the Deity on eaqh ; a saviour
and protector; the restorer of their political rights,
the dignity of their kings, the bygone days of glory
for the soldier, of peace and plenty for the peasant;
security, power, and wealth, with absolute sway to
princes.

CHAPTER 11.
m

T C Q3YT Y?SF?TJEPIF.~'S ISDIA, CONTINUED.

--. - - - e C.-rn:'~ work. Enough has
- - S 1 :: k\cr.umeration of physical
- . -. -- <. -a- -..-. ...,,-,most part imagi~~ary,
and his
.
,
- . -,_-- - :a: iacts," almost I\-ithout an exception,
He further remarks,
=. . --.;
. . --2 +
: or exngserated.
- --=- P.v;.tb is a marshy country, intersected by
-.

..;...-

=.&.

-?."
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r i r e ~ and
, ~ I reply, that there is not a
in the whole country so large as the
-.- - .
-. -z+. -\ prtion of the great Indian
. * e * - -.. -.-.-.- - -.-n-83
.. . . 151 Panjab, and terminates in
.-. - - . . -- :z .>I (I;u!era~h, near the Himaleh moun7 ; . ,r..rci:pying the country between the river
Fy :"=F?S and Hydraotes, (the Jelum and Ravee.)
ye,-8-?.ithis. extending to the Indus, are the sterile,
-$>Y~?L
and intractable upland plains of
1 - . T - . - : . :.:, ,!:I. south are the desolate tracts of
. - - :.-zz,
.
. -.--, .- ,... consisting of high grass, dwarf
::-. :-.-.?r:;-. and baubul, so that the only pro;.
-.-:TY?
1 . ~ 1hichly cultivated districts lie east of
:- e IT.. .I
nn'es, Towards the Sutledge, and these are
r c r q r c:?r=jy or el-en saturated, except during the
nirly sezson, vhen occasional heavy falls of water
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effect a temporary lodgement upon the flat surface
of a plain many miles in length and breadth, from
the river Bias (or Hyphasis) to the Sutledge (Sudless or Hysuclrus). Between these two rivers the soil
is a fat vegetable mould, and the level of water is
about three feet below the surface. Wells of this
depth are sufficient for the purposes of irrigation,
but the Panjab is zozchere marshy.* As for the
rivers of the Panjab, I have crossed them all on
horseback in the fall months; and during winter the
Indus may also be forded on horsebacli, near to and
above the Attock ferry, without swimming the
animal.
The Count predetermines that Persia conjoined
with Russia shall make no allies in a projected invasion of India. H e alludes to the religious enmity
existing between the Avghans and Persians: the former being orthodox Soonee Jlahornedans, whilst the
latter are the schismatic followers of Ali, known by
the sectarian appellation of Sheali. I can inform the
Count that the religious watchword of I)um i char
Yar" no longer calls together the bigoted Soonee to
oppose the less infatuated Sheahs in their alleged
desecration of orthodoxy; and that these disciples
of " Shah i Merdan" were tolerated and caressed in
Cabul under the strictly impartial government of
Dost Mahomed. There is no doubt of the violent
enmity mutually prevailing between these two denominations, but governments are ruled by expediency and not by religious bigotry or exasperated
+ Kanawan is the name of a fen made by the expansion of a
stream forming a tributary amongst the Iiead waters of the Bias.
It skirts the Himaleh range, northeast of Lahore, on the frontier
of Nadoun, a principal town of the Katouch princil~ality,not
within the geographical boundaries of the Panjab, altliough it has
been subduedand added to the political compact of the Seiks.

.

.

sj:-.r.z-.:sn.
though passion influences a casting
If the
I-.> rr :-c--;. p l i c y does not oppose its voice.
- cnder Dost JIahomed saw that Russia and
- t- --L- . -.,-

.

1.-

2-:

7
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united were stronger than England, they

r; i hare joined the former; if they suspected the
t -:s ci inability to withstand their enemies, they
x. . 2 hare rendered their cause less hopeful by
7

-:i,::r,n mi:h their enemies. But now the Eng.-?T.?_F advanced into Avghanistaun and at- -,
:.--r-sx&+ju:a:ion of their country, there is no
- - :.>.-I:
:re, mould readily unite with the
.
- - . ==. --1 t,'e~iato regain their national
., . ,-+.., . :.- . . 1 - 1 ---I- Ec:Ish, in case of an invasion
, . . . . - - . .r:r -:;. xqzr;'d 'be clbliged
- to defend
- -_ . .--1.
- .-...- . - ~ nagainst a hostile popula. .
-. . -. -...- _ 1 :?r?;rn
tgem!-, and at the snmc moment
-.... -.:.:.rain
the;; yon-er against the fermenting mil. : ? = in her Indian dominions, which position would
?c n a : and fatal. Page 227: In these extensive
ssrtr- deserts
- which lie on the road to India, it is
-.- - -. k . . :q~)r
horses to draw the heavy artillery and
.
-.
.
?c -3 zra:uitous assertion, which any
_ _.. . -. -.
.
- . ...,.-L,n, Eelnochistaun, Scind, or
.:.
..st zr-; F 2;: i~i.lsia,-escept the great desert of
S . I >n-ifh
~ . which I am unacquainted, but upon
m!i.ch the Russian archives would probably enhim,-can tell the Count is not the fact. No
'&ten
- .r -- y.1. army moves without artillery. Dost Mahomed
r :.- ?T:>- rieces of cannon, many of thern heavy
n"-< drawn bj- oxen, and many pieces of
:. --..-.
....-- ar-i: err. Shah Shujah 111 Moolli, in his militar? demctnirration against Raudhar in 1833, from
Shao;ar?ore, had sixteen pieces of horse artillery collected bet\\-een Loodianah and Scind; and the British
army (1930), consisting of 20,000 fighting men and
ccc
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60,000 camp followers, was accompanied by a regular train of artillery, consisting of heavy mortars,
breaching ordnance, and light batteries, all of which
were transported on their carriages by bullocks, by
horses, or by manual labour. The whole country,
from Afeshud to Attocli, where the open plains commence towards India, and from the river Oxus to the
Indian ocean, has been traversed again and again
by native armies, cavalry and infantry, caravans
and camels, time out of mind, with untramrnelled
facility, as appears from history ancient and modern,
-from the days of Xerxes, ('who stirred up all
against the realm of Grecia,"" to the frivolous
ephemera which emanated from the superficiar military book-makers who accompanied the late English expedition into Cabul. Page 238: "Coming in
the Avghan mountain passes, with their hard and
stony paths, the camel is useless." Accompanying
the English army from Shaokarpore via Iiandhar to
Cabul, there were thirty-five thousand camels, according to the verbal report of the fiscal agent at
Cahul; many of these animals, bred in the plains of
Hindostan, died from privation, fatigue, and climate;
but seasoned camels, prepared to sustain these disqualifying incidents, native to I<horassaun and Tatary, are readily procurable for an army advancing
from Bullih. The Bactrian camels are the hardiest
of all, and the Bughtee or short-legged animal, bred
from the double-hunched Bactrian male camel, and
the single-humped dromedary, is the strongest of its
species, and capable of unexampled cndurance. By
the construction of its foot, which is provided with

* See the account by Herodotus of the muster-roll of Xcrxes'
army.

a I.-r_rrtoe-nail than ordinary to the dromedary, it
.- er.;r,:ed to travel amongst mountains with ease.
I h n r e purchased this breed in Bactria, and fouhd

escellent carriage cattle for crossing the InI escorted a caravan into Bulkh, or
-r, a cararan was allowed to accompany my
. _..'
'
.
.
.
r :-;.r\n. when proceeding in the campaign against
F;~:r<-.nz in 153s-39. It was niade up of 1600
.r2-'c = md rm pack-horses. W e crossed the Paro- .en B - l m ~ r ~Rooey,
n,
and Derrah i EsoK
. .
-3 ?!czar.
The camel is the ordinary
. .-. .- - :c -'lr+?nistaun.
. .
Travelling mer. . . z -- - . ---?I--..
- 2 s from Lucknow in the
..:.. - - _ - . _ - _ r. - rJ.rh3r3h. the great capital
._--_
:,?
2: leas: 1C1.000 camels in their
.. - - : r . -.i
. ..-~--;onal
.
and migratory visits between
*.- .- , -... . -,-,.
----=;. 7n-n ceiebrated marts of Oriental commerce.
T i e Count lays great stress on the physical and
~:!:!ical obstacles to a Russian invasion of India, as
--..I- esic?ed previous to the late conquest by Eng:zr?;! irt Central -\cia. All those difficulties refer to
- - a *--ey.r-.!of :he country and government of
.
. . . ... I.... .!.:es
lying between the frontiers of
IJ.:r:-n a ~ India.
a
How much then does ltussia
r,.rn-orre to England for removing all those safecuards to India, by advancing her frontier to
Henut, at once annihilating the neutral ground
I
.
-.
_-.-.n-mn
her own empire and her antagonist, so that
n,--.n a Russian army shall reach Bulkh, which is
-.
sr:-c:ert!y accessible, they will forthwith come
icro c~nfiictwith the English at Cabul '! Avghanistz:.!:n nnd Lahore, no longer allies, in which character
the C'ount fancied a host of invincible friends, but with
all the warlike and partially subdued communities
? ?n Caucasus.
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lately* added to their troubled dominion, now decidedly exasperated into the condition of fierce and
vindictive enemies, devoted to the revenge of their
lost nationality, and ready to malie common cause
with the conquered princes of India proper.
Page 243: " A small army (inferring that a great
one could not reach the Attock) cannot effect any
thing on its arrival at the Indus against the superior British force there stationed, which, amply
supplied with the necessaries of war, can compete,
as well in discipline and sltill, as in bravery, with
any army in the world." Without entering upon
the questionable merits of the Anglo-Indian army, I
will merely observe, that the same resources are
available to Russia as have contributed for England the means of the Indian conquests, and that
the '# skill and bravery" of the Indian population is
nowhere more plainly demonstrated than by the
fact that some 30,000 Englishmen have subdued
140,000,000 of them.
Again, if the Anglo-Indian army " can compete,
as well in discipline and skill, as in bravery, zcith
any army in the world," those same 30,000 English
will stand a miserable chance of salvation against
the Anglo-Indian army itself when sustained by
100,000 regular troops of Russia, and the myriads
that will rally under her standard in an Indian expedition. The conquest of India by Russia involves
an European question which will be decided when
Constantinople shall no longer have a Moslem
master; and this is a consummation which the fast
* I n the campaign against Cabul, for thc establishment of the
ancient regime under Shah Shujah ul Moollr, in 1838.39.

rr?zr..=sinl- dissolution of the Ottoman power will
c,.c.ily determine.
11-e conclude with the Count (p. 243) that British
Izdin seems to have nothing to fear from an invaCan by foreign armies, so-Iong at least as tranql~illity can be maintained in the interior of the
empire." But internal convulsion is the necessary
consequence of nn invasion, and "the way to produce such a convulsion within the bosom of the
empire in India would be, either to conquer by derreFs ( s ~ ~ b d r rby
e trenties!) one after another those
_.L - - %\-kithlie on the route; to spread and
C-1-.3Z
ez;;-un:e
:he reports of such conquests, and
r.o ..~.\v:i*;.
:nore c3~1sesc~ffermentation already exIs!ln:
!irere: or. ~ r h n ttroukl he eclsier, merely to
stimltlclie h y politicul in/iue7zce the hostile sentiments of those states totvards British India (and of
the lnrlinn princes ngai.r.sl the English); to influence
the desire which they have cherished for centuries
to make conquests in that country; to organize
their forces in the European manner, and, when the
t i ~ sis come. to give military leaders to their
2z:ie=, nnti direct their strntegical operations
against India.''
It is a mortifying conclusion, and an opinion no less
true than humiliating, 4 b that the measures of the Indian government ought to have more the character
of stability than of movement, be suited more to the
idens of an oriental population than to those of an
occidental. The first will quiet the millions of India,
the second will frighten them as interfering with
their mento/ repose." It is this principle which does
control the Brirish government in the administration
of Indian afairs, and there is therefore no movement
in any of the measures designed for India. Justly
may we exclaim with Burke, that " the British em-
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pire in India is an awful thing." Whether viewed
in regard to its responsibilities or its results it is indeed terrible and extraordinary. The government of
140,000,000 hurnan beings, emphatically subject to
the people of England and not to the crown, involves
the British nation individ~lallyand collectively in
the accountability of at least the systerr~if not tlie
administration of Indian polity. The conquests of
Alexander were legitimated by the results of his
victories. His power was extended by the sword
and maintained by the arts of civilization. The
savage Bactrians, the voluptuous Persians, the
philosophical gymnosophi-t, successively subnlitted
to his sway and received the civilization of Greece.
Cities peopled by his camp followers and superannuated soldiers became the basis of his support in
distant countries,* so that the Macedonian invasion
was rather a migration of military colonies established throoghout the wide-spread conquests of
their lender, and remained a blessing to succeeding
generations by the introduction of the refinements
of life, the arts and sciences, in the midst of communities exhausted by luxury or still rude in the
practices of barbarism-elevating these two conditions to the medium of nervous energy which
characterized their invaders ; yet the conquests of
Alexander were efectted by violence and haste, and

*

Thtre was an Alexandria founded near Heraut, before entering the plain of Tatary, a ponition rstablished at 13actra (Bulkl~),
and an Alexandria ad calcem Caucasi south of this range of
mountains, near Cabul, which served for m~litarybases in Alexander's demonstrations in Central Asia. The cities built or founded
by the conqueror were originally nothing more than fortified camps;
and the fiuhseqclent wealth and magnificence of these celebrated
places, testify the judicious selection of their sites for commercial
and military purposes.
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a boat, armed with helmet, shield, and spear, and
bearing the germ of letters near the back of the
shoulder, the Greek alpha, which also implies the
name of the goddess, Athente. The bold and scientific address skilfully cxhibited in the execution of
the engraving, the polish of the gem, the voluminous
design of the representation, indicate the arts, the
sciences, the commerce, war, and letters predorninant twenty-two centuries ago in the heart of Asia,
implanted there by a European philantl~ropist, in
n country now no longer acquainted with the expired empires which numbered its population and
ancestry amongst the noblest of the human race,
the accomplished progenitors of ancient days. In
seven years Alexander performed feats that have
consecrated his memory amongst the benefactors of
mankind, and impressed the stamp of civilization on
the face of the lrnown rr~orlcl,which have commemorated his labours amongst the blessings of a Deity
with a deserved though flattering attribution of worshipping votaries.
Turn now to England, and see what she has done
for Asia after the military and unmolested possession of the country, the absolute and undisputed
administration of the government, legislative and
executive, for a period of eighty years ! England,
the zealous friend of the purity of government
throughout the univsrse, the country which arrogates to itself a paramount position amongst the
monarchs of this palmy world, the paragon of nations ! At this moment, if the Indo-British government was dissolved, and the English were withdrawn
from India, there mould be lelt no other memorial
of their previous existence than the monuments of
their inhumanity,-the barraclrs, the hospitals, and
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no dissemination of lrnowledge or improvements in
education. W e see here the consequences of a
military despotism; a government imposed upon
millions, and sustained by the sword, without a
philanthropic motive; originating in cupidity, nourished and developed by tyrannous force, sealed
in blood. The tenure of the British rule is a
phenomenon unprecedented in the history of mankind, and of wonderful and unexampled interest.
In the beginning, those who now govern India
were an association of traders, a band of comrnercia1 adventurers, a body of hucksters, natives of a
small, contemptible island in the Western Ocean.
Having tasted the luxuries of Asia, enjoyed the
profits of a voyage to India, and beheld the munificent rivers of wealth which then flowed from
exhaustless and untouched sources, these future
conquerors, lowly and submissively, with unpretending humility solicited permission of the Indian
princes to traffic in their dominions. A factory,
purely for the transactions of their trade, was established and tolerated upon the extremest confines
of the Moghul's possessions. The feeble Indians
simply cherished with hospitable designs the starving snake which was to bask hereafter in their
rather proves the unfinished design of impotent enterprise. The
British policy is full of ostentatious feints of systematic deception,
amongst which the garb of philanthropy is an antique habit.
Witness her long-practised anti-slavery doctrines in the West
exploded by her grasping and audacious assumption of maritime
supremacy ; her infamous invasion of Chincse civilization, with
the pretext of dispelling the illusions of barbarism amongst a
people where, i f stability of government and "the greatest happiness of the greatest number" are criterions of judgment, the pahn
of refinement is uusuccessfully contested by any European nation.

AVQHANISTAUN.

'
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~itals,to batten upon the blood of their people, and
fertilize futurity with the plunder of their treasures.
The Indians say they craved only so much land
as might be enclosed by a cow's hide; the favour
was conferred, and the claimants shred their hide
into strings, artfully enclosing a considerable space,
upon which a factory or rather a fort-for the edifice
served both purposes-was quietly reared, and they
bgcame for one hundred and fifty years the unrnolested possessors of a malignant spot upon the disk
of a threatened empire. Other European nations,
the Spaniards, the Portuguese, the French and the
Dutch, had attempted the experiment of distant
dominion. T o these people. who anticipated the
Engl~shin the assumption of political power, our
band of adventurers became the object of jealous
hostility. Prompted by the successful issue of
speculations planned by their European competitors
for the political aggrandizement of their respective
establishments, the English were stirred to the execution of ambitious projects which invested them
with territorial sovereignty; subsequently, the necessity of defending their position involved them in
wars of endless conquests. The Indians too late discovered their fatal error; unavailing efforts to drive
out the intruders served to strengthen their enemies ;
they were diverted from defensive measures by
internal commotions, and distracted by the crash of
the Moghul Empire, which was then in a state of
rapid dissolution. Their struggles were enfeebled by
domestic divisions ; the English, ever ready to avail
themselves of these disasters, stimulated the native
chiefs, as the ~rincesofIndia strove for independence,
against each other; and carrying out the maxim of
"divide et impera," they became the umpires of
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conflicting governments. Wielding the power thus
attained for the prosecution of their original object,
as they gradually assumed the supremacy of dominion, and each successive conquest, like a stone
thrown into the sea of nations, has expanded the
circles of their power, until every part of the Moghul
Empire has become subjugated to their sway.
Sir John Malcolm informs us, '' the Company
were indebted to a physician for the formation of
their establishment in Bengal." This was the commencement of their prosper~ty,and they owed their
fortune to a singular accident. A gentleman named
Broughton, went from Surat to Agra, where he
chanced to cure the daughter of the Emperor Shah
Jehan of a severe malady; among the rewards of
this benefit, he received the privilege of carrying on
a free trade. His medical skill also ingratiated him
with the Nawaub of Bengal, who extended the privilege to his nation ; and the Company were enabled
in 1636 to build a factory at Hoogly. Their rnedical oKicers frequently became diplomatic agents,
when despatched on professional visits to the Indian
princes. On another occasion one of these practised messengers sent to the Emperor Feroksere in
1715, was instructed to solicit exclusive commercial
immunities for his nation; in this petition he was
successful.* Thus, the foundations of this vast empire

* T h e superior skill of Europeans in medicine, which had first
enabled thom to obtain a footing in Bengal, now afforded an opportunity of greatly extending their influence. I n 1715, under tlie
reign of the Emperor Ferokscre, the Presidency sent two factors,
with an Armenian merchant, on a, commercial mission to Ilelhi:
" Tlie principal object was defeated, but the Emperor happening
to labour under a severe illness, which the ignorance of the native
physicians rendered them unahle to treat wit11 success, was completely cured by a medical gentleman named Hamilton, who ac-

(nay be inscribed by the voice of fancy, with the
record of gratitude due to the professional abilities
of a physician. Eighty years have elapsed since
the operations of Lord Clive renewed the English
power in Jndia, and within that period has the
mighty sway been crested, which now embraces a
great continent, and 140,000.000 vassals subject to
the political influence of England. Their system is
chiefty managed by a native army of about 160,000
well disciplined troops, while the entire military
force, conlposed of British or Europeans, falls short
of 30,000; and the estimated number of all the
Europeans in India, not in the civil or military
service, scarcely reaches three thousand !
companied the embassy. For this signal service he was desired
to name his reward. Animated by a patriotic spirit, he asked only
privileges and advantages for the Company, and obtained a grant
of three villaqcs in the vicinity of Madras, with liberty to purchase
in Bengal thirty seven additional townships ; an arrangement
s
which would have secured a territory extending ten m ~ l e upwarda
from Calcutta.
$'The Emperor granted also the still more important privilege
of introducing and conveying their goods through Beugal, without
duty or senrch. But the acqnisifion of these districts was frustrated by the artful hostility of the Nawaub, who, by private threats
deterred thc owners from consenting to the purchase. Still the
oermission of free trade, though limited to foreign exports and imiorts, proved of the greatest-importance, and soon rendered Calcutta a very flourishing settlement!'-Hisl.
of India, vol. i. p. 268.
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:+ principal divisions of the mass, con~prises
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r3riety and description of human beings.
of them intelligent and active, but for the
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part oppressed by poverty, sunk into apathy,
.---I
de~ssedby revolting ignorance. The bravest
zrt.2 !he boldest men may be found in the midst
c i the timid and abject. The fierce spirit of their
:3r>-:lent military tribes is untamed. Partially rereined by their conquerors, the unbounded genius
r' Y.:~?TF. t h e self-consuming and the self-existing
--.-.-.. -_
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CHAPTER 111.
GEOGRAPHICAL BOUNDARIES OF BRITISH INDIA-MORAL
AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER O F THE PEOPLE.

THEBritish power now embraces the whole of
that vast region, which extends from Cape Conlorin
to the mountains of Thibet and the Indian Caucasus, and from the longitude of Heraut to Arracan
inclusive, (between 64" and 94" east of London.)
By the military occupation of eastern Khorassaun
(Avghanistaun) as an'impregnable frontier against
foreign European aggression, imagining their power
sufficiently consolidated in Central Asia, they have
despatched an armament of European and native
troops to open negotiations with the Emperor of
China for the establishment of their commerciul relations with that empire on a firm basis of lasting
friendship !
A correct knowledge of the moral and physical
character of the people inhabiting the Indo-British
empire, will lead us to a proper estimate of their
military powers, enable us to ascertain their value
amongst the race of man, and the rank of their
degree in the range of civilization.
The Hindoo and Mussulnlan population, which
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when skilfully managed of courageous efforts and enduring patience;" but his physical powers are fecble
and unsuited to the moral aptitude of perseverance. Quickly exhausted, he falls an early victim
to continued fatigue, and the inclemencies of a cold
and novel climate, which would scarcely be regarded by the robust capabilities of an European.
The granivorous Indian falling into hopeless, listless insignificance in comparison with the massivelimbed carnivorous consumer of the western hcinisphere. The physical temperament of the Hindoos
has strongly affected their character, and exhibits
prominently their incapability to oppose thc: robust
strength and personal prowess of European troops.
"Their make is slender and delicate; their shapes are
in general fine; the muscular strength is small, even
less than the appearance of their bodies, though expressive of weakness, would lead the spectator to
infer. Their stature in general is considerably
lower than the European standard, though such
inferiority is more remarkable in the south, and
diminishes as you advance towards the north. The
extreme simplicity and lightness of the aliments
used by the Hindoo, and the smallness of his consumption, owing to his sedentary life and the sumptuary laws of his religious system, must undoubtedly have been amongst the causes of the lightness
and feebleness of h ~ sframe : his food consists
almost solely of rice, and his drink is norhing but
water. Abstinence and temperance, whilst they
generate mutually sustaining each other. I-lis demands are satisfied with a pittance which appears
extreme to the people of almost every other part of
the world. The prohibition by the Hindoo religion
of the flesh of animals for food is not such as to

bzve orcduced by any means a total abstinence,
-.+.-- . :?c quantity consumed is no doubt small. The
: : s L 2 r o i the Hindoo is butter, prepared in a manFcr &:cuii;tr to himself, called by him ghee.
I n Hindostan the people of all sorts are a dimi?c!ire race. From the great delicacy of his tex::sre the Hindoo's imagination and passions are
easily inflamed, and he has a sharpness and qnick-5
of intellect which seems strongly connected
wi:? :he sensibility of his outward frame. But
... -..
-.he M y of the Hindoo is feeble it is agile
..,
: . ~xrx3ri.:ir,3y
d e ~ c e .In running and marchi - ? :'or ?-.:? . :- not surpass, people of the most
- . -..;~r c-n::.-c:innn
Tneir messengers will go fifty
rr..:e.= 3 d 3 ~ for
- twenty or thirty days without inter. .
m:islon. Their infantry, if tolally znincumbered
rrith burthens, which they could by no means support, will march faster and with less weariness
than Europeans. Another remarkable circumsrance in the character of the Hindoos, in part too
no docbr t!le eFect of corporeal weakness, though
i: 5 - - e s.:T: c??csi!e
..
to that excitability which has
tc-T-:r.:.r:nrkei~. is the inertness of disposition so rem?.rknil!e to all observers of this peculiar race.
The lore of repose reigns in India with more powerful sway than in any other region probably of the
nlnk. Listlessness and phlegmatic indolence perv n C 5 t3e in'?abi!ants, who follow the precepts of
E=?r-s. Frxr pains. to the mind of a Hindoo,
are c~r:t".ro that of bodily exertion; the pleasure
must t-2 intcn=ewhich he prefers to that of its total
ctx=av;+-.n." This listlessness and apathy is partly
the eKect of climate and partly the consequence of
their political system, the first deteriorating the
body, and the latter subduing the intellectual ener-

.
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gies. Inanition and oppression bring mendicity and
misery in their train. From this condition of life
they are relieved by death, and the belief in the
transmigration of souls presents the finale of nature
in the light of a coveted maturity.
The tyrannical and ruinous system of fiscal
policy and bad revenue institutions deprive the
peasant of all extraneous wealth accruing from the
utmost stretch of labour, and leaves merely the
miserable portion of necessury rations for animal
subsistence. The plan of farming .great estates to
the Zemindars, who adopt the princ~pleof subletting
to the highest bidder to minor labourers, produces
precisely the same distressing effects in India as
follow the same project of agriculturists in Ireland.
Mendicity and the spirit of turbulence, held down
by the bayonet, give rise to apathy and listlessness.
Thus a government, evil in effect and absolute in
form,-a
British executive government, without
British law, an Oriental despotism,-has
riveted
the shackles of slavery upon the whole agricultural
population of British India.
The working classes,-and here every Inan is a
productive labourer except the usurer (moneylender,)-provide for the luxury of others, and in
most instances barely participating in the fruits
thereof. And it is a fact, that the inhabitants of
extensive districts have been known to subsist on
the spontaneous produce of the soil, as grass seeds,
potherbs and ground thorns, during several months
in the year. The price of one-sixth of a penny
sterling (about half a pice) in the quantity of flour
necessary for daily subsistence, is a sufficient cause
to command and induce the ten~porarymigration of
the poor members of a community, from a village

akcse produce may have suffered from drought, to

zc.cr'?.er more fortunate, though at the distance of
serera? days' journey. Immense crowds of persons
rrko depend upon day-work for their subsistence,
2re somelimes seen
rigs or nakedness,

,

moving through a country in
flying before the ~estilenceof
:.C.reatened famine, whilst pampered luxury prevails
in rhe palaces of their chiefs. The natives of India,
cubpcted to a wretched government, under which
the tiuits of labour are not secure, are without a
r r n r i ~ e to work, no less so than the enslaved
-if.-rtn 5.r n-horn the English affect the warmest
sT?r:>?:h\-.
. .

.
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Sir John 3Ialcol1n observes : The only safe
viem that Great Britain can take of her empire in

CHAPTER IV.
FOREIGN RELATIONS O F BRITISH INDIA.

BY referring to the foreign relations of the IndoBritish empire, we shall instantly see the fragile
tenure by which England preserves possession of
her Oriental dominions. According to the highest
authority it is alone by the bravery and fidelity of
the sepoys that India can be preserved to Great
Britain. Sir John Malcolm deprecates any accession to the European force, on the ground that it
might, from particular causes, wealien the attachment and lessen the efficiency of the native troops;
at the same time this very competent judge acknowledges that his countrymen can never succeed in
establishing any cordial or social union with their
Indian subjects, so widely do they diKer in manners,
language, religion, and feelings. Other material
circumstances contribute to render the British dominion precarious and unique, and to exact the
utmost care in the selection of the depositary of
that arbitrary pourer, without which it cannot be
prolonged, or even beneficially administered for the
rulers or the people.*

* "British government without British law !"

Hmjia, is to consider it, as it really is, always in a .
saa:e of danger, and to think it quite impossible to
render her possessions in that country secure, except under the management of able and firm rulers.
If a succession of men of great talents and virtues
cannot be found, or if the operation of any influence on party feelings and principles prevents their
?ein3 chosen, we must reconcile ourselvcs to the
seriolls
- . hazard of the early decline, if not the loss
c:
rreat dominion we have founded in the East."
T1- :..- v ~ a srke condition of the .British power in
Imj 3: 3 tilie when there was no European rival,
g:r ~'.:*: ?rol;pct oi an antagonist, on the immense
arena. ot contlicting nations. How has the precarious p~sitionof the government been aggravated
trv the approximation of a hostile power in the Russian military demonstrations and prevalence of her
ti?Iomatic influence in Persia, in Central Asia, and
1:1e contiguous provinces of India ! Considerations
n f t5ir np-:ore induced the zovernor-general of India
-. - ----.--- . : s n i efect the military occripation of
-I\-=,:nnis:aun. This measure of the Indo-British
=ntTernment is n profound error of policy. Diplomacy and economy condemn the movement, no
1-5
than the national safety and defensive plan of
czwra!ic.ns which the position of India suggests.
I r T C ~ = remarked by a son of Jelall ul Deen,
-4;v-. ::e greatest of his race who dignified the
:5-r."2 cf I!.-? Great Jloghul, that the fortress of
..i';:ernt~3d war: without a ditch. The Emperor
r-1.7:3j, \I? son, the river Indus is the ditch of
-4cra." Tne Indus has always been alleged as the
frljnrier of India, and the laws of Menu prohibit the
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followers of Eramah from crossing that stream.
But the institutes of the reverend Menu are not
without the pale of reformation; the god of Menu
has been partially displaced from his temples in
these degenerate days, and gold is worshipped as
the spirit of the age. The conservative and unchanging Brahmin, at the bidding of his golden
deity, threw dust in the eyes of Menu, and irreverently disobeyed the laws of his forefathers.
The geographical boundary on the west has been
crossed ; a barrier to the self-protection of India
overthrown; new kingdoms have been subdued at
an enormous and incredible expense. Extended
foreign relations, and the acquisition of strange
dominions unconnected with India, require separate
establishments, military and civil, for their maintenance; and we have now a portion of the empire
of Central Asia to engage our consideration, which
is another and an independent Tatar dominion, in
no way a part of the Indo-British government,
having relations with the surrounding states involving a web of policy that brings back again to
Europe the universal sway of England.
A line now drawn from Constantinople to Pekin,
(exclusive of Persia,) will divide the East between
England and Russia ; all to the south falling to the
former, whilst the latter emphatically claims and
holds the north. By advancing their frontier into
Central Asia, the British re-established what has
some time been the politicul boundary of India, viz.:
the Indian Caucasus ; though if this consideration
influenced their measures, they should have gone to
which still more frequently has been
the river OXUS,
the political boundary of the Persian or the Indian
empire, dividing the Maver ul Neher and Khwarizm of Arabian geographers from the latter.

T--ncnr,ncctcd and distant from India, the partially
5.15j~edand struggling Avghans still oblige their
--?el masters to depend upon their southeastern
;97 inion as a base of action ; thus they aggravate
.-i. hazard of comprotnising the safety of their Inc an empire. for without elaborating the means of
<us!aining a large military force in Central Asia,
:hey hare incurred the responsibility of defending,
from
a distant
base,be
liable
to interruption
polia.
wal, and
they may
permanent
causes, afrom
position,
:he eracusrion of which cannot be proposed without
c.er's-inz nn inferiority to their competitors. The
elc* Jstiq.n of this truth would draw upon them the
qube--pen: bu: r;ot cuhdued energies of a turbulent
n d o ~ p r e ~ ~p e
~ pd ~ ~ l a t i o The
n . approach of Russian influence, and the extension of her frontier,
places the British government in the dangerous position of being obliged to defend her Indian empire
against internal commotion, at the same moment
she is necessitated to repel the agression of a foreign
power, with nlllom the means of her defence are
physicall!. inadequate to contend! But I am of
opinion that the moral iqfluence of Russia could ex.
tinguish by diplomacy alone the British power in
India. Sustained by a military force at Bulkh, the
intelliger~tand astute corps diplomatique of Rtlssia
a mould excite those causes of fermentation existing
there," which would produce " a convulsion within
the bosom of the empire," revolutions of opinion,
rebellions, insurrections en masse of the whole population, war, violence, and devastation, desolating
and exterminating the English, and ending in the
disintegration of the British empire.
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CHAPTER V.
ROUTES INTO INDIA.

BY my late expedition into Tatary from Cabul
to Bulkh in 1838-39, an enterprise of great magnitude was accomplished. Commanding a division
of the Cabul army, and accompanied by a train of
artillery, that stupendous range of mountains the
Indian Caucasus was crossed through the Paropamisus. The military topography and resources of
the country were practically tested. Impediments
which were supposed to present insurmountable obstacles to the passage of an arniy, proved to be difficulties readily vanquished by labour and perseverance, and the practicability of invading India from
the north, no longer doubtful, has become a feasible
and demonstrable operation.
T o follow the system of Alexander, Bullih, the
ancient Eactra, should be made the base of action
of every military movement against India. Bullih is
the capital of Central Asia, morally and politically;
and the .power holding possession of this far-famed
city,-which is supposed by the Orientals to have
been the first built, thence called Mader i Bulad,
or the Mother of Cities,-would be enabled to exercise over the superstitious natives a suprerr~acy
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which it is an article of their faith to number
smnn_rst the fated incidents of their race, viz., the
?redominance of Christian policy over the king2.3ms of all the earth;-a.nd one of the signs ~vhich
m a r k the approach of this period, is indicated by
:ilc re-edification of Bullrh, which is again to flourish, accnrding to their traditions, as the capital of
Central Asia.
The resources of the Uzbeck States have sustained the armies of a conqueror, IYIIO we are
told h?- history plundered both Delhi and Moscow
(n-i~osedepcendont still occupies the throne of
Pe?in).
and whose dynasty has, within the last
.
err:r-!- yenrs, been removed from the throne of
Dc~:li!, The greatest military empires that ever
existed. not inferior even to the Russian of this age,
or rather day, strove for predon~inance on the
1-zbeck plains, and ruled alternately at Bullih, at
Parnerkand, or Ghiznee ; respectively, the empire
of Dorius Hystaspes, the empire of Timour, and of
Abastagi, or Xahmoud. These expired empires,
no loneer claiming military distinction in the grade
of nn::ons. have become purely agricultural and
pastoral. and adequate to the maintenance of military array now as when under the sway of Darius
Hystaspes,+ of Chagati, of Timour, and Mahmoud.
Sumberless hosts have contested for mastery upon
,

I n the reim of Darius Hystaspes the celebrated Zoroaster
promulrsted at Bulkh or Bactra the religious system of the Fire.
\Vor2;hipprs, and in this place a great temple was fonnded and
drdicated to thc Sun. At present every rcrnnant of antiquity has
disappeared from superficial inspection, and no vestigcs of the
forrncr existence of s Grecian or Persian city are now visible,
althnuzh the uneven surface of the ground in the vicinity of the
modern town, would probably disclose beneath its mounds indications of former days.
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these plains, and nation following nation from the
far and mysterious East, have poured forth their
migratory hordes over this great thoroughfare of
the world to conquer and to colonize the wastes of
Europe with Tatar blood,* and prove the fruitfulness of Central Asia.+
Those golden-sanded rivers, the Oxus and Jaxartes, penetrate far into the interior of the Uzbeck
States, and connect their remotest provinces with
the great commercial depot of Astrakhan in southern
Russia, and ultimately with Moscow: they ensure
the necessary capabilities for strategical demonstrations. Whilst the political divisions and internal dissensions of the country invite the regard of Russia,
the geography multiplies the facilities of accomplishing all that an invading power could aspire to hope.
T o ascertain the probabilities of success in any
enterprise, we should examine the facts and attend
to the results attained under corresponding circumstances. Reviewing the causes and consequences
connected with the adventures of antecedent conquerors of India, we may observe, that this country,
though it has frequently been subjugated, has always
been subdued, until the advent of British ascendancy,
by an invasion from the north ; and it is an undoubted
fact, that each individual who signalized his name
by an inroad into, or aggrandized his empire by
annexing India to his dominions, consummated his
views through similar if not precisely the same plan
of operations. Abstracting from the account of
available references the antiquated and problelnatic
intimations of India derived from scriptural allusions

* The Huns, the Alemanni, the Turks and Moghuls, kc. &c.
t The Uzbeck States.

1- *he days of Ezekiel (xsvii. 23), the fabulous
- r y . h < ~ l u gof Bacchus, and the no less doubtful
trsd~.ionsof Sesostris and Semiramis, we assume
~ 1 . hHerodotus the authenticated records of history,
which point to Darius Hystaspes as the first successful invader of India, whose inroads were attended by permanent results. When India formed
one of the twenty satrapies of Persia, Bactra was
tho capital of Darius, a city upon the site of which
we hare now the modern town of Bulkh; and it
was from this position of the central province of
the Fun, that Dat.iue, having previously ascertained
by the expedition of Scylnx the feasibility of his
own nnlbitious dzsipns, attempted and effected the
conlileGt of India. Subserluently, Alexander claimed
Intlia as a province of Persia, as partially appears
from Quintus Curtius. Having overrull the ~vhole
of the Persian empire as far as the river Jaxartes,
he established a government and cantoned his army
for awhile at Bulkh, and finding Persia every
where subdued and submissive, he crossed the Paropamisus and completed the subjugation of the linown
world by the conquest of India. Bullrh was his base
of action on the north of the Paropnmisiaa range.
There is a gorge opening into the valley of Cabul
near Seri Chushma, at the debouche of the pass of
Onai, descending from the north, which is called at
this day lDahun i Secundereah," or debouche of
Alesandria. From this incident it may be inferred
the valley of Cabul was probably Iinown to the
Greelts as the province of Alexandria, and that
Beygram was the site of the city of Alcxandrin
ad calcern Caucasi. This position was one of
the ii~terlnediatepoints of comn3unication between
Bactra and Attoclr, the chain being completed by
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Nysia-supposed to have been founded by Racchus,
now called Ningrahar or Djilallahad-and Peshour,
the Peucalaotes* of the Greelts. Alexandria ad
calcem Caucasi, a s may be seen by inspection of the
map, commands the debouche of the route over the
Hindoo ICush, via Ghorebund, and also that by
Panjshare. T h e western extremity of the plain,
called Boh damum, in which the ancient city stood,
commands the Bameean route at the gorge of Secundereah. T h e city Leing placed on the eastern
side of the plain, in the vicinlty of the difficult moun-

* Peucalaotes-This term evidently means Peshour ; for if we
cut off the Greek termination, which their writers were accustorncd
to add to the names of localities, we have Peucola. Now in the
Avghan pronunciation the s in Peshour is pronounced k, and we
have Peukola. The 1 is represented by r in langua~eswhich are
deficient in the liquid, as the Chinese : where tlie 1 does not exist,
The r i~ a1w;rys si~bstitutcd;and you are someti~ncsoffered a very
~~nsaleable
commodity by a Cliinaman who proposes to dispose of
a bag of rice. Tho sound of 1 and r when occurring in the middle
division of a word is scarcely distinguishable, and those who lisp
or have other\visc an impediment in their speech, invariably say
onc for the other, so that hy this process of derivation, without
violating orthography, we have the modern Peshour distinctly
representing the Greek Peucalaotes. By a similar mode of derivation we have the modern Ab-i-Cheen, Ab-i-Sinai, or Ascessines ; and
Ravee from Hydraotes or Hydravotes, the first syllable signifying
river or water, the third place or locality, thc second the native
Indian name. The Byas, Ilias, Beeas or Veas, is the Hyphasis.
The Sutlctlgc, Sudless, Sudrusa, Sudledgc, is tlre Hysudrus, making
Sudless without the Greek prefix. The name of Hydnspes comes
from the compound of river nnd horse in the Greek and Persian
languages. The appellation was probably conferred in consequence
of the death of Bucepl~alus,who was killed in the battle with Porus
or Poorun, as he is called in Indian annals, which was fought upon
the plain bordered on its west by the Hydaspes, in the modern
jurisdiction of Guzernth, of which I was both civil and military
governor for several years when in the service of llis highneas
Maha Rajah Runjeet'h Singh, Prince of the Panjab.
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tain passes to~vardsGhorebund, or Gholebund,* a s
it is collor~uiallypronounced, Panjshare, Tugao Saffi,
and Tazeen, to restrain the wild hordes of those
alpine districts, \\~liilst it also overruled and garrisoned the plain.
After the death of Alexander, Bactria, which included Avghanistaun, fell to Seleucus, and shortly
after the decline of the Syrian kingdom, became a n
independent state, governed by Grecian rulers, and
contihued several ages a powerful and enlightened
dominion.
T h e history of this period is involved in darkness,
and the onlv elucidation tvhich can now he ascertnined has iatel?; been laid open by interesting and
important discoveries in numistnatology. Coins,
which are 'the representatives of expired nations,
now illuminate the mysterious history of the Bactrian cmpire, denoting to modern investigation its
extent and power. Under Menander, some of
whose coins are now in my possession, Bactria
w a s bounded on the north by the river Jaxartes, on
the south by the Indian ocean; and the conquests
of this pri11r.e passecl the I-lyphasis on the east. T h e
western boundary was probably the Caspian Sea.
It was after the doration of nearly two hundred
years that the irruption of barbarous conquerors
from the North, the Chagatze or Getae, and the rise
of the Parthian empire, put an end to the kingdom
of Ractria (page 49-50, Hist. of India.)
India was invaded by tlie Parthian prince, Mithri-

* Gl~olcbnndsignifies spirit's prison, and it is a singular coinci.
dencc that the immense and undefined cave at Finjan is known in
Sancrit lore as the cave of Promet'h, and is doubtless the locality
called by thc Greeks the care of Promctheus, near which, we are
told, was eituated the city of Alexandria ad calcem Caucasi.
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dates, but his expedition was probably a temporary
inroad, as we are not anrare of any permanent
Parthian domination in India. Coins of the Sassanadian dynasty are numerous and frequently founrl
in extensive deposits, adventitiously disclosed by the
agricultural labours of individuals. They have been
brought to view by the plough or the spade in considerable deposits, contained in earthen pots. A
treasure of this ltind was brought to Dost Mahomed,
who despatched the coins to the mint, where the
melting pot shortly renewed their currency. The
Persians of Artaxerxes also penetrated far beyond
the Indus. The coins of Julius Czsar and hIarli
Antony, with other rare antiquities of the Romans,
have been found at Manliyallah in the Panjab.
In the year 873 Ismael S a ~ n a n iof Bocharah
assumed the title of king, and after nearly one
hundred years the decline of his dynasty and a
disputed succession enabled Abastagi, governor of
the province of IChorassaun, Bulkh being his capital, successfully to raise the standard of insursection. Becoming an independent sovereign, located
at Bulkh, he added to his domain the high mountain
territory of Cabul and Kandhar. The Avghans
were a nation of hardy shepherds, husbandmen,
and warriors, who have often extended the authority of their princes over the surrounding countries.
Here Abastagi selected Ghiznee as the capital of
an empire which long ruled over Asia. From this
period-977, A. D.-we have authentic Mahomedan
records of Indian history, by which we are made
accluaintcd with the revolutions of dominion endured by the natives of that country. The succcssors of Abastagi, in 997, A.D., subdued the representative of the Samanian dynasty, who ruled in

Bocharah. M a l i ~ ~ ~ o u dthe
, * son of Sebuctagi,t
joined with the Ring of the Uzbeclrs in extinguishing the empire of Gocharah, and the fine territory
of Maver ul Neher (Transoxiana) was added to his
dominion, which then conlprehended all Asia, from
the Caspian Sea to the Indus. In the reign of
Masaood, who succeeded Mahmoud, the migratory
concluests of the Turlts under the Seljuliian dynasty
overran IChorassaua, and the successors of the
Ghuznevide contended in vain with Toghrnl, who
subverted the throne of Bagdad, and was installed
by U1 ICeim, the last of the Rhuleefas (caliphs),
vicegerent of the Prophet. H e was followed by
Alp Arslan, that just and gallant warrior, who
wro:e upon his tomb at Mer'm, ( ' Y e who have
seen the glory of Alp Arslan exalted to the heavens,
come and see it buried under the dust." The monarchs of Ghiznee saw wrested from them the fine
plains of IChorassaun and Iraun-even that of Bulkh
-and their dominion confined within the mountain
barrier of the Caucasus. T o the Toorks, whose
inroads into India were commemorated by the nuptial bonds of Alp Arslan's heir with the house of
Ghiznee, the Ghorian monarchs succeetled.
This dynasty was also derived frorn the North.
The Ghorian princes sprang from a race of hardy
mountaineers who inhabited the highest arable altitudes of the Paropamisus, now called Yenghore,
near Bameean. Mahmoud of Ghoree obtained the
government of Ghiznee in 1174. EIe invaded India
through Alooltaun and Ajmeer, consequently, to
reach the last nanled place, he passed through the

* I n 997.

t Called

by Mahomedan l~istoriansSebuktageen. He was the
General of Abastagi. N c ascended the throne of Ghiznce in 977.
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Grcnt Western Desert, which separates Rajpootana
from Scind and Bhawulpore.
Two campaigns were fought with Scythian
valour; the victories of the last repairing the disasters of the first, ended i n the tumul~uaryflight and
irredeemable discomfiture of the Indian army. The
King of Delhi fell, ancl his empire became the prey
of the Moslems, whose dominion was for the first
time establishcd in the heart of India. Mahomed
returned to Ghuznee by the way of Lahore, leaving
his lieutenant, ICuttub. to maintain his authority in
that quar'tr. H e was n~urdered on the banks of
the Indus, near Attock, by the Guicltwars, and the
dynasty of Ghoree fell ~ 5 i t l lhim. His licrltenants,
Ildecuz in Ghuznee, and ICuttub in Delhi, soon
erected for themselves independent sovereignties.
Iiuttub 131 Deen was the founder of the Avghall or
Patan dynasty, which continued from 1210 to the
invasion and conquest of Baber the Moghul in 1525.
The rule of the Patan dynasty was disturbctl by the
invasion of Timour the Tatar, known in oricntal
history by the cognomen of Timourleng; he claimed
descent from Chungez. Timour conquered Delhi,
but retained no acquisitions in India. His attention
was drawn off by distant operations in Persia, and
the west, Constantinople then being besicged by
Bynzeed (Bajazet). He was a native of 1Col;and
or Ferghana, and after his death his immense clorninions falling to pieces, this province of ICokand was
all that remained to his descendant Baber. Those
conquerors also penetrated into India, via Cabul,
crossing the Paropnmisus from Bulkh. Of Tiinour it
is said, he set out from Samarkand (the Illarakanda
of Q. Curtius) in 1397, and advanced without difficulty along the immense plains of Bactria. Then

he had to scale the tremendous barrier of the Indian
Caucasus," &c. Subsequent to Baber, India, was
invaded by his son Humaioon, who had becn dethroned and exiled. After residillg several years
at the Court of Persia, he regained his crown
through the countenallce of Shah Tamasp, who had
maintained him with regal munificence. The Icing
of Persia provided him with ten thousand men, and
presented him with Cabul i n Jaghire, on condition
of his embracing the sectarian falth of Persia-that
sect, called Sheah, viewed as schismatics by the
orthodox Mallomedans. This stipulation, which
the Indian prince seems never to have violated,
accounts for the prevalence of the Shenh sect in
India, all, the Mahomcdan rulers of which empire
were of the Suni or orthodox persuasion, until the
reign of Hurnaioon. Receiving Cabul as a free
gift from the King of Persia, he immediately added
ICandhar to his possessions by treachery: thus
returning the munificence of Shah Tamasp by an
act of ingratitude und unthankful depravity. Internal rebellions frequently disturbed the peace of
India, and the monarch, when obliged to yield to
the adverse fortune of war, usually retreated to
Cabul as a place of temporary refuge, where,
gathering strength from the military population,
they again subjected India'to their sway.
Nadir Shah, the Persian invader of India, in 1736
conquered Avghanistaun. It is said hejirst subdued
Cabul and then reduced Icandhar. It is certain a
division passed from Bullih to Cabul, as I have
been informed by the Uzbeck Prince of Bhoolum,
illahorxed Amir Beg Meer i Wallee, from whom I
received the traditional lore of Nadir's inroad.
Nadir saw what the sagacity of Lord Aucltland
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could not penetrate, that India and Persia could not
be united in one Bingdoln ; and contenting himself
with exacting from the Icing of Llelhi, when the
Indian empire lay prostrate st his feet, as he stood
upon the ruins of its plundered capital, the cession
of Cabul, ICandhar, and all the provinces. as a part
of Persia, west of the Indus,-which river is ltnown
to be the geographical though not always the political boundary of India,-he reseated the Iiing of
Delhi anew upon his throne, giving him much
salutary advice, and retreated across the Indus,
never leaving a soldier or retaining a fortified post
in Hindoostan.
Eight years after this event
Nadir was assassinated at Illeshud in I<horassaun,
and an Avghan, named Ahmed Abdalhee, being
joined by the Avghan troops in Nadir's service,
hastily returned to Icandhar, where he seized a great
treasure on the way from India to Persia, and was
proclaimed Iiing of Avghsnistaun by the coalition
of a few principal chiefs of his native country.
Ahmed Shah was the first of the Dooraunee
monarchs. In 1747 he invaded India, defeated
the Mahrattas, who then overran the Aioghul
empire, and entered Delhi as a conqueror.
It was easy for the victorious Avghan to sent
himself on the vacant throne of the Moghul, but he
seems not to have felt any ambition for this high
dignity. Perhaps he was sensible that amidst such
a general agitation throughout Hindoostan as then
prevailed, and with so many nations in arms, such
an acquisition was too distant from Cahul, the centre
of his dominions, to be retained with adval~tage.
Contenting himself with the provinces west ?f the
Indus, he quitted in a few months the seat of government, leaving there Alligohur, eldest son of
66
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Allumgeer the IT., i n possession of the empty, but
still venerated title of Great Moghul, to be the tool
or become the captive of the first daring chief
who should seize the capital."
After this period EIindoostnn was relieved fronl
foreign invasion. The preparations of Shah Zemaun,
the grandson of Ahmed, in conjunction with Tippoo
Sooltaun, for a simultaneous attack upon the English,
the Avghans pouring down 100,000 cavalry from
the north, whilst Tippoo, under the patronage of Napoleon's policy, advanced from the south, terminated
prematurely. The Iiing of Cabul was distracted by
rebellions at home, and the invasion of the province
of Bulk11, which formed a part of his dominion, by
the King of Bocharnh, drew off his attention from
India, ahd released the English from the dread of
this threatened fc~rrnidahleinvasion, instigated by
the intrigues of France and Tippoo. Shah Zemaun
penetrated into Lahore on several expeditions to
levy tribute upon that province, which was a reluctant dependency of his empire. Runjeet'h* Singh
was then a young adventurer, just commencing
life, ~vjlha thousand mounted retainers at his heels.
For services rendered on one of these expeditions,
probablythe last, Shah Zernaun conferred upon Runjeet'h the gift of Lahore in feudal tenure. Lahore
was then in the possession of Ronjeet'h's enemies,
who were too powerful to be immediately dislodged,
and he was unable to enter into possession, but the
document gave a claim which circumstances subsequently enabled him to enforce, and his conquest
of the city of Lahore laid the foundations of his

* Rannajeet'h, or Icing of Lions.
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future fortunes. When Runjeet'h had partially
consolidated the Panjab government by the union
of many petty tribes, states, and principalities, he
frequently made annual predatory demonstrations
across the Sutledge as far as Sirhind, plundering
the territories between the river and that frontier of
the English. In 1809 Sir Charles Metcalfe, by
order ot the British government, made a treaty with
Runjeet'h, which confined his military operations to
the right bank of the river Sutledee, but left him at
liberty to extend his ambitious projects towards the
territories beyond the Sutledge.
The late expedition of the English into Avghanistaun has again placed the Moghul ernpire under the
domini011of one paramount power. These historical
references indicate the accessible points of India,
and they prove that every conqueror who directed
the march of enterprise against India came from
the north, established a military base at Eulltll, and
advanced by Cabul.
It is i~ponBulkh that all the roods debouch, advancing from the south; and it is upon Cabul all
the passes into India concentrate, advancing from
the north. Heraut and Kandhar are upon the
great caravan routc from Central Asia to the
Deccan or Soutli of India. That routc, thouqh annually travelled by commerciul adventurers, has less
frequently been the channel of military operations.
A part of this route is in the line of indirect communication between Persia and Cabul, the division
of it from Heraut to Kandhar : from that city it
branches off northeast towards Cabul. There is a
great commercial highcvay of nations from Consta~ltinopleto Pekin, and from Moscow to Delhi.

Bulk11 is the contra1 or intersecting point upon these
routes, and has always been the military and political capital of Jlsia, whether swayed by Persian
or Greek, by Parthian, Toork, or Moghul. Upon
this position every strategical operation aga~nst
India must be based to command a fair prospect of
success and permanent results.
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;hose ominous anticipations, which proved the indefensible state of Rritisl~India, and demonstrated the
easy conquest awaiting a bold and fearless enemy,
characterized by dexterous policy and diplomatic
skill.
Ezfracfs from tlzc Indian press, and other autltentic
Epzglisl~sou~ces,illustrating the foreign relations of
tl~eBritisl~power i n India.
C H A P T E R VI.
REFERENCES FROK ENGLISII AUTHORITIES ON THE
FOREIGN RELATIONS OF BRITISH INDIA.

THEpresent political condition of the neighbouring countries surrounding British India, viz. : Beloochistaun, Avghanistaun, Bullth, Panjab, Ncpaul,
Birmah, and China, and also the foreign relations
of thc Indo-British government, may be readily
gathered from the annexed copious extracts, the
issue of the Indian press. The information thus
elicited will, it is supposed, place in a strong light
thc dubious position of the English in India, and
their uneasy tenure of the country.
T h e anxious fears of the Indian government before the result of the expedition to Cabul transpired;
the frantic exultation succeeding a state of despondency when the achievement of an uncontested victory gave a transient truce to those well-founded
terrors; the thanlis of Parliament after the campaign, strongly indicate the danger livhich threatened the empire, even from the far distant reverberations of the rumours of a Russian wa;. But the
retreat of the Shah of Persia from Heraut reanimated the quailing English, and respited them from

March 29th, 1838.-" T h e relations between Calcutta and A,va cannot continue on their present unsatisfactory footing. Our attention is so exclusively
required for the northwest, (that is, Cabul,) where
the web of political combinations, extending from
.the Panjnb to Circassia, appears to grow more
con~plicated,that w e cannot afford to allow any
insecurity on our eastern boundary. All idea of
a war, however, for the next six months, is out
of the question. W e shall not a second time,
commit the incomparable folly of landing an
army at Itangoon at the comrncncement of the
rains, but the next cold season should not be allowed to pass over, without a decisive effort to
place our intercourse with Ava upon so satisfactory
a basis, as to enable as to leave our eastern frontier
with confidence under the safeguard of our ordinary troops."
April 13th.-" It is proposed, by taking up an imposing attitude on our frontiers, to inspire the Birmese court with a wholesome awe, which may
repress their hostile intentions. W e shall be happy
to find that these precautionary measures are efficacious in preventing the horrors of war. No man
of common humanity would for a moment dream
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of advocating a war, except as it appeared to be the
shortest path to a solid and lasting peace. It is said
that the new king will not commence a war with
the English, unless some tempting occasion should
arise. His object is gained for the present, if we
allow l ~ i ~ton banish the resident, to trample on the
treaty of Yandaboo, and to insult the GovernorGeneral with impunity. His future efforts will be
confined to the disturbance of our frontiers, and to
such annoyance of our subjects as may weaken their
confidence in us. H e is not perhaps so much inclined for war as his court and the Birmese nobility in general are, but the Rirmese, humbled for the
first time since the days of Alom~ra,by the treaty
of Yandaboo, thirst to regain their lost honour. W e
may therefore consider it as not so much probable
as certain, that whenever we may be engaged in
hostilities in any part of India, we shall inevitably have a Birmese war on our hands also. These
transactions cannot fail to affect our position in Asia.
For the first time since the battle of Plassey, we
have received, instead of dictating the law. This
is the first instance in which a British resident has
been expelled from a court, the sanctity of treaties
disregarded, and the authority of the GovernorGeneral derided, without being followed by an immediate declaration of war. W e must be cautious
how we accustom the natives of Asia to the spectacle
of our degradation. W e know, that an intercourse
has already been opened between Nepaul and Ava ;
and we should not be surprised to find the example
which has now been set, literally followed by the
court of Catmandhoo."
June 14th.-"In the year 1815, during the war betwixt the Indo-British government and Nepaul, nua
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rrerous solicitations had been addressed by the
Gorkha Rajah to the Emperor of China. PVe then
find Cmer Singh, the Nepaul military chief, rstrongly
recommending to his master to make an urgent apreal to the court of Pekin for assistance, and submit;in2 the proposed draft of an address to that effect.
I n this he invokes the active co-operation of the h i ~ h
u and mighty emperor, on the grounds of thcs insult
that had been offered to his supremacy by the
English, in daring to invade a country onring al-4- 4Lledance to, ,and enjoying the protection V,
u~t:
Chinese government. The attack upon Nc:pad is
declared to he only a preliminary step to th e invasion of Bootan and Thibet, and to secur ing the
passes into the frontiers of China. The wealth and
military resources of the British, the fact of tlieithaving conquered every prince in the plains, and
having afterwards seated themselves on the throne
of the Emperor of Delhi, are duly dwelt upc
conclusion, he points out the readiest means
fording effective aid to their cause,, to be the
diate advance of a loan of money for the I ...-....,
nance of the Gorliha army, and the sending a
force of 200,000 or 300,000 Chinese troops through
the Dharma territory, that is, Dargeeling, into
the lower provinces of Bengal, 'to spread alarm
..
.
.
and consternation among the Europeans.' ' Consider,' says he, ' if you abandon your depe ndants,
that the English will soon be n~astersof Lass:as9,
" After the co~nmencementof hostilities, a communication from the Governor-General, cautioning
the Chinese, in cnmmon with all other neighbouring states, against aiding or abetting the enernies of
the British government, reached the Umlbas at
Shigatze, and awakened- considerable apF~rehen7
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sions in t heir minc3s. The original document was
immediately forw:irded to IPeltin, and with it an ap,- Nepaul for assistance
plication l l V l l , th.- R";"h ~f
against the invaders. The Emperor is reported to
have been highly indignant at the tone and the
language assumed by the Marquis of I-Iastings, and
after listening to the memorial of his officers to have
exclaimed, ' these English seem to 100li upon themselves as kings, and upon me as merely one of their
neighbouring rajahs.' Orders were forthwith issued
for a commission, composed of a Tseankeun and
two other Tajin, to proceed under a military escort
into the vicinity of the seat of war, to institute inquiries; and an army was ordered to march with
all speed after them for the protection of the frontier line. This must have been the force, to whose
arrival on the confines of the Chinese territories allusion is made in an official letter from Tytnlia, dated
June 1816. About this time, three Chinese officers,
who styled themselves the Governors of Arzing, addressed a letter to the Governor-General of India,
through the medium of the Sikkitn Rajah, a prince
who was closely connected with the Deb Rajah and
theLama ofLassn, who had shown himself a staunch
ally of the British government. In this address, the
Chinese officers, after stating the insinuations regarding the ulterior views of the British government, that
had been made against them by the Gorkha Rajah,
proceeded thus : Such absurd measures appear quite
inconsistent with the usual wisdomof the British; it is
probable they never made the declarations imputed to
them : if they did, it zuill not be ujell. An answer
should be sent, as soon as possible, stating whether
or not 11-~cEnglish ever entertained Isuch absurd propositions;; if they did not, let them write a E;uit able
LllCI

.
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explanation to the Tseankeun, that he may re1lort to
the Emperof.' By the same opportunity w as received a letter from the Sikltim Kajah, who r;tated,
that the Gorlrha Rajah had been trying to i~npose
on the Cheen Rajah, with a story of the Eurolpeans
having united with him to attack and conquc:r Nepaul and China, and this was the sole reason nf tho
Cheen (Chinese) Rajah writing to the Govc:rnorGeneral. In reply, the Governor-General discl;aimed
any hostile intentions towards China."
In the treaty of peace which soon followedL wltn
the Nepaulese, an article was inserted whict1 provided for the residence of a British agent at Cat- ,
mandhoo, and was with difficulty stomached 13y the
Gorliha cabinet; and it was hoped that the Chinese
government might be prevailed on to exert themselves to prevent the establishment of Europcan
influence in their neighbourhood. The following
narrative of an audience given to the Nepaulese
Sirdars, who visited Shigatze for the d o v e 'purpose, shows clearly enough, that having once got
rid of their alarm regarding the advance of the
English tkoops, the Chlnese authorities had now become mainly solicitous to uphold the honour and '
dignity of their country by stopping the mouths of
these men, who appealed to them for protection,
and pointedly inquired what the world would say
if the Emperor of China should abandon his tributaries and dependants to their fate ? The narrative
proceeds thus :
Scene-Shigatze ; a garden-house near the city.
'<With the Tseankeun (generalissimo) were the
two Tajin, seated in chairs, and all the subordinate
offcers of various ranks stood around them, with
their hands joined bc:for,e thenn, as if in the act of sup-
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plicating. The Nlepaulese 6Sirdars, having previously
obtained permissilon to be attended by'their armed
escort of 111 nlen, proc:eeded to the residence,
marching by files :order. When tb--J a-rn proached the Tsean'keun, the whole saluted hi1m after
the Chinese manner, by falling on their knee S, from
which position they arose by an order. Dur ing
. . .the-.
visit, the Chinese brought out a painting conrainlng
likenesses of several of the old officers of the court
of Nepaul, and compared them with those present,
but only found the likeness of one of the chieftains
now hefore then)," &c. The Nepaulese, entering
upon the subject of their mission, requested a letter
to the English that would induce them to quit
Nepaul. The Chinese rejoined, " You have already
told us t hat the English first entered your country
for the sole purpose of establishing a ruu~ehouse
there, a1nd upon what plea can we attempt to remove merchants, for such people are not molested
in any country whatever?" One of the Sirdars
answered, If they were merely merchants, it
would be of no consequence, but they are
soldiers and commanders, and what connexion
have troops with merchants ?" The Tseankeun resumed, " The English have written to inform us
that they sent thelr resident with your own consent; of what then have you to complain ? As to
what your rajah stated about the English having
demanded of him the roads through Bootan, with
the intention of penetrating into China, it is false ;
and if they had any such views, they would find
less circuitous routes." The Sirdars remained
perfectly silent, and the Tseankeun then addressed
himself in a strain of irony to Runbeer. " You
s think there are no soldiers in the hills but

.
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what are in Nepaul. Pray at what do you number your fighting men? and to what amount do
~ o collect
u
revenue? The latter I suppose cannot
exceed two lacs!" Runbeer replied, that the
number of the soldiers was about that mentioned
by the Tseankeun, and that their revenue amounted
to about five lacs of rupees per annum. " You
are indeed then," said the Tseankeun, 6' a mighty
' people," k c .
They were dismissed without accomplisbing the object of their mission. Unable
to ward off' the infliction of a British resident, and
unn-itling to brealc off their connexion with the
Chinese gorefnment, the envoys returned to Catmandhoo little satisfied with their reception, and
apparently harbouring some vague apprehensions
of thc design of the " Cheen Maha Rajah." These
seem to have been subsequently strengthened, for
not long after, we find the Nepaulese minister
applying to the British resident for a promise of
support In the event of an attack from the Chinese.
The establishment of a resident, a British officer,
at the court of a prince who owed allegiance and
paid homage to the court of China, was a source
of considerable vexation to them ; the recognition
of their supremacy was in a manner compromised,
and they were quite prepared to act on the prayer
of the Gorkhas, and to use their best endeavours
to procure the withdrawal of the newly appointed
resident, provided this could be accomplished without their committing themselves with the English,
or placing their government in a position which
might on a future day lead to collision. Accordingly, in the December following, we hear .of a
deputation of fifty Sirdars from the Sikkinl Rajah,
escorting a letter from the Tseankeun and his col-
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General, together with
leagues, to the C
.
tating thle h ~ g hdegree of
box of presen~s.
satisfaction they had derived Irorn the frank explanation of the Governor-General, their despatch proceeds as follows :
66 His imperial majesty, who, by God's blessing,
is well informed of the conduct and proceedings of
all mankind, reflecting on the good faith and wisdom of the English Company, and the firm friendship and constant commercial intercourse which
has so long subsisted between the two nations, never
placed any reliance on the calumnious imputations
put forward by the Gorkha rajah." The letter concludes with these words : " You mention that you
have stationed a vakeel in Nepaul ; this is a matter
of no consequence, but as the rajah, from his youth
and inexperience, and from the novelty of the circumstance, has imbibed suspicions, if you would, out
of kindness towards us, and in consideration of the
ties of friendship, withdraw your vakeel, it would
be better ; and we should feel inexpressibly grateful
to you."
The Governor-General replied by pointing out the
necessity of stationing an officer at head-quarters,
who could always he ready to afford explanations
upon matters which might otherwise lead to misunderstanding, and create ill-will. He attributed the
late war to the absence of such a person, and then
continued : The habits of the borderers, both of the
Nepaulese and the British territory, are rough and
violent, hence frequent outrages may occur ; but
if there were stationed at Catmandhoo any accredited agent of the Emperor of China, to whom
this government could with confidence recur upon
all matters of dispute arising between it and the
-..A-
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Sevaulese, we should be relieved from the necessity
c ~ fkeeping a resident there at a considerable expense.
-4 the case actually stands, the presence of a British
o~zceris the main security
have for avoiding
diferences ; this officer will be instructed to confine
himself to the single care of preserving harmony
between the two states, and to abstain from all other
interference in the internal or foreign affairs of Nepaul." The last proposition was received with dissatisfaction ; in reply, " W e advert," say they, to that
part of your letter which desires us to urge our
'aurust sovereign, the Emperor of China, to the appolntment of a minister at Catmandhoo, to whom
your people and those of Nepaul might refer their
affairs, and thus prevent disagreements. Be it known
to you, that the Gorkha Rajah has long been a faithful
tributary of the Chinese government, and refers himself to it whenever occasion requires. There is therefore no need of deputing any one thither from this
empire : besides, by the grace and favour of God, his
majesty, possessing the sovereignty of the whole
liiugdom of China, and other parts, does not enter
the city of any one without cause. If it so happen
that his victorious forces take the field, in such case,
after punishing the refractory, he in his royal clemency restores the transgressor to his throne. W e
have not thought it our duty to represent the point
to the court of China, as the matter in question is
opposed to the custom of this empire. The frequenters of the port of Canton, which lies within our
territory, can inform your lordship that such is not
the custom of China ; for the future, a proposition
of this nature, so contrary to usage, should not be
introduced into a friendly despatch."
June 21st. L' The contemplation of the anomalous

t, the entire absence of all
nature (sf our go
commiinity and laenriry of interc:sts between the
.,.'" L,.."...g o v e r n r ~ ~-allu
~- Al l ~its subjec;~~,
U U L I O ~fail to create
impressions, calculated to convince the most sceptical mind, that .our existence depends exclusively
of
uoon the character of our rule. and the energv
md
our measures. So far as the first is concerned, it is
of so mixed a nature, having so much to elicit feelings of unthankfulness and a desire for change in
the minds of our subjects generally, that it becomes
a perplexing and difficult matter to decide whether
the great mass of the people would derive benefit or
sustain injury by our removal. The evil that exists
under the exclusive nature of our system is prolific
i n engendering every feeling prompting to desire a
change. The consequence is, that restlessness, discontent, and a desire for change may be considered
to pervade the whole extent of our dominion, from
the Sutledge to the sea, and from the Indus to the
Berhampooter, whilst beyond these limits we are
looked upon with strong feelings of envy, distrust,
and apprehension. Hence we may fairly infer, that
the internal and external feeling bear that affinity
towards each other which would readily subdue
every obstacle tending to prevent the coalescence
of our enemies and our subjects for the subversion
of our power."
Monday, June 18th.-a An envoy from the Nepaulese court, Runbeer Singh, passed through Lahore on his way to Icandahar."
August 30th.-'( Upon the question of encamping
a British army at Cabul-of extending our boundary
not to, but beyond the Indus-we have not sufficiently
recovered from our surprise at the boldness of the
step to be able to look at it with calm consideration.
I

'

I!' we proceed to Cabul, we n~ustmaintain ourselves
there. W e cannot afford a retrograde movement
through any emergency of circumstances. If we
are forced to recede one step, we must recede two,
and so on till the mighty spirit which overspreads
India, shrinks back to the narrow dimensions of the
barrel, and the empire is reduced to its original element of a factory. At Cabul we must be every thing
or nothing. In no transaction in which we mingle
in India can we any longer act a secondary part.
Are we prepared for that extensiol~of our cone to keep due watch and
nections which shall e ~ a b l us
ward at the gate of India ? We have not the Indus
for our boundary, and yet we seem abor~tto involve
ourselves in a cvorld of new combinations and intrigues beyond that limit, with the Panjab in our
rear, more consolidated than any native power since
the days of Hyder, and with two unsubdued hollow
allies on our northern and eastern frontier to take
advantage of the first embarrassment to pour a
stream of desolation on our provinces."
October 25th.-"The
real object of the present
expedition is to establish a lasting barrier against
hostile intrigue and aggression by the military occupation of Cabul; that is, to baffle the intrigues
and arrest the aggression of Russia, and to anticipate her views by the extension of British influence
in Central Asia. The necessity of this movement is
indicated by the ill-concealed designs of our real
opponent.
"When we look at the strides which our power
has taken in India we draw back with astonishment.
It is but eighty-two years since our only possession
in Bengal consisted of a miserable fortification,
garrisoned by seventy European soldiers. Now
the army of the Bengal Presidency is about to
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to establish the jus;t influenc:e of the
cross t
lent upon
British
footing, amongst
. . ina proper
T..
t .i c only eighty years
the nat~onsot Central AS,-.
since Clive, having recovered that fortification, and
after having given the English anew a local habitation and a name in Bengal, uttered this memorable
sentence: We cannot stop here, we must go forward!'-and
forward indeed we have gone, year
after year, east, west, north, and south, till in the year
1838, the safety of our empire in India demands that
an army should march five hundred miles beyond the
Indus to raise the siege of Herat'h !"
November 22d.-~' We must be in possession of
Rnncmon
and all Pegue before the first of May
b'
next."
ns besides the de" TIlere are other c o ~
Birmese invasion,
fence c~f the prcwinces ex
--.
L :- L ."
--. .L,. cI V I I I I U L I ~ I I I of a correct judg~ Y I I I C I I I I ~ L I ~ L8" LU
ment on this subject. W e know that the publication through the Durpun* (for a copy of which the
court of Catmandhoo subscribes,) of the contempt
with which the English have been treated from
time to time by the Chinese authorities at Canton,
has produced a very unfavourable impression on the
minds of the Nepaulese, and led them to believe
that we are not after all the first power in Asia.
In a higher degree must the conduct of the Birinese court towards us, if it be not apologized for
or resented, contribute to shake that empire of
opinion which we hold in India. The safety of
the empire demands that me should vindicate our
honour, by pacific means if possible, but still that
we should vindicate our honour from those insults,
which are offered only under the idea that our

-
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* A native paper.

empire has passed its prime, and that our sun is
setting in the East."
November 22d.-" It may be doubted if at any
time since we took possession of territory in India,
such deep and dangerous disaffection has prevailed
as exists at present. .Our unsparing taxation, our
long continued and augmenting exhaustion of the
resources of the country, our resumptions of rentfree lands, our reduction of establishments and of
public expenditure, our schemes of conversion under
the I-mask of education and the pretext of non-interference with religious ceremonials, have spread
and are spreading throughout India universal alarm
and discontent. The political horizon is equally
overcast. Both on the west and the east, the faint
flashes of an approaching tempest have already
been displayed, and if the storm once burst on
either quarter, it will immediately fall upon us with
fury from the 'other. Engaged in hostilities with
Persia backed by Russia; with Ava, which has
already insulted us ; and with Nepanl, preparing, if
report he true, most vigorously, to Fecover its lost
power and possessions, we shall soon be entangled
crop of domestic embarrassments,
in a plentif~~l
sown by our own blindness, faithlessness, and fanaticism. This is not the language of an alarmist ; it is
'prompted by the contemplation of our proceedings
in India, and by authentic information from the
natives themselves of the sentiments which they
entertain; it is the language also of five out of six
of the Company's servants, who have recently returned from India-of
men who have used the
opportunities which they enjoyed of observing thesigns of the times; it is the language of all who
are capable of connecting causes and~onse~uences,
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and whio know that insidiiousness 1begets su spicion,
nce engeriders hat(:."
and tha t intolera~
,. rT7I , .
I - -1.
vv nar. 1s now ro oe uone? Shall
LUove mber zgrn.-..
we pro(:eed onward and secure the key of India, or
leave oar frontiers exposed to the designs which
ha ,h
i
,een
so unequivocally developed during the
present year, and which the prophetic genius of
Napoleon predicted twenty-five years ago? It 3s
clear beyond a doubt that after the demonstrations
which have been made this year in Central Asia, our
possessions are not safe while the passes of Cabul
are in possession of a power whose hostility has been
unreservedly manifested towards us.
&'Thecourse of political intrigue, of which Herat'h
upon us tlbe policy
was on ly the index, seems
4 not shrink back
OYstill imoving forzoard if
to the 1imits of a factory.!
December 20th.-"The
Jam1 Jetlan ivoma is a
native paper, taken in by most of the native chiefs of
India. It is frequently full of treasonable remarks.
In the number for November 4th, 1838, it was mentioned that ' The Mussulmen of Cabul had assembled
to the number of 400,000 and were about to invade
Hindostan, and that the English army destined for
the conquest of Cabul had been assembled at
Loodiana, and would march in a few clays. The
resident of Dehly was further reported in this
paper to have remitted the tribute due from several
rajahs, and to have got them to sign several new
articles by way of treaty.'
6rWhen the rajah heard this he observed, that the
English gentlemen must be in great alarm and trepidation at the overwhelming numbers of the Shah of
Cabul, since it has come to this pass that they were
now remitting their claims of annual tribute, and
-7
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entering into new treaties. Soine of the people in
the city and elsewhere observed, that the people of
Hindoosthan were ever given to oppose established
anthority ; and if the Jami Jehan Noma, which was
talien in by most chiefs of Hindoosthan should give
such versions of the force and people of Cabul, and
of the expedition to that place, the chiefs of uindoosthan and its ignorant people would, on 1hearing
such exaggerated statements,feel still more inc:lined to
witlhdruwfrom tfieir allegiance and former con tracts,"
&c. &c.
March 14th, 1839.-"A Persian alrmy laid siege to
Herat'h with the avowed intention ()fn marchi ng into
n ...... - :.
India, and tlie approacl~ofkussrnn
mpuence, I ike that
of a portentous comet, began to disturb all the relutions of our Indian empire.".
Blackwood's Magazine, Dec. 1838.-" W e have
reduced the European force which in 1827 was
33,000, to twenty-five regiments, mustering little more
than 19,000 men, and the native army which, in the
former year, was 260,000 toJ55,OOO. All this we
have done in the full knowledge of the truth, emphatically impressed upon our government by our
greatest commanders in India, even at the moment of
the most signal triumphs, that without an adequate
proportion of European trpops, which should never
be less than a third or a fourth of that of the soldiers
(native), it was impossible to expect success in
India ; and that our empire in the East, on the appearance of the first European power, would be seriously
endangered. Forgetting that there can be no inherent loyalty in ,a black Mussulman, or Hindoo, to
a white Christian and distant crown, we have done
much to dissolve the firm bond of union that has
hitherto held us together-that of permanent self<.
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interest. Influen1sed by a blind an~d false spirit of
econom:y , the In dian govmernment
has successively
. .
,.ll#...
,&ired pensions, and other
reduced -.I&L I E ullv~vullLbo,
advantages accruing to the officers, European and
native, as well as privates of the native army,, so that
not only has the attachment of these actuall:yI....in the
*I-..
ranks been seriously injured and weakened, rluL
LUG
disposition to enlist under British colours thrc,ughout
the whole peninsula, been chilled and discour aged to
a most alarming degree.
The way i n which it was all aloqg f u t t - a t ; ~ u
Russia would act, would be, to go on step by step,
consolidating her power by successive acquisitions,
and taking care always to precede her legions by
subsidia.ry treaties and alliances, whic,h might enable
her to rnarch through 3I.l the intervening country ns
throughI her own dominions, and pour at last with
,n,.n nrr-I
---~mulating force on the northcrn provinces of
Hindoost'han. It is in vain to say that it is impossible for the Russian troops to march down from
Russia to India, wliendlle British troops are preparing to marcli from Dellii and ,4gva to Cabzil and
Candallar, a distance of two thousand miles. When
our troops arrive in those regions, they will have
gone more than half way from Calcutta to the
shores of the Caspian, from whicll the Russian troops
have to set out. They are setting out avocvedly to
anticipate the Russians in the possession of Cabul, and
in all probability to assist the Shah of Herat'h in his
resistance to the Russian guile and Persian forces."
Tuesday, May 2d, 1839.-u There can be no doubt
that the dangers which have called the army of the
Indus into the field are altogether withnut precedent
since we first planted our standard in India. On
every previous occasion our difliculties arose from
,,.,-.,.om
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combinations within the Indus ; at the present crisis
we are threatened with invasion by a conjunction of
powcrs beyond that river, organized by a great
European power of vast resources. Emissaries
have been diligently employed through the length
and breadth of Hindoostan, in sowing the seeds of
disaffection among our own subjects, in rousing to
hostility the minds of our subordinate allies, and in
turning the eyes of India to the grand expedition as
coming down from the west to put an end to our
empire. These circumstan'ces of unexamplt:d difficultycalled for instantaneous action,and for tble adoption of a new and original plan of policy," k c:. &c.
"If the dangers which threatened the emrlire had
been imaginary, if they had even been exaggerated,
there might have been some ground for cen711ringan
expedition which involved us in the web of Avgban
politics. But the dangers were pcllpable and imminent," &C-.
" ssia would have been on the banks
11U!
of the Inclus with z111 the rabble of Western Asia at her
heels. 'rhe Seili!3, already endowed with a military
education ratner advanced, are too po\verful to agree
to their becoming docile instrurncnts to the East
India C:ompany; and the proof of the spirit that animates them is the news recently brought, that the
passage of the Panjab has been refused to the English. The alliance of the English with the aged
Maha Rajah, can only be loolied on as a forced
alliance, destined to be broken as soon as a rupture
can take place without compromising the safety of
the empire of Runjeet'h Singh. In the interior of
India the English have before them none but a hostile ~opi~lation,
which support with impatience a
foreign yolie : the people have gained nothing by the
English occupation of the country. National indus"
"
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try has been cornipletely rtlined ; thc:inferior classes
, whose
are impc~verishedby the ef fort of .thc
. ,3. English!
-I--11
"
7, A
,
-Augsmacninery excluut;>
all Luulpsrll.lvll,
burg Gazette of 5!4th of Ja nuary.
July I].-"
SVIhen the a ccredited agent of Russia
was at our gates, and ttre most vaunting reports
Clontrnl
were industriously "..,.-"a
J r L b a u that the hordes ot
...
lbout
to
alled
by
Russia,
and
were
a
Asia we!re marsh
pour down on tkle plains of India, and whc:n these
materially to shake the con~fidence
boasts hlad. begun
. ..
of the subsidiary chiefs througho~~t
India, ~t was
time to make some demonstration.' ,
July 18.-" If any doubt had ever been
. entc
"
of the ambitious projects of Russia, In reter
the East, they must be at once dispelled by a perusal
of the last note of that court. In it Russia assumes
to have an equal interest with England in the affairs
of Avghanistaun; after having herself so far interfered with this state, lying at so great a distance
from her frontier, as to guarantee the transfer of
Herath to the Randahar chiefs, calls. upon England
to avoid all interference with it. though it lies upon
our border ; and its emissaries have endeavoured to
spread disaffection through our empire. W e can
all remember the electrical effect produced on all
.minds and all interests by the raising of the siege,
and the retirement of the Persian army. The funds
rose four per cent ! The march to Cabul appears
now to have been a measure indispensably necessary to I.he security of the British empire in the East."
OctolJer 31st.--The Kurnoul Conspiracy.--L6 The
Rurnc)ul has brought to light a conspiracy
capture of
. - ..
against the British government which may well fill
the mind with astonishment. Kurnoul is a state
under the Madras Presidency, of small dimensions
I .
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and limited revenues, the only remaining independent hlahomedan principality in the south. In
.consequence of information of treasonable preparations, the British troops were sent; the fort was
occupied without opposition, and presented nothing
beyond the ordinary means of defence. Upon more
minute investigation, however, the zennanah or female apartments, were found to contain between
four and five hundred pieces of ordnance, chiefly of
brass, some concealed under ground, others immured
in walled-up chambers, together with whatever was
necessary for the most extensive military operations.
One huntlred pieces of ordnance were mounted and
ready for action. Some of them had been cast in
forms of surpassing beauty and exactness. The
zennanah likewise contained many furnaces, some
of which had been recently worked. All their preparations, so far beyond the resources of this petty
state, and the intellect of its chief, manifest unequivocally a wide-spread conspiracy to annihilate
the British authority in the south. In the silence
and secrecy of the zennanah, shielded from intrusion
by the inviolability of its character, have the dark
designs of this combination been carried forward.
The cannon, according to the description given,
must have been cast under European superintendence. The expenses of these warlike preparations
must have been furnished by more powerful agents;
the contrivance and execution of this vast plan, in
impenetrable obscurity, though under the very eye
of government, must have been managed by wiser
heads and deeper politicians than the foolish rajah,
who is now a prisoner to his own troops, through
having suffered their allowances to run into arrears.
It is for government to unravel the ramifications,
8
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and trace the origin of a plot, which would probably have been consummated as soon as the Madras
Presidency had been deprived of its strength by the
despatch of an army to the Birmese empire.
" The discoveries have been almost exclusively
confined to the nawaub's zennanah, which proves to
be a perfect arsenal on a most extended scale ; and
you will stare to read that there have been found
concealed in various ways, underground and in
godowns whose doors and entrances had been built
up, between four and five hundred pieces of artillery, of which fully one hundred are in such a state
of equipment as to be ready for active service in the
field at a few days' warning, &c. &c. Stc. When
we consider that this really gigantic magazine,
from which the implements for the destruction of
our empire were to have sprung, has been collecting
and increasing daily in strength and extent, almost
in the very heart of our dominions, in a manner so
stealthy as to have been scarcely suspected by the
government and their authorities, we are lost in
astonishment at the extent and power of the resources which have furnished the means to dig so
tremendous a mine beneath our feet, and in wonder
and conjecture as to the time and the agents to be
chosen or created for its explosion, &c. It only
required the hand to the plough to burst with
astounding fury over southern India.""

* The Kurnoul Rajah, when under the surveillance of the British
government, was dabbed to death by one of his own followers
whilst in attendance at an English church. There was a report
that he intended to become a Christian, which was the pretext of
his murder, although s well-founded suspicion exists that he was
murdered to prevent disclosures.

Ertrnct porn tlze clebnte in the House ?f Conz1iroi7s O ~
tlbe ?notionfor n cote of tl~anksto t l ~ enmzy of tlie
lizrlus.

Mr. Macaulay.-" During his residence in India
frequent opportunities were presented to him of
seeing evidence of the restless ,and unquiet feeling
which pyevailed, not only amongst our own subjects,
not only amongst the snbjects of neighbouring states,
but amongst the people under the dominion of our
subsidiary allies. In every quarter, in Nepaul, in
Ava" (and Lahore), " change was contemplated
yith confident expectation, he may say by some
anticipated with earnest hope. Military stores were
collected, defences were raised, resources and treasures were husbanded, and in every dire'ction a
feeling was excited which must have terminated in
the greatest calamities, were it not for the results
which attended the wise government of Lord Auckland, and the brilliant achievements of the army
under Lord Keane. He fully believed that had it
not been for the triumphant consequences of the late
campaign-accomplished as its triumphs were with
a rapidiiy of which no previous example could be
found,-he believed that had it not been for the
valour, skill, and foresight of the officers, and for
the unequalled bravery of the troops under their
command, the security of our Indian possessions
would have been very seriously impaired. Keeping
these considerations in view, and assuming them to
be facts beyond the possibility of question, he must
be permitted to say that, however great might be
the number of camp followers, however vast the
supply of camels which attended the march of the

L
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army, the right honourable baronet opposite would
not think the expense useless when he recollected
the advantages which it had procured.-February
6th, 1840."-The
expense here alluded to, I have
understood from the mouth of Sir Alexander
Burnes, the second functionary at Cabul in the
civil employment of rhe Indian government, to
have been, up to the period of the Shall Shujah ul
Mooll<'s entrance into Cabul on the 7th of August
1839, two crores and a half of rupees, (two millions
five hundred thousand pounds sterling.) The number
of camels accompanying the army was, on the same
authority thirty-five thousand head. It appears the
whole number of souls comprised in the expedition
when the army arrived at Quetta (Shawl and Musting,) amounted to eighty thousand." The unquestionable dangers referred to by Mr. Macauley, it
will be observed were and are of a local nature
exclusively. How will these dangers be increased ;
to what certainty will they be reduced by the belligerent attitude of a great foreign power, a power
sufficient of itself to contend with and subdue the
resources of the Indian etnpire, though united and
concentrated, and not, as Mr. Macauley observes,
"restless and unquiet, anticipating and expecting
with earnest hope, a change of rulers!"

* Calcutta journals, official returns.
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CHAPTER VII.
DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTER O F DOST MAHOMED EX-AMEER
O F CABUL.

THEAmeer Dost Mahorned, son of Sir Uffraz,
Paienda Khan BariBzye, is of high descent amongst
the Avghans, and claims a natural eq~ialitywith the
tribe of Suddoozye, from which the Dooraunee
king is selected. But this circumstance of royal
precedence gives the Suddoozye tribe a political
superiority. I believe he was born near Djillalabad,
althoogh I have heard his nativity ascribed to
Bandhar, in 1793. By an honorary or devotional
vow of his mother he was consecrated to the lowest
menial service of the sacred cenotaph of Lamech,
a place of sanctity for the resort of pious Mahomedans near Djillalabad (or Ningrahar). This cenotaph
is known in the colloquial dialect of the country by
the appellation of Meiter Lam. In conformity with
the maternal vow, when the young aspirant became
capable of wielding a brush, he was carried to
Meiter T.am by his mother, and instructed to
exonerate her from the consequences of a sacred
obligation, by sweeping, for the period of a whole
day, the votive area included within the precincts of
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the holy space enclosing the alleged tomb of the
antediluvian, the father, as he is termed, of the prophet Noah ! Very little attention was paid in early
life to develope the natural faculties of his mind by
artificial means. He was the protegi. of experience
and necessity, and those impartial and inexorable
tutors were the constant mentors of this child, as
they are of all who successfully climb the ladder of
ambition. EIis mother was of the liizzlebashe
tribe, which forms the mercenary imperial guard of
Persian origin. They are similar to the late janissaries of Turkey, and though denominated slaves,
were of prztorian dignity and power; they are
also called Jowan share," which is the Persian for
"young lion," and has the same signification as
Yeugi cherri," the Toorkey for " janissary."
Amongst the descendants of the high-burn'ladies
of the Dooraunee race he was subject to be slighted;
and he, togetherwith an elder brother labouring undcr
similar natal inferiority, were excluded by the more
fortunate brethren as an ignoble scion of paternal
liaison. The father of Dost Mahomed had twentyone sons, all of whom grew up to man's estate, and
were individuals of character, property, and influence. Dost Mahomed very early in life chose the
profession of a soldier, or rather the idleness consequent on the disqualifications of birth gavc him full
leis~lreto indulge the tendency of his genius, and he
attached himself, in the character of pesh khidmut,
or personal attendant, to his eldest brother, the Vizier
Futty Khan. The versatile and romantic history
of this chivalric warrior afforded his young attendant frerluent opportunities of distinguishing Ilimself;
and an act of deliberate murder, when about fourteen years of age, was the first circumstance which

attracted the vizier's attention towards him, and
pointed him out as a man of bold and daring enterprise.
The vizier, annoyed, disgusted, and perhaps intimidated by the proxirnity of an enemy, expressed a
wish inimical to his personal safety in the presence
of Dost Mahomed, about the time of leaving his
public levee. The obnoxious individual, at the n ~ o ment the young man egressed from the durbnr,
unwittingly passed on horseback. Our young soldier was also en cavalier, and armed with a rife.
They came face to face in the public street of
Peshour, and in a moment the youth shot his brother's enemy, in the midst of a numerous body of
clansmen. He fled lo the vizier with the news,
assuring him of the death of his rival. The protestion of his brother, who then possessed the uncontrolled ministerial power under the confiding and
voluptuous Shah Mahmoud, and exercised paramount authority over the Avghan tribes, was sufficient to shield him from the consequences of the
('lex talionis," and guaranteed an i~nmunityagainst
that vindictive passion which is so eminently characteristic of the Avghan race.
The adventurous life of a IChorassannee cavalier
early opened the way to his acquisition of the
essential qualifications for a military leader, and his
capacious mind and tractability of temper rewarded
the anxious anticipations of maternal care with the
alluring prospect of,future political supremacy. At
the age of sixteen he was eminent for personal
bravery, recklessness, and the juvenile and martial
accomplishments of a good horseman, a fair shot
with the rife, and an expert spenrsman in the
national equestrian exercise of the a Ishpillak."
Previous to the sanguinary service alluded to
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above, he was a neglected attach6 at the levee of
his elder brother; and there are still some reminiscences which represent his moral character at that
youthful period in an unfavourable light. T o those
acquainted with the vicious habits of Nawaub Sernmund Iihan (another brother of Dost Mahomed,
many years older than himself), it may only be
necessary to say, that the young aspirant was some
time amongst the most beautiful of all the juvenile
attendants who were a disgrace to the domestic
establishment of that licentious devotee of Avghan
debauchery: so little was his fraternity regarded
by the highborn sons of Sir Affraz Khan. After
that exertion of a determined spirit, which pleaded
for the vizier's personal favour, he was no longer
found amongst the forlorn "delicia9' at the indiscriminating orgies of the sensual and unfraternal Nawaub. He was employed by the vizier to settle the
affairs of the Iiohdamun at an early age, and the
government of that insubordinate and treacherous
part of the Avghnn population was entrusted to
him, whose recklessness gave assurance of success,
where a bloody system of private revenge, indulged
with quickness, avidity, and asperity, had become
incorporated with the habits of an irascible and
capricious people. I-Ie played with them at their
own game, upon what would now be considered
the homceopathic plan, and in the end attained a
character for perfidy not surpassed by any Avghan
within our notice, and quite equal to the most despotic vagaries of the ancient Persian princes. All
the refractory chiefs of the I<ohistaun, (the remote
mountainous district within the jurisdiction of the
city of Cabul, or metropolitan vicinage,) were one
after another destroyed by encouraging internal

warfare. Their family feuds were exasperated,
and the system of revenge was carried out to an
awful extent-often to the extermination of all the
objects of jealousy which wealth, respectability, or
political power brought within the discriminating
view of a rapacious eye. In short, Dost Mahomed,
when a mere boy, gained the reputation of an expert diplornatist amongst the Avghans; a character
which Machiavel might have studied with the certainty of scientific improvement !
With the Ameer the end justified the means.
His political enemies were made the victims of
confidence-inveigled into his power by a series of
sacred asseverations, and their lives extinguished
without reluctance or con~punction.
On thc death of Mahomed Azeem Iihan, the full
brother of Vizier Futty Khan, who had been previously literally chopped to pieces alive, limb by
limb, by order of Kameran Mirza, the son of Mahmood Shah, the sovereignity of Cabul fell into the
hereditary possession of Hubeeb Ullah Khan, Mahomed Azeem's eldest son. His barbarity and
recltlessness soon induced the chiefs of the country
to turn their attention towards Dost Riahomcd as a
more manageable leader than IIubeeb Ullah. His
debauchery and dissolute life presented him to their
view as an individual who would readily receive
the dictation of their order; and he was called to
the paramount power of government by the unanimous voice of all the feudal lords, supported by the
popular voice of the c i t i ~ n sof Cabul, which
capital always exerrised a great metropolitan influence in the general politics of the country at
large. The day Dost Mahomed ascended the
Musnud he performed the 4 4 Toba," which is a
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solemn and sacred formula of reformation, in reference to any accustomed moral crime or depravity
of habit. He was followed in the Toba by a11 his
chiefs, who found themselves obliged to lteep pace
with the march of mind-to prepare for the defensive system of policy this assulnption of purity on
the part of the prince suggested. The 'I'oba was
a sort of declaration of principles ; and the chiefs
viewing it in that light, beheld their hopes of
supremacy in imminent hazard. Thus a suhject of
jealousy, and the germ of dissolution, inherent even
in the most perfect forms of government, were
here implanted at the constitution of the oligarchy.
Many years subsequent to this period, when Dust
Mahorned introduced the European discipline into
a part of his army, the measure was suggested by
the ambition to relieve himself from the irltsomeness of surveillance,-the suspicions of his chiefs
were confirmed, their motives to resistance determined ; and the necessity of self-defence dictated a
coalition with the Icing Shujah U1 Moolk and his
English co-operatives, when they invaded Avglianistaun.
In later life the Ameer became sensible of the advantages arising from learning. Although knowledge
of literature amongst Mahomedan nations is confined
to a contracted sphere, at least the reputation of theological science was essential to the chief upon whom
had been conferred the title of Ameer U1 Momineen,
or commander of the faithful. T o escape the humility
of dependence upon subordinate agents, more especially the secretaries necessarily employed in all
revenue and judicial transactions, he tasked his
mind with the acquisition of letters, and became
worthy, by his industry and success in the pursuit,
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of the respect of the great, as he commanded the
admiration of the vulgar, \vho are ever accustomed
to venerate the divinity of wisdom.
In 1833 Shah Shujah, who had been thirty years
an exile, during the greater part of which period
he resided at Loodiannah, and was a stipendiary of
the British government, attempted the recovery of
his throne. His majesty concentrated his forces at
Icandhar. Dost Mahomed advanced from Cabul
to raise the siege of that metropolis, in which design
he succeeded in the spring of 1834. The king was
defeated, and the chiefs of Cabul insisted upon the
measure of constituting their prince " Ameer," and
his highness consequently was wrought up to the
ambition of an alluring title, that exalted him conspicuously above his contemporaries and coadjutors;
and the comrnernoration of victory by the ascent
of dignity covered the object of its consecration
with the mantle of glory.
The title of Ameer is simply political ; but as
politics always forms a part of the religion of
Mahomedans, the prince's flatterers soon added to
the semi-royal distinction L'UI Mominecn," and he
became, in colloqnial acceptation, commander
of the faithful," as they euphoniously style the
Iihulleefa or Calif of the Mahoniedan world. The
coin of Cabul. which, since the change of dynasty
had been struclr in the name of " Saheb i Zeman,"
which is incognito or innominal?y 6 L ruler of the day
or the time then passing," was now impressed with
the cognizance of Arneer Dost Mahorned, by the
grace of God." The word " ghazee, or fighter of the
faith," was also added, which is the enviable and
ever-desirable cognomen of Rlahomedan princes,
as the most acceptable passport to apotheosis.
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Simultaneously with the battle of ICandhar, Runjeet'h Singh, Prince of the Panjab, crossed the Indus
with designs of conquest, and seized on Peshour,
which is one of the capital cities of Avghanistaun.
T o remain at rest and apparently unmolested by
a conqr~estof the Seilis encroaching so fearfully
upon his natural territory, although the jurisdiction
of Peshour had been under the governmellt of a
brother who acknowledged no control, was unbecoming the character of the Ameer; and the pretext of a religious war, which is at any time
capable of bringing around the Prince's standard
swarms and hordes of religious fanatics, enthusiasts
and bigots, was pron~ulgatedagainst Runjeet'h and
his infidel Seiks ; and the Ameer ul nlomineen
appeared on the plain of Peshour with fifty thousand belligerent candidates for martyrdom and
immortality. Savages from the remotest recesses
of the n~ountainous districts, who were dignified
with the profession of the Mahornedan faith, many
of them giants in form and strength, promiscuously
armed with sword and shield, bows and arrocr7s,
matchlocks, rifles, spears, and blunderbusses, concentrated themselves around the standard of religion, and were prepared to slay, pltinder, and
destroy for the sake of God and the Prophet, the
unenlightened infidels of the Panjab. In this expcdition the Ameer was not attended with success:
the diplomacy of his rival* made him withdralv

*

On the occasion of Dost Mahomed's visit to Peshour, which
occurred during the period of my service with Runjeet'h Singh,
I was despatched by this Prince as amhassador to t l ~ cAmeer. I
divided his brothers against him, exciting their jealousy of his
growing power, and exasperating the family feuds, wit11which from
my previous acquaintance I was familiar, and stirred up tho fcudal

without a battle; and retreaiing to Cab111 he resumed, until another opportunity should occur, the
pacific adtninistration of his government. But the
assumption of the title of -Ameer ul Mornineetl
pledged him to a system of parpet~lalhostility with
tllc infidels in his vicinity, although the ambitious
tendency of that aggressive positlon was not SLIStnined by the acquisition of additional resources for
the maintenance of his new pretensions.
The Atneer pursued his literary labours, and
completed the task of reading the Koran after two
years' application, familiarizing his efforts by a repetition of his toil until the performance had been
twice accomplished. By this means he acquired a
linowledge of letters that enabled him to give his
personal attention to some of the most irnportant
addresses and petitions occasionally preferred by
the necessitous, and was freed in a great measure
from the strict tutelage of the I(izzlebashe chiefs,
represented at his court by the Mirzas, who were
all to a man of that persuasion, and constituted by
lords of his durbnr, with thc prospect of pecuniary advantages. I
induced his brother, Soolhun Mshomed Khan, the lately deposed
chief of Pcshour, with 10,000 retainers, to withdraw suddenly
from his camp about nightfall. T h e chief accompanied me towards
the Seik camp, whilst his followers fled to their mountain fast.
nesses. So large a body retiring from the Ameer's control in
opposition to his will, and without previous intimation, threw
the general camp into inextricable confusion, which terminated in
the clandestine rout of his forces, without beat of drum, or sound
of bugle or the trumpet's blast, in the quiet stillness of midnight. At daybreak no vestigc of thc Avgl~ancamp was scen,
where, six hours before, 50,000 men and 10,000 horses, with all
the busy host of attendants, were rife with the tumult of wild
commotion. An elaborate account of this diplomatic mission from
the Prince of the Panjab to the Ameer of Cabul, will be minutely
related in my forthcoming personal journal.
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their "esprit de corps" a formidable phalanx
amongst the functionaries of the Ameer's durbar.
The Ameer is now forty-nine years of age and
in vigorous health. When he stands erect his height
is six feet, but there is a slight stoop in the neck
arising from a rounded (:ontour of the shoulders,
characteristic of his family, which militates against
the commanding appearance his person is otherwise
formed to impress when animated by conversation
or excited by passion. He has large features and a
muscular frame ; a heavy tread in his wall<,placing
the sole of his foot all at once flat upon the ground,
which indicates that the instep is not well arched.
The outline of his face is Roman. Having a curved
jaw, a low retreating forehead. hair of the head
shaven, and the turban worn far back, gives an
appearance of elevation to the frontal region, although the facial angle is scsrcely less acute tl~an
in some of the higher orders of sirnip. The nose
is aquiline, high, and rather long, and finished with
beautiful delicacy : the brow open, arched, and pencilled ; the eyes are hazel-gray, nnt large, and of
an elephantine expression ; the mouth large and
vulgar and full of bad teeth; the lips moderately
thick ; ears large. The shape of the face is oval,
rather broad across the cheeks, and the chin covered
with a full strong beard, originally black, now
mixed with gray hairs. This appendage is dyed
once a week, that is, on Thursday morning, in the
process of general ablution in the humrnaum or
warm bath. T o this usase all respectable R'lahomedans are accustomed preparatory to the seventh
day's appropriation of n period for public worship,
which is Friday, commencing with Thursday at 12
o'clock and terminating at the last prayer on Friday

evening, or to 12 o'clnck at night. His dress is
unaffected and plain, being made of various materials, in conformity with the season. The kubbah or
frock, is, according to the Persian fashion, cut low
before the breast to display the p'heron or shirt,
which is usually of red 01. crimson silk from Heraut'h.
The choga (or toga) he wore was a large flowing
robe, with very capacious sleeves tightened at the
wrists. I n summer the material of the under dress
is white longcloth, bordered along the margins on
the inner side with a stripe two inches deep of
flowered chintz, manufactured in Cabul. The choga
of a sprig pattern, or pine-flowered European chintz,
English or German. In minter he wore silk, conlmonly satin, lightly wadded and closely quilled ;
colour, green or yellow. The sleeves of the kubbah
are provided with loops, and may be opened or
closed along the lower seam as far as the elbow
frorn the wrists, and fit tight to the arm when the
loops are laced. When open they hang like a long
piece of drapery from the elbow. The seams are
all run with gold cord, about the calibre of a crowquill ; gold lace, an incll broad, decorates the edges
of the open breast ; and the sl~ouldersand middle of
the arms, and the Lacli between the shoulders, are
embellished with gold embroidery in floral devices.
The chog.? in winter is made of English broadcloth ;
olive brown was n favourite colour; the seams
braided with silk cord, and the edges run with an extremely narrow tape, all of the same sombre hue as
the garment; and it was also decorated with embroidery similar to the kubbah, but in silk cord. When
the weather becomes severe, every one who can
afford the expense throws over all a largc lambskin
cloak, the wool on which is worn inside. The material

.
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resembles our finest doeskin. T h e wealthy have
them exquisitely wrought in green or yellow floss
silk, representing the superb embroidery on Cashmere
shawls. F o r the poor they are plain, and when the
cloali is made of shcepsliin it is very cheap. T h e
pantaloons or drawers are capacious, and made of
lonpclotll, or striped red and white silk called dirreeye. T h e stocltiugs were white or blue spotted,
quite fine, and knit in Cabul. Shoes, usually red
leather and plain; sometirnes those of India were
worn, which are ornamented with spangles, and
embroidered with gold thread. T h e turban consisted in summer of a piece of English sprigged or
plain fine light white muslin, twelve yards long and
a yard wide, and a cashmere shawl in winter.
T h e loins were girt with a duplicate of the headdress, folded tight over the kubbah; and the fancy occasionally indulged in a loongee, of Peshour manufacture, with gold ends. This is a kind of material
peculiar to the place of its construction. It is made
of cotton, and the pattern resembles exactly our
common check, but is finely made, and may be
valued, when ornamented with deep gold ends, at
seventy or eighty rupees. It is formed of two
pieces sewn down the middle, each three yards long
and half a yard broad.
T h e Ameer's manners were those of an educated
Asiatic. and the fact is most remarkable, that all
this family possess the " shirrum i huzzoor" in an
eminent degree; that is, extreme modesty, approaching to diffidence, which renders him incapable of denying a favour in the presence of the
individual who prefers a suit with delicacy and
tact! In conversation he is boisterous at?d energetic, which are habits arising from the military
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life he has been accustomed to ; extremely susceptible to flattery, beyond measurc vain, and k,nd
of pleasantry. H e is inattentive to forms, but
jealous of all the respect that the strictest etiquette
could demand. H e is a monsier of rapacity ; this
cluality is a natural vice with him; his eyes had a
fkline glare when he loolied full in the face of any
one, and they assumed an awakened stare of attention when the accumulation of gold was the subject
of his thoughts. As a politician he Itnew well the
character of every class of [he population, having
himself had practical experience of the whole range
of human society, in all the forms in which the
social bodies of that country present themselves to
obscrration. H e was accustomed to employ policy
in ordina1.y intercourse with society, although the
most revolting cruelty was seclilessly practised on
all occasions of exacting money. I-le is extremely
vain of his talents as a speaker, and will sometimes
declaim at great length, and with a good deal of
eloquence, on trivial subjects. In these pretensions
he was indulged by his flatterers, nlio listened with
attention, and assented to his arguments .tri~hfrequent exclamations of admiration. H e is loud and
vociferous on most occasions, as he seems to be
always excited. When menaced by events of n
grave, solemn, and important character, he becomes dignified, quiet, submissive, and, if the affair should take a hopeless turn, he timidly and
readily listens to the advice of nny one, not even
excepting his personal domestics; and they are
ever ready to display thcir influence by gratuitous
interference. When the Arneer gave way to a desponding tc~neof mind, which cvas frequently the
case, his perfidious principles caused Iiim to mis9
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trust every body, and he is consequently without a
friend. On great emergencies he becomes fearful
and apprehensive, and sometimes loses his presence
of mind. When the wife of Suddoo IChan, the
Ameer's sister, suborned one of my soldiers to
murder her husband, information was conveyed to
his highness at two o'clock, A. RII. Relating the
event to me next day he said, "1 began to be
alarmed, at that dead hour of the night, in the
midst of my haram, and calling for my dagger,
placed it under my pillow." I replied, that he did
well, for it would have been heavy odds against
him if such a host as formed the domestic establishment about his highness was to become insubordinate in the solitude of night. Approaching
his horse to mount, with the prospect of battle before him, he has been lrnown to put the wrong foot
in the stirrup, which, had he finished the intention,
would have placed his face towards the animal's
tail! This occrlrretl when he was encamped near
Peshour. Runjeet'h's forces occupied the plain,
and the Anleer determined to offer battle in opposition to his council of state. Confilsed and beci,ildered with the fearful results to be apprehended,
more from conflicting councils than the weapons
of the foe, he resisted not the liindness of a friend,
who gently solicited him to reconsider his last
resolve !
T h e Ameer in early life, and until the age of
thirty, was addicted to drunkenness. During his
fits of intoxication, many ruthless acts of indiscriminate barbarity were the result of these depraved
hallucinations. Surrounded by a crowd of drunlien
revellers, maddened by the maniac draught of the
frantic bowl, friend and colleague, master, man, and

slave, all indiscriminate and promiscuous actors in
the wild, voluptuons, licentious scene of sli:~meless
bacchanals, they caro~isedand drank with pmstitutes, and singers, and fiddlers, day and night, in
one long, interminable cycle,-the libertine's eternity
of sensual excitement and continuous debauchery ;
and this tenor of life was encouraged by his retainers, who admired in his heedless vices the unrestrained license of feudal supremacy.
It is related that when Dost Mahorned was a wanderer in the fastnesses about Ghizriee, that fortress
and vicinity being in his possession, a valuable
caravan, in transit from Bocharah to India, encamped for the night under the walls of the citadel.
T h e followers of the predatory chief mere unanimous in recommending tlirn to horrolu a large sum
of money from the travelling merchants. They all
sallied out armed in the train of their chief, with the
design of making friends with the caravan. On the
road Dost Mahomed suddenly drew up his charger,
and exclaimed, Brothers, what are we going to
do ? God knoivs whether these poor .merchants
will ever receive payment of the gold we take from
them-ns a loan-which w e agreed among ourselves
to solicit. And what are we to do with the money
after we get i t ? Shall w e buy dominion with the
plunder of the unfortunate? God forbid ! Victory
is of God, and he conferreth glory and power upon
those whom he will cherish. No ! it is better that
w e pass by this temptation of the devil, and see
what Heaven has in reserve for us, I for patience,
though a bitter plant, produces sweet fruit.' " And
so he returned upon his steps, and the liour of the
day favouring the indulgence of leisure, he alighted
on an eminence near the road, which afforded him
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a prospect of the route towards Cabul. At this
lnotne~lta rr~essengerappeared from the city with
an invitation from the I<izzlebashe leaders of his
opponent, pressing him to the assumption of the government, which their treaaon to the incumbent
placed a t his command. H e irnriiediately uncovercci
his head, and in the posture of suoplicatton rcpcated
the IG~ttecil~or initial prayer, which is an invocalion
and religious formula in use among Ma homcdans,
and precedes t l ~ ebeginning of erery importii~~t
enterprise. I l e added, " God is great ! Behold, how
dominion is the gift of God ! Blessed be the light
of irn~nortality!-Rlount, and a n a y for Cabul !"
The acquisi~ionof socereignty presented the prince
in the character of a siucere reformer, in which
effort of morals he was imitated by his court with
truth and unmeasured pertinacity. In youth he was
bold from necessity, but probably the experience of
years, and the voluptuolrs excesses of luxurious leisure, i n taking off the \\ iry edge from the sword of
his ambition, dulled the ~ustru~ncnt,
and del~rnved
its temper. I believe he is naturally timid, and I
am unable to instance an example of his highness
ever having boldly risked his person in an individual
conflict. At the battle of Iqandhar he and Shujah
siml~ltaneouslyran away from each other. Dost
Nahometl mas the first to hear of his antagonist's
flight. When satisfied that the field was entirely
clear of the enemy, he rallied with becoming fierceness. '' Stand !" cried his mentor, where would
the houseless and the hopeless flee ? T h e ground
thou standest upon is ,ll the world to thee! the victor's throne or grave of victory ! Stand for God and
the Prophet, (on whom be eternal peace,) and thy

own clear self. 'Tis paradise in death-in triumph,
royalty !"
This cautious valour, which is characteristic of
the Ameer, it is said by his followers has become
more con~piciioussince his reformation of dissolute
habits removed the cloi~dof intemperate exuberance
\i~hich envelopes the psychological phenomena of
fhe military mind ; or perhaps the sagacity of his
judges has become more astute and captious by a
system of abstinence, for " tee-totalism" was all the
vogue arr~ongst the courtiers of a reformed debauchee. Nevertheless, his perfect linowledge of
the people over whom he was called to rule, and
his unprincipled readiness at despotic sway, made
well adapted to govern the worse
him rernn~.lt:~bly
than savage tribes he hacl to cornninnd, especially
when surtnitied by the po\verfnl influence of the prretorian or janissary trihe of I<izzlcbashe. H e is no
believer in human principle, but a self-convicted and
unchanging doubter of every motive but self-interest,
and is ever on the alert to seize by craftiness the
object which any one possessing power would attempt I>y the direct eyertion of optional authority.
fIe is 1i:tble to frequent despondency, but is too politic to display this infirrriity of feeling to common
obscrvatinn. It is only during a period of relaxation that he has been known to give way to the depression of mind. H e is an exquisite dissembler so
long as his affairs are subservient to his will; but
the equanimity of his mind i.; liable to be deranged
by untoward events, and on some occasions he has
been ltnnwn to shed unavailing tears of hopelessness,
and fly for advice and consnlation to the presence
of his favoririte wife, Ichadija. T o this lady lie is
supersritio~islyattached, and probably he has been
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indebted to her circumspection and humanity for all
the greatr~esshe attained. She ia not less rapacicus
than the Ameer, but the general tenor of her mind
and manners are amiably adapted to her situation
and rank. I am convinced her masculine spirit
sustained him to the last, and could he have been
guided by her sagacious mind, his afFairs would have
talien a totally different turn in the result of the
diplomatic intercourse with the Indian government.
This Indy, as the mother of his heir, for whom the
succession was designed, was the sultanah of the
haram, called, by the Toorlis, Walidah or " Quecn1\1other." T h e Anleer's fortitude and bravery are
questionable, but he is gifted with a pertinacity of
perseverance amounting to capricious obstinacy, and
is a most relentless enemy; with him the principle
of avarice was an active motive ; gold was his god,
and blood-feuds were reconciled, murders compounded for, justice swayed out of the sober path of
duty, and the connivance of every abuse, civil, political, and moral, admitted in the observances of
his devotion. There was nothing so good as not
to be contemned-nothing was so bad as not to be
honoured ; every design, however vile, was sterling
merit when proposed with a bribe. H a d his pretensions been sustained by principles of virtue, his
manners mould have entitlcd him to the appcllntion
and dignity of a highly refined man; but he is lillown
to bc impure in his domestic habits. H e indulges
to excess in the lascivious sensualities so fascinating
to the Oriental imagination, and consistent with the
beatitude of their paradise. In the pursuit c t f these
forbidden liaisons, impulse putting to flight the dignity of propriety, he has not unfrcquently subjected
himself to singular and grotesque positions, although

the certain consequence of such infidelity would be
a severe and voluble castigation, followed by an
irl<some coolness of manner on the part of the sultanah, which endured until domestic harmony should
be restored by the incidents of reconciliation constantly recurring in matrimonial communion, when
strife is not the t'ruit of a discrepancy in temper or
a consequence of deficient aflection. H e revelled
and luxuriated in voluptuous and unrestrained licentiousness.
His family consists of several wives and numerous descendants, with an endless train of slaves
and other domestic attendants. Khadija, his principal wife, and sultanah of his haram, is a noble
Dooraunee lady of the Popnlzye tribe. She has a
sister in the haram of Shujah ul Moollz. She is the
mother of the most esteemed progeny of his highness. H e r offspring are five sons and a daughter.
T h e eldest son is BIahomed Akber Khan, lately become notorious to the world by his exploits in the
recent massacre of the British army and death of
their distinguished political chief. This young
prince is the heir apparent of the Ameer, and has
attained great reputa~ionfor bravery in the Avghan
religious wars with the Seiks. I-Ie commanded the
army sent by the Ameer at my suggestion against
the Seik force of Peshour in the spnng of 1837. A
battle was fought at Jemrood in which two thousand
Seilzs, with Ilerree Singh, Runjeet'h's commanderin-cl~ief,were killed, and also a thousand Avghans.
Second, Hyder Ichan, who was taken prisoner by the
English on the fall of Ghir.nee,wbere this young prince
commanded. Third, Share Jan. Fourth, Mahomed,
Ameen. Fifth, Mahomed-(name not recollected).
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T h e eldest is twenty-five years of age, and the youngest past seven. The daughter is married to a son of
Mahomed Abzeem Iihan's, and the two eldest sons
are also wedded to their cousin-germans, both
having tu70 wives each, one of whom, in the case
of ILIahomed Al\ber, is of an inferior Avghan tribe,
and consequently no relation. H e marrletl her, to
whom he had been long betrothed, when hin~self
and family rctreated into Tatary as the British
army advanced upon Cabul. T h e Arr~ees's oldest
son, Mahomed Ufzell Iilian, is twenty-seven pears
of age; he lost his motller at an early period, a
rr~istortunewhich has kept him back in lifc. His
mother was of the Iiizzlebashe tribe, and he is
supposed to be biased in his sectarian ~u-inciples
towards the creed of the Persian scl~ism. H e was
esteemed the head of the Iiizzlebashe faction,
whose interests he always sustained. I3e has a
brother the exact image of his fattier, named
Mahomed Azim. This young man, now in his
twenty-third year, lost his moral reputation in a debauch with a Persian adventurer when on foreign
service not long since, away frorn the influence of
paternal control, and is now sufiered to stand disregarded at the lower end of the Durbar, amongst
the inferior subordinates of the government attach&.
when he appears to pay his respects at the morning
levees. Ichadije, (the dirninutivc of Iihadija), froin
her experience and influence as the mother of his
heir, exercises paramount power in the haram, and
is in fact the ruler's queen; but the lady who from
rank and birth is entitled to that appellation. is Aga
Taj. This lady has the misfortune to be placed in
a position peculiarly painf~il. The daughter of Shah
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Zada Abbass, Shujah's half brother by a Persian
lady, she is a princcss royal of the ancient regime,
the grandchild of Timour Shah. Her father, who
was some time Icing of Cabul, fled to Jlahore, and
deserted his family, most of whom remained at the
capital. Agn Taja was forcibly seized by Dost
Mahorned, and she became his lawfnl wife, but her
Iiigh blood even now, although she has several children, will never let her speali of the Ameer by any
other title than c b I)osoo," a familiar nicltname
which the great apply to their slaveq who may
chance to have the cognomen of "Dost." She
vaunts her princely origin, and calls the father
of her children ('her slave." Her person is quite
diminutive, h ~ i tR perfect beau ideal of exquisite
and fairy-lilte perfection. It has bccn said she
fine pencilled
wore R luscious blaclr mustache-a
line upon the upper lip-but this assertion is an
error; her beauty claims no propinquity of the kind
with a trait so masculine. Her eldest child is a
daughter; the next a son nine years old, called after
his mother's great grandfather Ahmed Shah, the
founder of the Suddoozye dynasty. Third, a son,
Mahomed Zeman, in his seventh year. Fourth,
fifth, and s i ~ t h three
,
daughters, the eldest of whom
has just entered her sixth year, and the youngest
was born in the fall of 1838. H e r first-born was
affianced to the second son of Nawaub Jubbar
Khan, the Ameer's eldest surviving brother, and
their nuptials were celebrated at Tash Iihoorghar~n,
the capital of Iihoolum, when they reached that
city in their flight into Tatary. Whetl~ervictory
should attend on the hanner of her lord, or whether
her uncle Shujah ascended the throne, Aga T a j
was still the suRerer. T h e first event obscured the
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glory of her royal house, the second inflicted domestic misfortune. Her eldest son has a right
royal presence, and her highness is herself a lady
of princely bearing. H e r high birth commands
respect even from the sultanah mother; but Aga
T a j has not the talent to turn to political account
the regard of her husband, or the submissive veneration which birth commands from those of inferior
degree. Frequent ebullitions of ill feeling are faintly
suppressed betwixt the princess born, and the princess elect, the mother of Rfahomed Aliber.
When the English agent who visited Cabul in
1837-38, produced his presents for the Ameer's
haram, (a breach of etiquette most inexcusable in
any one pretending to a knowledge of Oriental
customs,) they were distributed by the sultanahmother, and it may be readily conceived that a
more onerous duty could not have been imposed
on her ladyship, although the value of these donations was inconsiderable, and adapted only to the
frivolous tastes of savages, or the wretched fancies
of rude infatuated Africans. They consisted of pins,
needle^, scissors, penlinives, silk handlrerchiefs, toys,
watches, musical snuff-boxes, &c., all of which were
received with inexpressible surprise, and the feeling
followed by a sense of strong disgust, intermingled with mortification and disappointment. Anticipations a long time entertained, founded on the fact
that Dost Mahomed had conditiont~Uysolicited the
advent of a British agent at Cabul, and sustained
by the Ameer's cupidity, kept their expectations
alive with the hope of :I golden subsidy. His highness was honoured with a pair of pistols and a spyglass, as though the Governor-General would have
suggested to the Ameer an allegory of the conser-

vative and offensive sy~nholsof good pvernment !
Dost Mahomed exclaimed with a " p ~ s h as he
threw them down before him and averted his face
-<<
Behold ! I have feasted and honoured this
Fel-ingee to the extent of six thousand rupees, and
have now a lot of pins and needles and sundry
petty toys to show for my folly !" I-lis humiliation
tvas extreme. Every subterfuge that duplicity could
devise, and every pretext that cunning could suggest, were used to work upon the English agent.
T h e imaginary terrors of a Russian invasion were
prominently displayed to him, a r ~ dmenaces of his
personal safety were not spared to exact the ultimatum of his views, and prevail upon him to accede
to the Ameer's designs. But all in vain is the wisdom
of man to contend with the arm of fare! As a last
effort one of the refractory brothers of the Anleer,
who ruled in ICandhar. was solicited to visit Cabul.
and propose at a final conference an nltirnatum for
the decision of the English agent. Assembled in
general council they proposed the following questions and preamble.
'A Mahomed Shah (the Iiing of Persia) offers to
the Avghans the acrluisition of Heraut'h, and guarantees the permanency of their power by an oflensive
and defensive treaty with a subsidy of -rupees;
the treaty to be guaranteed by the Russian arnbassador. Will the British government do this?"Answer, N o ! From that moment the English agent
w a s dismissed with immediate. and somewhat indecorous haste, though respectf~~lly,
and with presents
of pacific propitiation, consisting of three or four
horses. tolcrablv fair in value. Pre~arationsfor his
depart;re frori Cabul were immehiately planned,
the arrangements hurried with characteristic dread
!I'
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of delay, and large sums expended to insure the
safe arid speedy transport of the baggage belonging to the mission. The party leaving Cabnl, proceeded with unusual d e ~ p a t c for
l ~ travellers. Iteaching J~llal:ibad,they threw themselves upon floats
extemporaneously and instantly prepared, by which
mancruvre they saved three days, and swept down
the rapid current of the Cabul river, with apprehensions perturbed as the stream. Their fears were
not unfounded. T h e A v e a n s were indignant a t
the result of the negotiat~ons;and I have heard
Dost Mahomed remark, T h e greatest error of my
life I:ly in this, that I allowed the Enql~shdeceiver
to escape with his head !" But this was at a later
period-when the British army reached Icandharhe added, Fool that I was! God had given me a
competency, and, dissatisfied with enough, I have
ruined my affairs by malting myself the pivot of
foreign diplomacy; and in falling I rneet tlie award
due to the violation of duty, in disdaining the blessi n g ~of heaven."
T h e distribution of the English trifles almost
caused an insurrection amongst the inmates of tlie
haram. Aga T a j thought her children entitled
to choose before all the others. hut in this fancy her
highness was not gratified, and the disappointment
gave rise to many expressions of asperity against
the ruling power in the haram. I-Ier l~ttleboy got
hold of a musical toy called an accordion. As a
matter of course, he soon managed to put it out of
order, and her highness supposing, i n common \\,it11
all Asiatics, that a Christian is capable of every
science, sent it to me with a request to repair it. I
regretted the task evceedecl n;y abilities in mechanics. I learned from this source, thc child of
1&

the princess royal, the ridicule and disgust which
the English diplomacy arld ~nunificcnceexcited in
the minds of the ladies was general in thc Atnecr's
family, and did more to lcssen the agent's asccndancy a t the court ot' Cabul tlian can easily be
imagined by thosc who are unacrluainted wit11 the
potency of backstair inflilence in an Oriental court.
Another of the Anicer's laivful wives is a lady of
high rank, tlie widow of his highness's brother,
Ma horned Azeern Iihan, who succeedetl I he Vizier
Futty Khan. She had two daughters by her first
husband, who were married to two of Dust Mahomctl's sons, SO that the fatl:?r married the mother
and two of his sons married his wife's children-a
stranye co~~fusion
of relatiouship, that would puzzle
a college of hernlds to classify. H e had some compunctions about forming the connexion, by tllc intermarriage of the offspring ; but, as the lady r~ossessed
great wealth, it was expedient to marry her. EIe
accordingly applied to the cazee, who instructed
him to first give away the daughters to his sons,
and afterwards marry the widow of his brother.
H e then plundered this lady of all her jewels, which
were of great v n l ~ ~ e .She Ilad no oflapring by the
Ameer, and lived i n the haram without note or 111fluence. There was also a Highland lassie ~110111the
Ameer married to strengthen his authority in the
Iiohistaun. She had a son, Akram Khan, now
twenty-four years old. This is the young man who
c o n ~ m a ~ ~ d(under
ed
my tntclage) the expedition into
Tatary, of which my division formed a part, when
a detachment of the Cahul army crossed the Caucasian range of mountains, in the war of 1838-39,
against the Prince of Iiundooz, Mcer Muraad Beg.
An Avghan of the Khoorum race, which is of
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the Sheah persuasion, occupying the remote valley
near Bunnoo, was amongst the family of the Ameer.
She had a son called JIahomed
(name nnt
recollectetl), about ten years old.-A
prostitrite,
formerly in the service of Mahomed Azeem Khan,
was married by the Ameer. She has given birth to
two male children, thc eldest six, and the other four
years old. F o r these little ones he has great affection, and their mother is no less favoured than the
most happy member of the Ameer's haram. Latterly,
the Amecr married, in a quiet way, without any Iiind
of ostentation, a daughter of Nusser Ullah Iihan,
some time treasurer of the An~eenul Moolli,deceased.
H e r fiithcr was a refugee or emigrant at the court
of Bocharah, to which place he fled to avoid the
consequences of plebeian wealth, for in Cabul no
parvenu, nnless strongly sustained by the force of
powerful patronage, could be tolerated in the possession of riches above his degree. The Ameer
proposed to hirnself, by the marriage of the
treasurer's daughter, to inveigle her father baclr
to Cabul by the prospect of princely alliance;
but the plan was amongst the few unsuccessf~~l
schemes of his highncss, whose finesse occasionally
surpassed itself! T h e Ameen 111 Moolk mentioned
above, left a widow of singular beauty rind reputed
wealth, and the Arneer, who is a constant adrnirer
of thcse two rare qualities, toolr hcr into his haram
a s a wife; but they soon became lnutually disgusted,
and parted company by a friendly compact-the
lady having been disburdened of her jewelled freight
by the piracy of love! F o r the rest, his liclisons
amongst the attendants of the haram, permanent and
transient, were numerous and characteristic of unsagacious reason, of the non-instinctive homo sapiens,

-

that is more promiscuous than the motiveless instigations of mere instinct, .cvhich neither cl~angesthe
order of nature nor lnultiplics causes. F o r thc subsistence of his haram, each female, who 1x7as digni
fied by thc rank of a wifc, had a spccific allowance,
out of' which she maintained hcrself and domestic
establishment. Matrimonial comn~unionwas occasionally sweetened, when such palliatives were recommended by the versatility of' vagrant tastes, by
sumptuous presents of Indian brocades, Cashmere
shawls, jewels, and the less costly, though highly
~
esteemed wonders of the E u r o p e a ~looms-chintzes,
silks, and tine cottons. T h e children were kept in
thc haram and educated there; the females until the
period of consummating an atfiancebbride, and the
boys until tllcy l>ccamcold enough to bear arms or
threaten to perform military duty. Those who had
mothers td sustain their pretensions were prodigiously precocious, and the age of twelve years was
not considered an immature period of life for the
induction of a favourite protege into the condilion
of incipient manhood. T h e neophyte is then allowed
a separate estahlishmcnt and a few military followers, and this c o ~ r t c ddistinction aKords the young
Inan the grateful opportunity of rewarding the fidelity of his early attached retainers, who hang on to
the fate of their superior through all the changes
that destiny can control, with her ever fitful and
capricious mockery of hurnan wisdom.
T h e Ameer occupied, with his family, a palace
built by one of the S u d d o o z ~ ekings. T h e Avghan
chiefs under the oligarchy were n o inconsistent advocates of disloyal politics. Suiting the action to
the word, they rather affected a plainness ofgarb, and
avcrsion to the magnificence which desecrates the
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humility of conscious magnanirnity by the massive
and ornamental display of architectural grandeur.
Their designs are contined more to util~tar~an
purposes than the eti'or~s of sublime and stupendous
genius or the Oeuux arts. E;rch rnan is an Ages~laus
in himself, and values h ~ coarse
s
rude nat~onalhabit,
the ~instgl~tly
produce of a setrlibarbarvus loom, far
above tliuse excluisite elaborations, the nice and
sumptuous fabl ics of superb refinement. Wlien they
have decorated their fe~naleswith tlle voluptuous
fascinations of barbaric pearl and saint-seducing
gold," and ornamented their horses with similar and
appropriate adjuvants of elnblazotling displi~y,desire and covetousness are sulhclently infla~rledand
gratified by the survey of opulence. The pompous
embellishments of art they prefer to hold ~n extraneous honour, whilst iron war and the vehement
pursuits of savage heroes fill up the fiercer attributes
of their ferocious enjoyments.
The Anleer was not attended by a guard of regular troops, but his personal servants, rrlany of whom
were confidential I~ouseholdslaves, cilnle armed into
his presence. Every day, except Thursday morning, he sat in public to transact business. Tllursday
morning was devoted to the bath until 10 o'clock ;
after this hour those only visited him who were called.
He usually emplojccl the time before noon in auditing
his domestlc aHilirs in cornpany with llis rnirzas or
writers. His senior brother, Nawaub Jubbar Iihan,
and the eldest among his nephews, who was a contemporary in age with himself, and highly respected
by him for the profound practical wisdom of his measures, the Nawaub Mahomed Zernan Khan, were
accustometl to pay their respects early in the morning on ordinary days. Tlie first named was less
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formal, and generally went to durbar* every day.
The other was a valetudinarian, arrd being fond of
the etiquette of forms, would urge his ill health as
an excuse for not appearing in public more frequently. The Ameer never adopted any important
measure without consulting Nawaub Zeman Khan.
This Nawaub has, since the expulsion of the English
from Cahul, been made Shujah ul Moolk's vizier.
He is a profound politician, but still of benevolent
reputation, and the possession or affectation of many
estimable virtues may be placed amongst the evidences of his wisdom. Friday was appropriated
to the promiscuous access of the populace. On this
day the gateway of his durbar was thrown wide
open, and the doorkeepers withdrawn. Every one
who had n cause to urge or curiosity to gratify
rnight come into the presence witlrout impediment.
The Ameer heard all complaints in person, attended
by the Cauzee. Civil causes were referred to this
functionary for judgment, and the sentence was
enforced by the Ameer. Criminal causes which
were not likely to yield a fine, were also referred to
the Cauzee, to shift from his otvn shoulders the odium
of an onerous act. He never hesitated enforcing
the Ooriff law, when he could do so without encroaching upon or curtailing the privileges of the
oligarchy. The Ooriff is the law of usage administered by secular authority. But as the Sherrah,
or written law of Mahomed, the rule for all Mahomedan communities, is the only legal polity, the
OoriK is an usurpation of might, founded in the
absolute will of the prince in his secular character,
and when the ability to enforce his edicts ceases to

* The levee.
10
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exist, the Sherrah resumes its force, and maybe
effectually appealed to, superseding by its award
the decrees of an usurped power. If the prince
chooses to violate the Sherrah, he acts upon his individual responsibility; his judgments when oppressive are invasions of popular rights, and consequently a tyranny which is only yielded to by the
obsequious necessity of present evil.
The remainder of the week was employed in the
transaction of miscellaneot~sbusiness. The hours
of business were confined to the forenoon. His
highness, in common with all Mahomedans, was
an early riser, which custom is necessary to admit
of the performance of the prescribed mornit~g
prayers. Of the five periods of prayer commanded
by the traditionary law, the first must be finished
before sunrise, otherwise the act becomes "guzzah,"
or lapsed .," in this event the prayer is unacceptable to the Deity, or of no avail; and the consequences attending neglect of religious duty should
be deprecated by char~tablcdonation, at least to the
provision of a meal for the necessitous. Conscientious persons will porfor~nthis ~enitentialhospitality, though the mass of the community are indifferent to the pious injunction. After the conclusion
of this first religious duty, which commences the
diurnal service and routine of life, he read a few
pages in the Koran attended by his Immaum. This
for~ctionarytranslated into Persian, or rather expounded in that colloquial dialect, the Arabic of the
sacred volume, which the Mosleman hold to be the
Word of God. In this employment he would be engaged an hour, more or less, as the task was longer
or shorter. At the conclusion of this matin exercise, to which all the faithful, who have sillgular

pretensions to piety, are addicted, the chiefs v h o
composed the durbar made their entree promiscuously, nnd, with the simple ceremony of a bow, and
the ordinary salutation &' Usulam Allaikoom," touching the forehead as they leaned forward with the
inner surface of tho four fingers of the right hand,
took their seats on the right or left of his highness.
They were seated generally according to the rank
of each guest. There was a master of ceremonies,
called Ishk Rughassee," (pronounced Shaugassee,)
with a long official wand of olive wood, turned and
lacquered yellow ; upon this he leaned when unoccupied, at the entrance into the presence chamber,
facing the Ameer in a standing attitude. When a
Sirdnr appeared he conducted him to his appropriate place, or in case some one of inferior dignity
preoccupied the position, he caused the locality to
be vacated for the accommodntion of the pretender
whose sight was incontestable; and the claim of
either was indicated by his rank or the favour in
which he stood at court. The Ameer arose to receive his brother and the Nawaub Mahomed Zeman
Khan. T o others of high repute he would rise upon
his knees, or malze an effort to do so, which merely
seemed like an inclination of the body.
The salutation of every one was returned by an
audible response, it being amongst the religious injunctions of the faithful to reply to proferred civility
a reciprocal acknowledgment. They are probably
just i n the estimation of politeness when they ascribe
humility and condescension to the courteous. These
are qualities which all profess to admire and endeavour to practise, notwithstanding the exclusive
bigotry of pure Mahomedanism. My place in durbar was alongside of the Amcer, on the left, if the
'I
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right should be preoccupied, otherwise on the right.
If his brother, the Nawaub, was there when I entered,
he always gave place to me. The Nawaubs Jubbar Iihan and Mahomed Zcmnn Iihan, and Sirdar
Golam Mahomed Khan Populzye, whose daughter
was married to the heir apparent, and myself, were
the only oficers who enjoyed the prescriptive right
of seating ourselves on the same nunled or felt which
his highness occupied. When the heir apparent was
present he did so also, but generally at the extremity
of the high place at a little distance from his father:
then I always strove to sit below him ; but this was
an action the young prince affably dispcnsed with,
and usually commanded me to sit nearer the Ameer
than himself. As the Ameer's aid-de-camp and general of his regular troops, I possessed the rank of a
chief Sirdar; and his highness was ever pleased when
I appeared in his suite, either in his afternoon rides,
which he was accuston2ed to talie for recreation, or
in the morning durbar, when lie sat for the transaction of business. About 11 o'clock, A. M., the people and ofLcials, suitors and attendants, were dismissed, with the exception of those who usually'ate
in company with his highness, and breakfast was
served in. These guests were, his brother, one or
two of his chief counsellors, and myself, who familiarized ourselves with the Ameer by partaliing of
the same dish with his highness. The attach& of the
durbar, of rank and dignity becoming the princely
hospitality, one or two of his principal secretaries and feudal lords in confidential employment,
assisted at the next dish of pillao placed on the cloth
below the Ameer. Men of inferior dignity, though
respectable, as persons of official rank, gathered
around a third kab or plate of pillao, and a fourth

and fifth detachment, the last of whom might be the
fiddlers, huddled together over the lowest dish, which
was coolred, in reference to its debased position, with
very little ghce, (melted butter,) and probably without
the viand. The standing dish is a pillao made of rice
and meat, usually mutton, sometimes fowl. There
were ragouts of fowl and partridges; soup, boiled potherbs, pickles, and preserves: a large bowl of sherbet occupied the middle of the feast. Our bread was
leavened, and formed into a flat round calte, a foot
in diameter, and an inch thick, grooved at intervals
with ridges about ~ w fingers
o
broad and served as a
plate; it was esccllent, and highly creditable to the
Cabul bakers, as the whole feast mas to the cuisine of
the comestibles. The
the lLartiste" who manip~~latcd
cooks arc natives of Cashmere, and their system is
Persian, with the embellishnlents of Cashmerian ingenuity in thc invention, service, and concoction of
clelicious preparations, not surpassed by those superb
Frenchmen who have thought themselves unrivalled
in the science of Potology. The whole was despatched in half an hour, and the servants, whose portion
was the remnants of the mcal, not unfrequently confounded the moral of the old saw the latter end of
a feast is better than the beginning of a fray,"as with
them thesc extremes of hate and love, of hostility and
hospitality, were identified in synonymous measure.
The servants who rcrnoved the dishes devoured their
broken contents with the voracity of kites and vultures on the wing. Scarcely out of the presence, the
morsels of food were gobbled up with the appetite of
struggling hunger in contending feud.
When recent spring fruit came into season the
Ameer frequently breakfasted at nine o'clock, on
mulberries or apricots, in which instance he usually
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abstained from the tnore solid repast at meridian.
The peculiar attribute of the Cabul climate and
alpine topography, is the contemporaneous prevalence of all the spring fruits at one period; the first
ripened continuing in perfection throughout the
season-the various modifications and different
exposure r~fthe valleys and glens affording a versatility of temperature that produces the effect of
a progressive season, marked by the maturity of
abundant and delicious fructification. At twelve
o'clock, the Prince and the klite retired and slept
until two P.M.; at this hour they arose to perform the second prayer. After his ablutions and
toilet rhe Ameer egressed from his haram, and
mounting his horse, which was in waiting at
e gateway, he sallied out upon his evening ride.
e had a fondness for fine horses, and generally
visited his stud in the afternoon ; but this occupation was more appropriate to the spring, when
the brood mares and colts attracted his regard,
and participated in his care.
In the summer
and fall he luxuriated in the picturesque scenery
about the city from a favourite prospect point;
seated himself, with a few select friends, on the bank
of a running stream, of which there were several
about the vicinity, and enjoyed a cup of tea; or
visited some one of the magnificent, ornamental, and
useful gardens near the suburbs of Cabul, accompanied by a train of musicians. In the spring he
viewed his stud daily about three or four P. M. He
sat on a terrace made for the purpose, tiilo or three
feet high,covered with felts. Here many of his chiefs
joined him who did not usually attend in morning durbar. These were stipendiary lords, and moolahs or
priests and familiar friends who enjoyed his confi-
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dence; they passed their tirne in smolting the cullioon,* desultory conversation, cotr~plimentarycommendationsof the prince's unique fancy for horses, and
admiration of the promising brood of young colts,
which were the delight of his highness and Savourites of his taste. These companions passed the
evening with his highness until he retired. H e
returned to his Derri IChaneh (place of durbar) at
nightfall. Having previously performed the third
prayer, he rnounted his horse and moved into quarters. The evenings, when the weather permitted
were passed in a beautiful flower garden: we sat on
a low terrace illuminated hy a large lamp. During
the season of full bloom, tlie position was surrounded by an invisible and delightful fragrance of
the ever wakeful floral nature ; the intoxicating perfume of the rose, the spicy pink breathing of sweetness, and the flood of grateful odour that bathed
the senses from the enchanting "shubboo."t The
genial air of midsummer, tempered by the everlasting Alps of permanent snow near the valley,
gratefully clothed our nocturnal hours in a voluptuous mantle of serene repose. The music was
there too, fitful, frantic, or pathetic, as the feast of
reason and the flow of soul involted its mysterious
influence which,
'' Softly sweet in Persian measure,
Gently sootlled the soul to pleasure."

Cabul, thc city of a thousand gardens, in those days
was a paradise far removed from the agitating

* Persian water pipe.
t t L O rnocturnal odour ;" the July or Jilly flower, that sheds its
scent after nightfall, is so called by the Persians.
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scenes of life away from the world. In the remotest mountain glens and vales of the '' frosty
Caucasus," dcvoted to the fairy conceptions of
imaginative romance, there the soul of love sighed
not but luvuriated in the delicious exuberance of
ideality, and associated in fellowship with the
nightingale, whose only dream was of carnation
roses and Cupid gambolling in a bed of pansies, and
who sang so sweetly in her vesper song of never
dying hnppinec;~in love's uninvaded bower. And I
have seen this country, sacred to the harmony of
hallowed solitude, desecrated by the rude intrusion
of senseless stranger boors, vile in habits, infamous
in vulgar tastes-the prompt and apathetic instruments of master minds, callous leaders in the sanguinary march of heedless conquests, who crushed
the feeble heart arid hushed the merry voice of
mirth, hilarity, and joy. T o return to the Ameer.
His highness kept very late hours, particularly
during the long nights of winter. I have repeatedly sat up with him until three A. M. Dinner
was brought after usser," or the fourth prayer,
which shortly followed sunset. This meal similar to
the breakfast was served sooner or later, generally
before eight o'clock, as his appetite suggested, although sometimes deferred until ien o'clocl;. When
this was the cn.;e, fresh fr~iitwoulrl be iritroduced
about eight, and the intermediate time was passed
by his hizhness playing several games of chess with
Cnuzee Budder u'Deen, or in conversation. When
his highness was engaged at chess the conversation
ceased, and the interlocutors gathered nearer the performers, to observe the gatne, and applaud the sagacity he displayed. I never knew him lose a game.
T h e Cauzee was always beaten. At the conclusion
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of each game the science of certain moves was
discussed, and a sufficient amoynt of flattery bestowed on the unrivalled play of his highness
Notwithstanding, the wily Avghans would aside
pass winlis and gestures from one to another, and
occasionally some one, more privileged than the
rest, has been heard to taunt the Ameer, by hinting
that the Cauzee played bad intentionally, and lost to
flatter him. H e took this rallying always in good
part, and it is certain that the Cauzee was n111ch too
complaisant ever to gain a game even by chance.
These nocturnal parties were conducted with perfect regard to etiquette and good manners. H e was
fond of listening to the relation of travels, and allusions to history; made frequent inquiries of merchants
who were known to visit distant countries, concerning the rr~annersand custon~sof the peoplc they had
seen, the character of the prince, the government,
religion, . and particularly, geography and topography, for which sciences he seemed to have a
strong inclination. H e was well acquainted with
the Russian military system, and the best account,
detailed with accuracy and illustrative minuteness,
I have heard of the destruction of the janissaries by
the last Sooltaun of Turkey, was recited to me by
the Ameer. H e was much addicted to telling stories
of his personal adventures ; he delighted to talk of
himself, was pleased with his own declamation, and
vain of his eloquence. If merit is to elicit the award
of praise, he was justly entitled to admiration for
the ready command of language and agreeable
mode of displaying his talents in colloquial intercourse. Buffoonery never formed a part of his
princely amusements, but refinement of moral o r
purity of design did not always characterize the
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tenor of his improuisatore. His anecdotes were not
unfrequently gross and sensual. Unsophisticated by
the arts of intellectuality, he thought that nature
unadorned was adorned the most." No event lost
by relating any importance in reality, or was obscured by the nomenclature of modesty. I-Ie dealt
a good deal in sarcasm, and was ever ready to
trump his adversary's trick. Ridicule was a weapon
that he flourished with considerable effect, and he
could good-humouredly make himself or his position
the subject of ludicrous wit. The demands of his
courtiers, or rather the feudal lords who represented
the con~munitiesand constituted the most powerful
element of the government, kept the Ameer always
greatly straitened for the resources of present means,
and I have heard him make his poverty, which really
arose from extreme circumspection in providing for
the necessities of personal defence out of his civil
list, the source of ridicule. He alluded to the rapacity of the Avghans, and made himself the object of
derision.
We are," said his highness, addressing
liirnself to me, '' like the hungry fox, of whorn you
may have heard 1" I assured him I had not, and
begged to be indulged with the relation.
The Avghans know the story well," he continued: " there was a miserable, half-starved fox,
who lived or rather famished in the mountains about
Cabul, where you know the inhabitants scek their
bread in the bowels of a rock. He had been unsuccessfully prowling about all night i n search of food,
and was reluctantly, and faint with the despondence
of disappointed hope, obliged about daylight to slink
away towards his hiding-place,-snarling, growling,
and madly snapping at the oblique rays of the rising
sun, that glanced in his worried eyes, displacing the
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shade of early day ; he trotted on sullenly and forlorn with the pains and impatient violence of hunger. Retlecting on the misfortunes of his destiny, he
suddenly came face to face with a large ram of the
broad-tailed breed. No salutation greeted the interview; one was predetermined to see an enemy in
every casual rencontre, and the other never cared,
for he was accustomed to doubts and buts, to make
acquaintance with strangers ; and he grazed alone,
and nibbled the soft grass, and licked the morning
dew as he browsed in solitary independence. Reynard stopped and eyed him with a strong desire to
seize hold of his throat; but natural timidity constrained him to avoid the attempt. Looking wistfully
after hilri as he slowly moved away, the fox was
astounded to see the large pendulous tail, which
appeared like a load of flesh, dangling precariously,
and on the point of falling from its attachment.
New hopes liindled in his hungry stomach, and he
stole sofily after the ram, expecting the momentary
descent of the excrescence which seemed so useless
to the owner and desirable to himself. I-Ie thought
the ram was ready enough to get rid of the tail, for
he shook it more vigorously than usual that day.
Reynard ever and anon started forward to seize the
prize, which at every step gave promise, by its
oscillating and frequent motion, and rapid and
sudden gyrations, of an immediate meal. Now the
ram stamped angrily, and evinced extreme impatience; his tail vibrated, and the fox, in breathless
desire, and desperate with hunger, felt, or thought
he felt, the morsel between his teeth. Still the tail
hung on, and the expectant fox, with renewed
allurements, kept on the track of the ram, who
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\vent slowly and quietly browsing along the whole
day. At length reaching his fold he walked in, and
left the disappointed fbx, hungry and hopeless,
standing at the door. S o tlie day passed off, Reynard's wants becoming insupportably urgent ; and
this starving prototype of he famished Avghans
suspended the cravings of his stomach by gnawing
at an old cast-off shoe of the shepherds, or some
such iosuEcient fare, and'went away trusting to
Providence. Now this is just my condition," added
his highness, with a vociferous laugh ; " I shall be
looking after this European agent In momentary
expectation of somelhing falling from him, and
eventunlly turn away like the miserable fox, to feed
on the hard fare which has always been the lot of
us mountaineers. As well might the fox hare
loolted for the descent of the ram's tail, as I anticipate pecuniary assistance from this Feringee. But
what of that? Thanlis and praise be to God, thc Creator of all things, we are nbt without an intercessor
in the divine mcrcy."
In his dress the Ameer affects plainness. His apparel is that of a ,Dooraunee gentleman, of a liberal
establishment, without any distinctive designation.
H e was much attached to horses, and always desired to have fine animals of the first breed. H e
had rnany splendid saddle horses from thc most
celebrated marts of Toorkistaun, and a few Arabs;
he had also a fine charger from I<lioordistaun, of a
dappled iron gray colour, which I think was the
prettiest of all his stud.
T h e Anleer never appears armed except on a
journey. In the ordinary intercourse of society, the
Doorannee chiefs do not wear arms; but they are all
accustomed to do so when travelling. T h e Nawaub
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Jubbar Iilian formed an exception to this general
remark. I never saw him armed on a journey,
though I have repeatedly accompanied llim on excursions. Wllen in the presence of a hostile army he
came into the field a s an ambassador, conjointly
with myself, which was the only occasion on which I
ever saw him armed, lie wore, in a plain scabbard,
a Persian sword, which is said to have cost ten tliousand rupees."
As Ameer ul Mo~nineenor commander of the
fathful, the example of sobriety, humility, and justice
was incumbent on Dost Bhhomed, all of which he
attempted, and thereby gave occasion to inquisitive
persons to stigmatize his character with the charge
of hypocrisy, for he was vain, rapacious, and perfidious. His highness also professes to have great
veneratian for religion, and accordingly displi~ysa
show of respect for the ulirna or profcssors of Mahomedan law. H e has promulgated religious wars
against the Seiks, and sworn eternal enmity to their
r a c e ; he has coined money in his own name a s an
independent prince, the inscrip~ionpledging him to
an exterrninatinn svstem of war with his infidel
neighbours, whiz, Iyrinciple would carry him much
farther than Lahore; for after having concldered
the Seiks, there is China next to employ the arrns of
the faithful, and also the British power in India.
T h e capacity of his mind, or rather the bigotry of
his superstition, presents 3 comprehensive and invincible response to every doubt. " All infidels are
alilie to the faithful, and before God there is nothing
impossible." Nawaub Mahotned Zeman Khan, his
chief privy counsellor, expressed his opinion that

* Five thousand dollars.
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the sole object of the Ameer's intrigues with the
Russians, Persians, and English, was to extract
money from either or every one of those parties,
which he mould instantly have expended in a crusade against the Seilts, for the conquest of Peshour.
He made a religious war the pretext to animate
popular feeling, and directed the exciteme~tthrough
9 s~~rreptitious
channel, towarrls the establishment
of political views. That he mas not SO devoted to
the principles of Islam as to lieep only in mind the
object of a religious war was evident from the fact
of his proposing pacific terms to Runjeet'h, on condition of receiving Peshour; and this he did when I
visited his camp as-ambassador from the court of
Lahore. His highness was then approaching that
city with an army of fifty thousand musketeers, in
the spring of 1835. This army consisted chiefly of
the militia, comprising a large portion of the undisciplined but able-bodied populace of his principality.
13e boasted to me that he was followed by one h u n dred thousand armed men a t the moment I entered
his camp, and I remarked l6 If the Prince of Panjab
(Runjeet'h) chose to assemble the militia of his dominions, he could bring ten times the number into
the field ; but you will have regular troops to fight,
when you contend against Rnnjeet'h's forces, and
your suns culotle rnilitia, mill vanish like mist before
the sun."
I spoke in an exalted strain of the efficiency of
the Seik army, and displayed the wealth and military force of Runjeet'h in a light which made the
Ameer's spirit recoil. He lost his temper, which
he readily did, and became enraged, and then his
eyes glared upon me as he replied with a characteristic shake of the head, and elevated brows, all

of which was to indicate a reckless wilfulness of
design: "Your appearance in the midst of my
camp at this moment of general excitement may be
attended with personal danger. When Secunder
(Alexander) visited this country, he sent a confidential ;]gent to the prince hereabout, and the
mountaineers murdered Secunder's ambassador 1"
Feeling myself strong in the friendship of his brothers, and intimacy of his most influential chiefs, I
answered roughly and without hesitating, ''1 am
not accredited to you, but to your brother, who is
now a guest amongst ~ O L I3s I am myself." This
expression, which intimated my knowledge of the
discord prevailing in his domestic affairs, exasperated the Ameer to say, My brother!-who is the
brother independent of my will? Is not the policy
of my court controlled by myself, that the enemy
sends an ambassador to another in the midst of my
camp? Rnow that I am all in all !" and upon this
arrogant pretension I planned and accomplished his
defeat. I did not fail subsequently to draw the
attention of his brother to the assertion of supremacy by the Ameer, and the detriment to his personal dignity and political importance compromised
by that assumption. It was evident his highness no
longer considered his brother a party in his negotiations with the Seiks, and that if Runjeet'h gave up
to the Ameer the city of Peshour, his highness would
retain the acquisitior~on his own account, and not, as
he fancied, procure the cession for him." His best
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* This brother, who was Sooltaun Mahomed Khan, was then
lately deprived of Pcshour by Runjeet'h, and had thrown himseIf
on the hospitality of Dost Mahomed to solicit his assistance in the
endeavour to drive out the Sciks. The Ameer readily approached
Pcsl~ourwith that ostensible purpose, but secretly with the motive
of gaining the city for himself by any possible means.
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plan would be to anticipate the Ameer, who was in
secret communicaiion with Runjeet'h, and go over
'at once to the Prince of Lahore, who would receive
him munificently, and satisfy him in all his Ilopes ;
for there was now evidence that the Ameer only
coveted Pesl~our,without hcing actuated by religious feeling against the Seilts; and was treating
clandestir~ely for the purpose. The lrnotvledge of
this fact also caused many of his followers to disperse. I encouraged the Ameer's expectation that
Runjeet'h might be induced to relinquish Peshour,
which kept him from throwing away his resources
on the hungry retainers who followed his standard.
Many of them in consequence withdre\v, and as
has already been related, his brother confirmed the
defection-changing position on the board, and
castling with the Iiing of Lahore.
When the Ameer was engaged in military demonstrations he kept up more state than at other
times. I3e had an extensive suite of tents, capable.
of accommodating his durbar. He gave audience
seated at the upper end of a large double-poled
tent, one side of which opened into an area included within extemporaneous walls of partycoloured canvass. These were set up to screen
the occupants from public gaze. The hour of
marching was designated by the Ameer, and the
army moved off generally about daybreak. On the
march he was accompanied by a body of irregular
cavalry, constituted of the confidential retainers; his
personal guard, his domestic establishment, composed of the pesh khidmuts,* household slaves,
and most trustworthy military adherents, all of

* Body servants.
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~vhornare styled Umilah i Rhwass," or select retainers. Many of the feudal lords, brothers, counsellors, and subordinate chiefs, with their immediate
responsible servants, also swelled the cavalcade and
added the imposing dignity of numbers to the promiscuous and undisciplined swarms of cavalry,
each band being designated by a discriminating
banner and preceded by kettle-drums at the saddlebow of the << Duff Nowaz."+
The shrill trumpet's blast and the drum's deep roll,
The towering plume and the prancing steeds,
Then clamour'd afar to the soldier's soul
Gallantry, glory, and chivalrous deeds.

His highness held a levee for half an hour after
rcnching his tent, when the durbar tvas dismissed;
and i n the afternoon about three o'cloclc the principal chiefs, and every onc who may have a feasible
represelitation to prefer, present themselves and are
admitted. 'The Ameer, although always accessible,
was still more so when surrounded by his ariny in
the field than in quarters. They retired within two
hours, and assembled again after the prayer of
" Usser," at sunset.
Smoking the cullioon was alrvays an interlude of
frequent recurring instance, and the fumes of the
weed enveloped with ominous clouds the thoughtful
conclave, when excitement swept over the nerves ;
deep inspiralions of the bland sedative subduing the
solicitude of care. The Persian pipe was replenished
and passed round at brief intervals upon all abstruse
occasions. Many an abstract idea seelns to have

* The person who sounds the kettledrum. He is usually ths
barber, en cavalier.
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found a buoyant medium in " the smolie that so
gracefully curled" from the human mouth divine,
and as the lips propelled the vapour, the tongue vapoured in turn. Boasting, indeed, is one of the essential elements of Asiatic bravery, the most forcible
proof the Ameer could instance of dubious fidelity
on the part of a craven chief was he ncvcr boasted
of prospective success during the whole period of
his service in camp."
The company that dines with the Ameer when in
the field is not so recherchi as usual, inasmuch as
any one of respectable pretensions may make an
effort to stay when an attendant anrlounces the meal,
which has been previously called for by the Ameer,
and if the place was not crowded with his superiors,
would passively be allowed by the servants to thrust
his fist into the everlasting pillao. In case of a multitude, the small folk would be ordered out by the
master of ceremonies, to give place for others of
higher rank. Most of the khans or chiefs usually
dine in their own tents. This is expected by their
retainers, who have better fare from the remnants
of their leader's hospitality than their ordinary allowance. Tllose who retire, or remain at home to dine,
call on the Ameer subsequently. The food of his
highness is prepared by responsible servants, and he
carefully abstains from partaking of a collation provided by any one else; neither will his brothers
participate in a preparation procured from his establishment, unless it has been provided for the Ameer,
and first tasted by his highness. In company with
Sooltaun Mahomed Khan, I arrived in the Bhyber
defile at the Ameer's tent one day later than ordinary, after the durbar had been dismissed, and the
breakfast despatched. Civility required that food

should be placed before the Ameer's brother. All
comestibles of the cuisine ha? been removed ; but
preserves, and bread, and cheese were proffered,
~ i ~ h i cBooltaun
h
Mahomed declined wit11 acknowledg~l~enrs
of the hospitality. His attendants did
the practical honours to the feast; but the day being
exceedingly hot, and the Sirdar extremely thirsty
from fatigue and exposure to the sun, was invited
by the Ameer to take a drink of Doug.* The brother hesitatingly declined the proposed kindness ; but
the Ameer importuned him, and forthwith ordered
a servant who was in waiting to produce the beverage. It was brought instantly, and as the subordinate approached with it, Sool~aunMahomed motioned h~rnto hand the br~wl,containing the doug,
to thc Anleer. The Atneer excused himself, saying, I have brealifnsted, lalla ;t help yourself." Then
commenced a scene of protestation and importunity
which lasted several moments; at length Sooltaun
Mahomed observed, " Impossible, brother; it's not
possible for me to take it until you have first refreshed yourself," and so, notwithstanding his highness was 11ot at all thirsty, his brother, by the pretext of hospitality, assured liimself of the salutary
condition of'the proffered bowl, by first obliging the
host to drink, which he did freely, and then transferred it to his guest. I drank from the same bowl
and of the identical contents with which the princes
refreshed themselves, and add my testimony to what
I have frequently heard expressed, that sour milk
&&

*

T h i s is sour milk not skimmed. It is fresh milk prepared by
a premature process of souring, and then made into a homogeneous
fluid by thorough shaking in a leather bag.

t Brother,
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surpasses any other beverage to quench thirst in a
sultry climate on a hot day.
The Ameer is styled by his flatterers comn~ander
of the faithful; but that title belongs only to the
Sooltaun of Turkey, called by the Mahornedans
Sooltaun of Room. The sooltaun is the head of the
Moslernan religion; he derives his sacred character
from his ancestor, the great Toghrul Beg, who was
invested with the dignity of vicegerent of' Mahomed,
and commander of the faithful, by the IChalif of
Baghdad, (according to D'Herbelot,) in the year
1057, A. D., or 448 of the Rlahomedan year, in the
month Zul Iiaadeh, and twenty-fifth day thereof.
The Ameer professes great regard for religion ;
he strictly conforms to the prescribed rules of prayer,
observes the fasts, the ceremonies, and rites which
belong to the Mahomedan faith; but his practice,
though generally conformable to oriental ideas of
morality, is at variance with piety and equity. H e
believes in the orthodox principles of the Mahomedan religion, which are professed by the sect of
Soonee, although his education in very early life
must have given his mind a bias towards the sect
of Sheah, of which schismatic persuasion his mother
was a disciple.
Apparently he is not a bigoted Soonee, which circumstance rather favours the suspicion of his Lcing
inclined to the opposite creed. One of the principles of the Sheah sect is to inculcate and assert
a false profession of their real tenets when in
presence of the opposite schism; but the Soonce
being an ardent and unyielding enthusiast, is called
upon by his faith to assert hls belief under every
circumstance, and maintain his creed by the sword
-the readiest, most potent, and effective argument
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that could be devised. All who deny the I'rophet
are infidels, deserving death, and their polemics
prohibit discussions upon an article of faith. T o
argue is to imply a momentary concession of
doubt, and this would be evidence of blasphemy,
which calls for the instant expiation of blood. The
Ameer is a fanatic in profession, but not a bigot in
practice, which character confirms the charge of
hypocrisy. He avoids the discussion of doctrinal
points or religious matters no less anlongst his own
Moolahs* than Christians who may visit his court,
and is noted for tact in turning a discourse which
has a tendency to create irascible feelings on
sacred sut~jects,even when he may not have been
an interlocutor. He is remsrliable for delicacy of
expression, and politeness of modesty i n argument
on all subjects, and patient of contradiction even
when delivered with asperity. He has no honesty in
any sense, no morals, no piety ; a liar in the completest sense of the word ; subtle, cunning, timorous,
and governed in all things, sacred and profane,
political and civil, moral and physical, by interest,
social, sensual, and ~variciousinterest : this word
is the liey to his character, the test of his motives.
I n pursuit of his interests he is crafty and unprincipled. His personal comfort he essays with
recklessness of human suffering. His sensuality is
unbounded, but offensive only to himself. Avarice is
the motive that engrosses his soul. For the grati&
cation of this abominable vice he cares not for the
shedding of human blood ; otherwise he is not cruel,
although the greatest and most inhuman violence
has been committed under his countenance and

* The clergy are so designated.
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authority in the extortion of gold. Mercy is the
least of all considerations with him, and he has
never been lrnown to act with clemency or generosity when the accumr~lation of gold was the
question at issue. For the purpose of discovering
suppositious or hidden wealth, torture was inflicted
in barbarous and horrible forms, not unfrequently
terminating in the death of the sulferer.
As a financier the Ameer's ideas were purely
oriental. Our own politicians have said that the
Toorlrs surpass in this respect their Christian
neighbours, and are better fiscal agents than the
systematic Europeans. Instances In illustration
have been adduced, and the facility noticed with
which the Grand Porte mas able to pay an immense sum of tribute to Russia at a time when the
resources of the empire were supposed to be totally
exhausted. The space of time within which the
operation was accomplished, astonished the politicians of Europe ; nevertheless there is a great
doubt whether their method of finance can be called
better than our own : their fiscal economy is based
on an agrarian system, and the increase of taxation
falls suddenly and universally on an impoverished
community, aggravating the national distress
through individusl misery out of all proportion to
the amount of revenue derived. When the resources of the land revenue fail,-and
they are
frequently impaired by an unfavourable seasnn or
unexpected demand above the ordinary tribute,the oriental princes, who are all despotic, mulct
their subjects, and the scourge and bastinado are
the instruments of fiscal economy, who lend their
aid to extort the last pittance from the wretched
cultivator of the soil. Thousands of the populace

are reduced to poverty and extreme want, and many
even sold into slavery to liquidate the demands of an
exacting prince; and this has been the system of the
East from the days of Pharaoh,-"when
money
failed in the land they brought theircattle," and when
their herds and their flocks were also gone, they sold
themselves into bondage. This has been the Turkish system for ages, and there is matter of amazement in reflecting on the resources of the Greeks,
the wreck of whose dominions could for nearly
four hundred years sustain the rapacity of these
conquerors of the eastern empire, and the exhausting, destructive, depopulating, and unrenovating
practices of the Toorlis. This is the system which
is now, and has been, from the beginning of their
power i n Er~rope,destroying that empire a without
I~and," as Daniel says. Upon the establishment of
their power in Europe they became an agricultural
and deteriorating community. They relinquished
their principles of accumulation when they no
longer ren~aineda military and predatory people.
The habits upon which their social system was
based being those of rapine, war, and plunder, have
remained in practice, whilst those self-destroying
elements have had no other field for operation than
their own possessions, and-felo de se is their destiny,
notwithstanding the conflict of England against
fate i n her policy of maintaining the integrity of
the Ottoman empire; of sustaining the commander
of the faithful, the vicegerent of Mahomed, the man
of ficrce countenance, roho magnified hirnself unto
the prince of the host, and stood u p against the
prince of princes, he shall be broken without hand."
In regard to commerce, the Ameer mas impressed
with the advantages which encouragement of that
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sort of enterprise imparts to a country; but his
necessities were of a nature to constrain his desire
of acting with good faith towards the commercial
community. The nominal duties were apportioned
according to the injunctions of their great la~vgiver;
the tariff' was two and a half per cent on the property of the faithful, and five upon that of infidels,
levied ad valorem or specific at the option of the
merchant, and in cither instance received in kind.
The claims of equity asserted by the trader were
frequently overruled by the clamour of exigency, and
pretexts were readily suggested to excuse cxtraordinary demands on the part of the prince. Open
violence was avoided, and no justification allowed
to the merchant for the charge of robbery, with
which matter-of-fact persons, who contemplated results more than the ostentatious display of assumed
principles, were disposed to stigmatize the discrepancies of a necessitous financier. The. Anleer
would gain his object through the medium of
fricndship and brotherhoocl, consistently with the
Persian policy, "if you would ruin any one, first
become his friend,"-par
example: his highness
never hesitated inviting himself to an evening visit
at the house of a wealthy merchant, when with
profuse protestations of regard, amongst which
the words friend" and '' brother" were prorninent, hc modestly begeed a loan on a quantity of
household jewels. The merchant, who cornprehended the whole process of finesse which his highness had in reserve, inmediately proposed to lend
the money on the Arneer's note of hand or his
honour; preferring to make a merit of necessity,
he wished to seem gratuito~islycomplying and liberal, when he knew that if he accepted the jecvcls as

security from the princc, the ruling pourer in the
hararn would bully than out of his possession ; for
as the wife would solicit the jewels, to w l ~ o ncould
~
the merchant appeal ? T o the prince ! Complain
to the prince of his own favourite wife ! Etiquette
forbade the proceeding, and might recommended
submissive despair. I-Iours have sometimes passed
in these visits, lengthened out by the prince calling for tea, and smoking the callioon; and there
he sat. with the comfortable familiaritv of a welcome guest, provokingly condescending in pertinacious design, the host feeling like the bird with a
blaclisnalie in its nest, vainly struggling with the
fatal fascination of his intrusive guest. When every
imaginable subterfuge had been fruitlessly attempted
by the victim of avarice, exhausted with his own
exertions he was drawn in like a trout on a line in
the hands of an expert and patient sportsman ; he
saw with fish-eyed apathy his golden scales depart,
and blessed his happiness in the salvation of his sltin;
for the Ameer neither killed nor skinned when the
fish relinquished his scales, but slipped thcjin'cl animal into his element again, where he repaired at
leisure the rubs of destiny.
Such is the Ameer Dost Mahomed, whom the
English lately deposed from the sovereignty of Cabul. There is no doubt that in doing so they widely
deviated from the line of prudence, and involved
themselves in a policy which has already cost millions to establish, and will cost many millions to
sostain. The Avghans, who are deeply intercsted
in the late political events, which have given a new
characler to the Indo-British empire, have been
driven by a system of perfidy, oppression, and false
faith to the extremity of social misery. An independent community, which under the oligarchical
d
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form of Dost Mahomed's government, possessed the
freedom to which they have always been accustorned, was subjected to s n unlimited military despotism, and kept in subjngation by the British bayonet ; their stronghold garrisoned by a foreign army ;
their religious and political institutions subverted,
and their country conquered by an infidel power.
But the possession of Avghanistaun by England has
been transient and probationary of the oppressed.
NOTE.-That the English agent lefi Cabul without having
arranged a treaty with Dost Mahomed, which should have secorcd
the friendship of the Avglians, was certainly not owing to any aver.
sion on thc part of the Ameer. Wlien the didactic and imperative
ultimatum of Lord Aockland was handcd to tlie Amcer, in which
his highness saw the frustration of his hopes, for he mas decidedly
in favour of an English alliance, although he allowed his policy to
be swayed by the ICizzlebashe or Persian interest, a general council
was cnllcd. T h e document was handed to ine amongst others;
I satisfied myself, by the Governor-General's signnture, of its
authenticity, surveying the contents with extremc surprise and
disappointment. Dost ilZahomcd was mortified, but not terrified.
I-Ic almnys reassured hirnself that Jic liad no occasion for apprehending alarm from tlic English, so long as Run,jeet'h could
maintain his indepcndcncc. For to the native mind, the possession
of power, without the exertion of authority is tantamount to imbecility, and the mere cxistence of the Panjab as an independent
principality in the presence of a powerfill ncighbour, was indubitable evidence of that neighbour's unsustained reputc. His highness never conceived that tlie English, who have great cclchrity for
utilitarian operations in tlicir political cnterpriscs, would projcct. the
invasion of Cabul through Kandliar, first subduing Scind, and surmounting tlic sterile wastes, the intricate mountain passes, and
watcrlcss deserts of Relooehistaun. T h e suffering to thc troops and
destruction of camp followers, and loss of bagqagc, rccalls to mind
the similar march of Alexander through Gedrosia, a part of thc
samc country. A column of Alexander's army, returning from
India, pursued this identical route, lately traversed hy tlie army
of the Indns. With the enemy at the gates of Cabul, tlie defection
of liis feudal chiefs, dissensions of his council, and desertions
of liis troops, all the result of British gold, and diplomatic promises, the obligarchy was dissolved, the silcicnt regime established

and sustained by British bayonets, absolutc2y wilhout a contested
campnip.
T h e Governor-General's ultimatum was handed aronnd, and a n
embarrassing silence ensucd. A few minlltesclapsed when 3lirza
Semme Khan recalled the party from abstraction. This individual, the leader of the Kizzlebashe party, had all along been re.
markablc for his asperity in combating the Prince's inclination
towards the English alliance. He was of Persian descent and a
schismatic Sheah, whose vindictive soul evcr moved with entl~usiaatic hatred of the English, now opposed their agent, who had
not bribed him to the full amount of his expectation. H e proclaimed that tlie Governor-General's ultimatum left no other alterniiive than the dismission of the English agent, for the spirit of the
Kizzlcb~sheparty was supercilious and unyielding, though full of
duplicity. T h e British negotiator made great promiscs to this influential body, no one of which was subsequently realized, and they
were to a man not only exasperated to revenge tlie insult thus
levcllrd at their community, which mas of p r ~ t o r i a nimportance,
but stimnlated by the necessity ofsustaining their order, and of providing for tlicir sohsistencc, which had been cut off by tlie new form
of govcrnmcnt. Nieb Mahomed Ameer Khan Aklioond Zadah, who
was an Avghan of thc Bnrikzye tribe, stood high in tlie Ameer's
estimation, and exercised great influence as thc orpin of the
Avghan interest. H c also l~cldtho appointmcnt of Governor of
Cabul, and was numbered amongst the chief supportcrs of the
Ameer's familv. H e combined the character of a secretary of
state, and a military chief. O n this occasion he openly opposed
tlic Kizzlebaslic party, and urged many weighty arguments in
favour of a pacific settlement of the Ameer's relations with the
British government, which liad now assumed a position so inauspicious, lie conclodcd his oration with thcse words, addressing the
Ameer, '' Imkaun n'tlnricd ta Shuma Harlan Sahehra der mean
i ccn Sakliun N'aree baycd Icaeera, Nuztl i Burnes Saheb,
b'freese, wo mokudimat i toora, az ukklewo, rah i Khood i ahel
fering drust Kirda Khwahedad"-There
is no other rcsouree for
you but to introduce Mr. Harlan in the negotiations with Mr.
Burncs, and he, through his own facilities and wisdom, will
arrange a treaty, according to their European usage, for tlie pacific
and advantagcous settlement of your affairs-and to this proposition tlie council unonimou,sly assented. An official note was
irninediately despatched to Burnes's secretary, conveying intimation of the resolution, and by return of tlie messenger, an official
response was received indirectly declining the proposition, by defcrring the measure to a more convenient opportunity of time.
T h e council diapcrsed, and I wrote to the English agent a letter,
referring to the Amcer's previous official communication, investing
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me with power to treat, containing a proposal lo n~gotinteupon his
own terms. The reply I reccived was personally fiendly, but I
was much astounded that it evinced a deficiency of knowledge
of fir& principles concerning the rights of independent powers
in political negotiations. I could not have believed that a gentleman of liberal education, and ordinnry talent for observation, was
so totally ignorant of equity and the laws of nations as to make
the assertions and pretext he urged to excuse and justify his refusal
to recommence negotiations with the Arncer, although otlicially
propoeeduponbisownter~na!
* *

*

*

*
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THEfollowing extracts from The Atlas, an English
paper of authentic resources, mere written before
the massacre of the Anglo-Indian army en roflfe
from Cabul to Jillalabad, but are still applicable to
the state of affairs up to our last accounts in regard
to Sale's position.
With regard to our position at Jillalabad, reports
of disasters and despair have been as abundant as
they are at variance with each other. Our own
correspondents seem to consider the gallant band
under the command of General Sale at that place
far from exposed to the imminent peril apprehended
by some. 'I'here was no scarcity of provisions ;
there was a good supply of ammunition, and relief
would, no doubt, be speedily afforded. The tone of
the private letter on the subject published in last
Saturday's Atlas, combined with the general tenor
of others which have appeared in the columns of our
contemporaries, will eminently tend, we trust, to allay
the fears which we are led sanguinely to hope have
been pre~naturelyexcited.
'&

.
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Jillalabad is situated in lat. 34'4' N., long. 70' 37'
E., and lies about ninety miles due east of Cabulthe scene of the insurrection. The strength of, our
position was manifest, and tended to confirm the
hope cherished uf the perfect safety of our force in
the fort, and their stout resistance in the event of n
siege. A repcrusal of the prirate letter published
i n our
last would aid in still more clearly demonstrating the stirring sccne."
W e have received several letters from our correspondents in India regarding the state of afairs
in Avghanistaun. The following is an extract from
one of them, which furnishes a graphic description
of a stirring event:
YOUwill have heard of the clouded aspect of
affairs in Avghanistaun-Sir Alexander Burnes murdered, with his brother and some other British officers ; Sir W. M'Naghten, with half our troops, shut
up in Cabul; General Sale, with the other half,
shut up in lillnlabad; the whole country in arms;
the passes closed, so that we only get occasional
reports, with now and then a letter. The country
had just been reported perfectly quiet by Sir A.
Burnes. Sir W. M'Nagtlten, taking advantage, it
is said, of such tranquillity, persuaded the imbecile
shah to withhold the indulgence of a remission of
revenue which the hill tribes had enjoyed time immemorial, as blacli mail, for Beeping open the passes.
These wild tribes flew to arms, and shut up, first the
lihoord Cabul pass, which leads from Cabul to Jillalabad. Sale was sent to force it, which he did with
great loss of officers and men. The Europealm were
almost beaten. The enemy's loss was nothing;
they closed on the rearguard and baggage; our
sepoys behaved nobly. As soon as Sale cleared the
-*-
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pass it was closed in his rear, and he was cut off
from Cabul with litlle arnlnunitioa or provision. Tlle
return was impossible in the face of the enemy, now
grown told by what must have beer1 to the~rla victory. R e fell back on Jillalabad, and, after giving
up the cantonment, shut himself up with his little
band in the walled town, where he was beleaguered.
H e appears to have made a successful sally until
the 14th of November, par~icularsnot l<no\vvo; but
I learn that a body of 6,000 men were dispersed on
the occasion. On the 1st instant (Decembe? Azeez
Iihar~invested the place with 4,000 men, who moved
on to a general attacli, confining themselves chiefly
to the low broken grounds under the river bank.
Their skirmishers crossed to within twenty yards
of the walls, and even fired through our loopholes.
They tnulltod us and defied us, (says my correis one of the confined at Jillalabad),
spondent,
to come out, little thinlting their request would so
soon be colnplied with. At noon of the 15th the
Cabul gate was thrown open, and out dashed 800
infanlry, folloxved by 200 cavalry and two guns.
The enemy broke ground and fled. The cavalry
cut to pieces about 100 on t l ~ eplain to the left. On
the right, the infhtry could not catch the fugitives,
but, the ground being good,Captain Abbott took his
guns forward at a gallop, and crossed their columns
with a fire that sent them all down into the river's
bed. Had the infantry now been able to close, the
whole, or nearly the whole, of Azeez Khan's force,
must have bcen cut to pieces. Captain Abbott now
took his guns to the brink of the high bank which
falls into the river, and made some excellent practice among the dense masses that crowded the fords.
Many were hilled, and more drowned by missing
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the fords in their haste. Sale now sent a peremptory order for retirement, and the troops fell back
upon Jillalabad. T h e enemy showed symptoms of
rallying, and a body of horsemen hovered a t a distance upon our rear. T h e guns moved back to
within 1400 yards, a t which distance a round shot
emptied two saddles, and compelled the whole gang
t
one or two other
to fly. A few more s l ~ o dispersed
bodies, and our little band returned to Jillalabad.
11 ed in
Shah Newaz Khan and another chief were ]-'I1
the cannonade, and about 300 srnall fry. The whole
force decamped, and our friends expected eight or
ten days' peace. Provisiot~swere pouring in, and
my correspondent speaks with great confidence of
their safety, if means are taken in India for their
timely relief. I give yo11 a sketch of the scene,
taken on the spot. I t is roughly done, but explains
affairs very clearly, notwithstanding the passes are
not open. I know not how my corrcspondent's
letter came. H e says-'An
attempt being made
to send lctters, &c. &c., I shall keep my journal for
a safer opportunity.'
6 P.S. (21st Dec.)-Dost
Mahomed has been
caught intriguing with the rebels of Avghanistaun,
telling them to hold out, for that he has passed
through all the chief stations, and seen the troops.
Thus the country is so drained for Avghanistaun
that we cannot succour our countrymen; so that
the rebels have only to put those down who are in
.the country, and the day is their own.' "
c6 T
- h e follo~vingis a copy of a letter from a private correspondeKt relative to our reverses in Avghanistaun. W e give publicity to his remarks for
two reasons-viz.,
on account of his former residence among the people of whom he speaks, and
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consequent knowledge of their character; and because the subject occupies much public attention at
the Dresent crisis:
" ' The news from India by the last mail is certainly very appalling with respect to affairs in
Avghanistaun, but just the style of thing I anticipated, and I do not see how it is possible to remedy
the evil without immediate increase to the army.
" M y letters from Quettah mention that all is a t
present quiet there, and that a reinforcement of a
wing of a Bombay regiment had arrived with some
artillery. I very much fear, however, that the
Avghan tribes in that neighbourhood will not remain
passive, but join their brethren in rebellion, and
render the passage of the Bolan more formidable
than ever, and thus prove the policy of keeping an
efficient brigade at Quettah. In that positiofi the
troops would be at once available for service towards
ICandahar, but in their progress from Scinde, if
opposed in the Bolan pass, would be sadly crippled
before they reached Bandahar. A depat of stores
of every description should, in my opinion, be formed
at Quettah in case of future need.
"' The tribe of Avghans called the Doomur I<akurs, attached to the Bolan rangers, have, I understand, absconded. This looks bad, and leaves a
painful impression on my mind that the religious
hatred of the Mahomedans towards the ''Infidel
Feringees" is more general than the many imagine.' "
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Illustration of n text from Daniel, xi. 45, showing the
accorrlance of prophecy wit?&/&istoryin reference to the
Otto?nan empire.
The following lecture on the present condition of
Islam or the Rlahomedan faith in Moslcman communities, has been traced out for the purpose of
gratifying the laudable wishes of pious inquirers
who have desired to be made acquainted with the
points of Mahomedanism, corresponding with our
Christian faith, in reference to the vital truths of
prophecy that foretell the advent of Christ. The
text I have selected suggests the importance of the
inquiry, and leads us to consider this imposing subject in a view highly interesting to all men. The
eleventh chapter of Daniel concludes with this sentence, Yet he shall come to his end, and none shall
hclp him ;" and to elucidate this text, I propose
offering a few remadis :
6 g Yet he shall come to his end, and none shall
help him."-Daniel,
xi. 45.
The affairs of the East, during several years,
have occupied a prominent position in the field of
European diplomacy. It is well known how much
the attention of politicians has been engaged by
events lately passed and still in progress in the
Turkish empire, in Constantinople, Egypt, and Syria. The growing power, and tlie hostile attitude
of Mahorned Ali Pasha, in relation to the head of
the Ottoman empire, caused the Grand Porte to
solicit the protection of Russia against the invasion
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of Egypt. The Emperor of Russia was enabled to
afford with readiness and facility a guarantee against
the threatened dangers of civil war, as the rebellion
of Egypt would have been. The proximity of the
Russian army, and the stipulations of treaties, offensive and defensive, existing between these powers
presented the pretext for foreign interference.
Constantinople was about to be placed under the
control of Russian troops, and Russian policy would
ultimately have reigned in the capital of the East.
The city of Constantinople would have again become the seat of the Greek hierarchy; the Patriarch of the Greelc church once more restored to
the possession of his sacred rights and saccrdotal
immnnities; the cross, long prostrate beneath the
crescent, exalted in its place; the venerated church
of St. Sophia, whose dome was called the sccond
heaven, and adored by the eastern Christians, purified from .infidel pollution, would have been hailed
by a gratef~ilmultitude of Christian pilgrims, and
a flood of incidents followed, all bearing on the
present dignity of the Christian church and the
future welfare of Christianity. But the conflicting
interests of England and Russia instigated the
British government to assume an active part in the
affairs of the East, and the integrity of the Turkish
empire, the old ally of England, became a principle
of their policy, which, to neutralize Russian influence
at the Porte, the English pledged themselves with
the courteous assistance of Austria and Prussia, to
maintain. Tt is this principle, 6 d the integrity of
the Turkish empire," which constitutes the Eastern
Question. The three other great European powers,
France, Austria, and Prussia, were invited by
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Russia and England to become partics to a treaty
having for its object the integrity of the Turkish
empire. But the doom of the Turks, so long the
second wo of Christendom, mas already written in
prophetic characters, and the power of man abides
not before the will of God.*
England's insufficiellt juslifcation of llcr unchristian policy in using her arms for the resubjugation
of Syria, a great part of whose population is of the
Christian church, to a NIahomedan power, repelling
Egypt and re-establishing the government of the
Turks, the head of all Rlahomedan communities, is
a libel on the Christian name. It deserves our reprobation and calls for thc vengeance of heaven.
W h y should not the Christian population of Syria
also be permitted, like the Greeks, the privilege of
forming an independent kingdom. The mountain
districts of Syria are now in rebellion against the
newly re-established power of their &lahornedan

*

This Eastern Question is, probably, one amonpst many other
palpable causes (of which the cholera was also one) arising from
the relations of Europe with the East that operates to ~ttspcndthe
judgments of the four angels represented in the vision of John :
Li I saw four angels standing on the four corners of the earth,
holding the four winds of the earth, that the wind should not blow
on the earth, nor on the sen, nor on any trce. And I sola nnother
angel ascendin~.fromthe &'us/, having tlie seal of the liviny God,
and he cried with a loud voice to the four angels to whom it was
given to hurt the earth and the sea, saying, Hurt not the earth,
neither the sea, nor the trees, till we have sealed the servants of
our God in their foreheads. And I heard the number of them
who were sealed : and there were sealed an hundred and fortyfour thousand of all the tribes of the ch~ldrenof Israel."-Rev.
vii. 1-4.
These causes will continue in force until the reorganization of the Jewish nation, and the restoration of the twelve
tribes must precedo tlie general war predicted as the immediate
consequence of the tame of the end of Mahomadanisrn, or destruction of Islam, by the cessation of Turkisll rule.

rulers, and the Sooltaun has never been eqiial to
the conqucst of thcsc rcfractory mountaineel-s. Has
justice ceased upon the earth, and shall Syria be
again cnslaved by the Turkish w o ? Syria, upon
whose shores our common ancestors toiled and
fought for thc honour of the church, and sweat
blood upon the sterile sands of an imploring nation,
with the motto upon their banners Vult Ileus,"
it is the will of God-Syria, so dear to the reminiscences of evcry Christian ; a narne now despised,
dishonourcd, polluted, and desecrated by infidel rule,
oppressed by the Moslem race, who are abetted
and sustained in their tyrannies by the descendants
J RLION,
that warrior of the faith who
of C ~ ~ DE
contemned a lringdo~nfor the conquest of a Saviour's tomb-by England, whose holy wars in Palestine attested the noble enthusiasm of a Christian
host, who, led by the master-spirit of chivalry,
failed not, in the inhospitable and desert wilderness,
to rally at the beseeching voice of Christian crying
unto Christian. But the days of Cmur de Lion are
passed a w a y ; the chivalry of Malta is extinct,
though England still retains the title of 66 Defender
of the faith," which, with her Oriental policy, seems
a mo~liery of our forefathers. Defender of the
faith indeed she is; truly may England's Queen be
termed commander of the faithful, from her protecting infl~~ence
upon the integrity of the Turkish
empire. W e lament that the day.; are past when
Europe once emptied her population into Asia in
crusadcs against the .fa7se prophet. T h e flame of
enthusiarrn is superseded by the pen of diplomacy;
the battlcs of the faith, no longer urged by ardent
votaries, arc left to the management of cool delibe16
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rate expediency ; and the interests of Christianity are
compromised by the commercial relations of modern
states. Anticipated terror of Russian supremacy
drives the British government into a system of dishonourable policy that confounds the church with
secular interests, wicliedly preferring these to the
awful responsibility entailed by the command of
Christ, and the hereditary behests of our ancestors."
The five great powers of the evangelized world
strive for the maintenance of the Moslem pestilence,
and their object is, the int~grityof the llurliish
empire ; to assist and HELP the Sooltaun.
Yet
he shall come to his end, and none shall help him."
A short review of the present condition of Mahomedan governments, the causes of the decay of
their political power, their traditions concerning the
advent of the Saviour and the proximate dissolution
of the Turkish empire, forcibly illustrates our text
and several other passages of prophecy.
Before the final destruction of Mahornedanism
it is said, Daniel, xi. 44, "But tidings out of the
East and out of the North? shall trouble him."

From the repeated assaults which have been made
by Itussin on the northz by Persia and the rebellion
of dependent provinces and vice-royalties on the
east, the Turkish empire has become circumscribed
almost within the walls of Constantinople, and her
foreign relations now show this prophecy of Daniel
has been fulfilled. W e have seen also the Turks
" go forth with great fury to destroy and utterly to
make away many ;" and how they have planted
the tabernacles of their palaces between the seas
in the glorious holy mountain," in the late war of
the Ottomans and their European allies against
Egypt, Syria, Bagdad, and Damascus, which countries lie between the Mediterranean, the Black Sea,
the Persian Gulf, and Red Sea; and we may calmly
rest in the anticipation that the last sentence will be
speedily followed out; g L Yet he shall come to his
end, and none shall help him." The period of the
dissolution of the Turkish empire being nigh at
hand-as we are taught by prophecy to believe,
and by the history of the world to perceive and
understand-it becomes an affair of the deepest
interest to ascertain by the signs of the times the
period when this important event is to take place,
because the knowledge thereof forebodes a position
of the world which involves the eternal happiness
of mankind. The time of the event, however, it is
not so important to be acq~iaintedwith, as the conviction of its certainty; because it is said, Behold, I come as a thief;" consequently the exact
time must be doubtful ; we should therefore always
be prepared. W e are reproved by the Saviour for
not observing coming events when indicated by the
signs of the timcs ; and if the political signs of these
times lend us to a just inference of the probable

'$

+ T h e fierce crusader's brandished spear,

T h e vengeful sword, the voice of scer
W e see, we hear, wc feel no more.
Unhallowed agc, nnchnsten'd race,
Would'st thou, dar'st thou, seek for grace,
Behold the prophet's myslic lore.

'6
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line drawn from Conatantinople to Pekin will divide the
E a s t bctwixt England and Russia; the countries, except in^ Persia,
and it may now be added, Avghanistaun, south of the limit, falling
to the former, whilst Russia emphatically rules in the north, with.
out exception ; her predominance in Persia exhibiting hcr political
supremacy in the East no less than her geopraphicai superiority.
Of her prophetic position let the contest speak.
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speedy destruction of the Turltish empire, we shall
be subject to the reproof of lukewarmness by allowing them to pass unnoticed; to the charge of apathy
in reference to a condition of life which affects the
salvation of our souls. Moreover, could we prove
the period now i s when he shall come to his end; by
that result we should illuminate the dormant sense
of prophecy, and illustrate the object for which the
word of inspiration was given to the world ; for it
is written I'the words are closed up and sealed till
the time of the end ;" Daniel, xii. '3 ; also verse l o t h ,
and none of the z~rick~d
shall understand, hut the
wise shall understand." How essential then that we
should labour to understand, when the signs of the
times solicit our attention, that we may not be numbered amongst those who shall not understand, but
try to assume a position amongst the wise, who shall
understand at the time of the end. I shall endeavour
to show that by the present state of lslam, we are
justified in the opinion of the time of the end being
at hand ; and the consequent awful responsibility we
incur from indifference, and the moral obligation of
inquiring into, and understanding as the wise shall
understand.
It is one of the cardinal points of the Mahomedan
faith that church and state cannot exist separately,
and independent of each other. Thc princip!e is
known in their commentaries and traditions by the
epithet Deen and Dunia," the first signifying religion and the ceremonies thereof, and Dunia their
secular obligations. Their religion is intimately and
systematically mixed up with their secular policy.
The Sooltaun is the head of their religion, as he is
of their government, and the authority of their chief,
who is both Pope and Emperor, has been delegated
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with ceremonies of authentic investiture from
Mahomed, the founder of their false doctrine; consequently, on the dissolution of the Ottoman empire,
or cessation of Turkish rule, there will virtually and
proplteticnlly be a termination of the Moslem faith;
and this religion must cease, with the political
power, to exist as an independent ~rinciplein the
social condition of the world.
It has been generally supposed that the reigning family of Constantinople is descended from
the Prophet of Arabia. This belief is an error.
The sooltaun is of Toorkey, not of Arab blood,
as Ile should be if the reverse was true. He is
the lineal representative of Toghrul Beg, a character well known in Oriental history, and famous
in the annals of our ecclesiastical economy. Toghrul
- w a s a Tatar prince, who received the investiture of
"commander of the faithful" from UI Iccirn, the last
of the Khuleefas, who reigned at Bagdad. On the
ceremony of presentation, this prince, being advanced to the station of blahomed's vicegerent upon
earth, was decorated by U1 ICeim with two swords
-the sword of the faith and the sword of state.
He received seven dresses of honour, and seven
female slaves were conferred upon him, rcpresenting the huft ukleem," or seven climates, a term
which, in Asiatic phraseology, pr imaginative geography, signifies the known world, over which the
commander of the faithful was commissioned to
hold dominion; and he was expressly charged with,
and stimulated to, the conquest of the Christian
powers of Europe. The descendants of Toghrul
were subsequently, in prophetic language, bound in
the Euphrates ; and the princes of this dynasty represent, with their hosts, the four angels who were
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"prepared, for an hour and a day and a month and
a year, for to slay the third part of man."
From the period of the last of the Hhuleefas theix
power became hereditary in the family of Toghrul,
and has been handed down through an uninterrupted
and unprcccdented succession of human glory to
the present imbecile occupant of a tottering throne:
this power may be deputed but cannot be usurped.
Previous to the European conquests of the Turlis,
the flame of bigotry and Moslem enthusiasm raged
with irresistible fury and overwhellning desolation.
Empires were overthrown ; dominions crushed ; and
the sword and Boran made the rule of social order
throughout a great part of Asia. and several European kingdoms were also subjugated to Mahomedan
sway ; but from the period of the conquest of Constantinople by Mahmood ul Saney, (i. e. Mahmood
the Second,) the high-strained principle of general
intolerance that sustained and extended their faith
has gradually declined, and the late innovations in
jurisprudence and the military system of the Turlis
provetheoficial indifference of the commander of the
faithful to the alleged sanctity of his national institutions. With theTurks to reform is to destroy, because
the Koran, which is the base of all their laws, leaves
no optional or discretionary power in the executive ;
neither is there any admission of a renovating process to repair the decay and oblivion of institutions
stationary in the progressive march of mind ;* the

* Thus Spain and other Roman Catholic countries, owing to
their assumption of infallibility in religion, are still stationary in
civilization, compared with the march of intellect evinced by the
other kingdoms of Europe. Even France is oppressed with tllc
Roman Catholic doctrine, which prevents the advance of civilization among nations no less than hlahomedanism.
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prescriptions of the Boran are absolute, and should
be administered now as they were ages past, when
the star of the Prophet intensely glared upon the
false professors of an apostate church, of a transgressing and idolatrous race. A public firn~anof
the commander of the faithful has virtually displaced
the authority of the Koran, and all religions are
now, by the command of the Mahomedan Ichuleefa
or high priest, equal before the laws.
The population of the Moslem world is rapidly
decreasing. The causes which produce this decay
are evident to those acquainted with the laws, the
manners, and the customs of the people. The
tyrannical and oppressive system of fiscal policy,
which deprives the peasant of all estraneous wealth,
accruing from the utn~oststretch oflabour,and leaves
merely the miserable portion of necessary rations
for animal subsistence, is xvidely destructive of
human life. The effect of polygamy i n depopulating a community is a gradual and hereditary
evil, which, when accompanied by general mendicity, ultirnatcly operates with certain and baleful
influence; the discontent, divisions, and hereditary
enmities existing in all Mahomedan families where
the offspring of several mothers have been matured,
leads to destructive feuds, that greatly militate
against the fruitful increase of the cornmunity. The
administration of justice embodies an oppressive system of persecution, that produces mendicity and
want, and consequent waste of life, for bread is the
staff' thercof. Other causes still more rife in the
havoc of the human race, but which the general
nature of these remarks does not elicit, tend inevitably and incontestably to unpeople the Mahomedan
world. The plague annually extends its devastating
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hand over a blasted race, and the charnel hattlcfield of Moslem bigotry has been a dreadful scourge
to the masses of the Turkish empire. There is no
doubt that the rapid decrease of population, the rebellion of tributary provinces, and civil war, will shortly
leave the Ottoman empirc without efficient resources ; and the government which borrows money
at an interest of nine Der cent. as the Turlis are
doing to pay the dividends of antecedent loans, has
anticipated its means, and must finnlly and speedily
he paralysed by the failure of nutrition.
The chief rcvenue of Oriental nations is derived
frorn agricultural labour, and agriculture can only
be fully elaborated by irrigation. The apocalyptic
syn~bolof the Mahomedan empire is represented
by '' the great river Euphrates," and it is probable
the drying up of the great river Euphrates, which
all intcrprcters of prophecy agree means the Moslem
power, points to the present fiscal pcrl)lesity of the
Turkish ~overnment.i n consecruence of a deficient
agrarian rcvenue, occasioned i'n'a great degree by
the gradual decrease of the population, which is disappearing, man by man, like the drying up of n
stream silently and drop by drop exhaled: it is a
fitting and appropriate symbol of approaching ruin.
These are the main causes of decay perceptible in
the Turkish pourer, and must cletermiac its final dissolution, probably within a very short pcriod.
Traditions are current amongst the Mahornedan
nations of the East, (which are probably derived
from our sacred boolis,) distinctly alluding to the
national characteristics of the western race as the
conquerors of the world. They bclieve in the advent
of Christ, previous to which they are instructed to
100li for the appearance of the last of the Immaums.

This person, they say, is now, and has been for ages
in existcncc; but owing to obstacles interposed by
the immaturity of time, the desirable event is deferred to a future period. The appearance of Imrnaum Meihdee, as the personage is designated,
must be preceded by several signs,-an infidel of
monstrous form and dimensions, a frightful being
of immense stature, with one eye, known by the
name of Dijaul, is to devastate the earth, and destroy
the faithful in great numbers. All Mahomedan communities are to become subject to Christian sway.
The city of Bulkli (the ancient Bactra,) is to be
rebuilt and flourish as the capital of Central Asia.
There are also many others. When Islam shall become almost extinct, and in point of proportion to
its former prevalence, resemble the size of a white
spot on the forehead of a red cow, and Dijaul shall
sorely distress the faithful, the I~nmaulnwill appear,
fight with the infidel, and be nearly overcome in the
contest ; but the prospect of defeat will be speedily
changed to the certainty of glorious victory by the
advent of Christ, who must descend upon the roof
of the temple of Mecca. He assists the Immaum,
restores the fortune of battle, slays Dijaul, and converts all the world to Islsn~,i. e., the religion of
peace. Thus we have Christ again bringing into
the world peace and good-will to man. The Mahomedans say, '' Christ will convert the world to
their faith," but the book of traditions uses the term
Islam, which, though it also signifies Mahomedanism, in a rnore extended application and literal sense
means the religion of peace, and of this persuasion,
say they, were the Patriarchs and all the Prophets;
upon this point Moslem and Christian may agree.
The first part of this tradition is near being accom-
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plisl~ed. I have heard the Prince of Cabul remark,
(in 1837,) all the Mahomedan world is at this moment subject to Christian sway, except Cabul and
Bocharah; when we are conquered the I~nmaum
must appear." A year after this, Cabul was subdued by the English, and the prince a refugee in the
States of Bocharah.
The principalities of the Uzbecli States are now
the only Mahomedan powers not subject to Christian policy ; but as Russia has offensive and defensive treaties with these Uzbecks of Tatary, and
they are commercially and geographically connected with each other, a pretext will probably not
long be wnnting to enable Russia to plant thc seeds
of her policy there, as she has done in Persia and
all the other Mahomedan communities of Central
Asia. The people of Cabul consoled themselves
upon the subjugation of their country, with the
remark that the advent of the Immaum could not
now bc far off; and at his appearance, the faith and
liberty of the Mosleman would again flourish and
prosper. The unsettled state of oriental governments
has latterly stimulated impostors to assume the name
of Immailm Meihdee, and the pretensions of any
individual arrogating the character are readily
accredited by the wonder-loving crowds with surprising facility. I havc frequently explained to
p~ous Mahomedaas the story of Dijaul, as an
allegory of ignorance which is to pervade the
world, before the manifestation of their Immaum,
and the subsequent advent of the Saviour, as he is
literally to prove in the midst of threatened defeat,
dishonour, and death. A being monstfbus in form,
partially blind, an oppressive tyrant, and an unbeliever in revealed religion, pervading the universe,
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may be an appropriate figure of that desolating
demon Ignorance. This negative principle is alone
an adequate cause of the irreligion, and the evil
polity, of the cruelty, rebellion, and oppression, to
fill the world at the period of Christ's advent, as our
Saviour himself has said, " nevertheless, when the
Son of Man cometh, shall he find faith on the earth?"
The Mosleman generally refer with confidence to .
the coming of Dijanl, and suppose the allusion to
this infidel is to be understood literally, though those
to who111 I offered an allegorical elucidation received the inference with an air of approving admiration.
At this moment the Moslem world rega?d with
intense intercst the near approach of' Christ's
advcnt-the
divine being termed in the Koran
6 4 Soul of God"*-who
is to bring peace (Islam)
and good-will upon earth; and the Christian mind
is prepared to hope from the signs of the times fur
the speedy appearance of Christ, to restore true
religion to the world, to heal the afflictions of
man, to establish the mercy of God upon earth, to
bless all the human race, and to execute judgment.
-'&
Blessing, and glory, and wisdom, and thanksgiving and honour, and power, and might, be unto
our God for ever and ever3'-(Rev. vii. 12.) There
can be no question of the decay now progressing in
the Ottoman empire. It has been verging towards
dissolution many centuries. Fifty years ago, Volney,
that famous infidel traveller in the East, expressed
and proved the truth of this event, which is now
rapidly advancing and is within the probable incidents of daily expectation. It is a consummaChrist is the Soul of God.
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tion which every Christian should devoutly
pray for, as a forerunner of the Saviour's manifestation.
180,000,000 Mahomedans number
amongst the articles of their faith, the advent
of Christ, and anticipate with zealous enthusiasm the completion of their hope. Amongst the
200,000,000 Christians who inhabit the globe, how
mysteriously supine are the minds of almost all
who profess to believe in the vicarious promise
of salvation, although not to understand appertaineth
unto the wiclied, whilst the wise shall understand,
'<and they that be wise shall shine as the brightness of the firmament, and they that turn many to
righteou'sness as the stars for ever and ever7'Dan. xii. 3.-Mahomedan
tradition and Christian
faith unite in the belief of this important event. W e
mean not to irnpute the divine light of inspiration to
the Mosleman where their traditions are purely
original-but
as I observed, these traditions are
probably derived from some distorted relation of
the oral accounts concerning Christ's second
advent,.prevalent in the church during the earliest
age of its existence. If the time of the end is at
hand ; if the dissolution of the Mahomedan empire is
about to result from the evident causes enumerated ;
if we arc soon to witness the downfall of that power
to whom a host was given against the daily sncrifice by reason of transgression," and which has
heretofore cast down the truth to the ground, and
practised, and prospered, to whom power masgiven
to take peace from the earth; of whom it is written,
" yet he shall come to his end, and none shall help
him"-no ! though all the powers of earth combine to preserve the integrity of the Mahomedan
empire, the dissolution of that empire shall be accomplished, and the word of God, which passcth not
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away, shall speedily be made manifest in the regeneration of man; if then, the time now is, when we can
understand Mahomedanism to be expiring, we should
turn again to Dan. xii. 1, and see that c 4 At that time
(when he shall come to his end) shall Michael
stand up, the great prince which standeth for the
children of thy people, and there shall be a time of
trouble, such as never was since there was a nation
even to that same time, and at that time thy people
shall be delivered every one that shall be found
written in the book," and Rev. xvi. 12, "And the
sixth angel poured out his vial upon the great river
Euphrates, and the water thereof was dried up, that
the way of the Kings of the East, might be prepared," i. e., the renrganizntion of the Nahornedan
empire, under Christian dynasties. And instantly it
is said, calling our attention to the then present state
of the world, verse 15 : " Behold I come as a thief;
blessed is he that watcheth," and in contemporaneous
sense it is added " and he gathered them together in
a place called in the Hebrew tongue Armageddon.'"
When Constantinoplc shall be without a Moslem
master, or the integrity of the Ottoman empire can
no longer be maintained, a new arrangement must be
rnade with the elements of the Mahomedan dominion.
The existence of the British empire depends upon
her paramount power as a maritime nation; and
the aggrandizement of Russia by the fruition of her
policy, which has occupied through ages the diplomacy of her government. The establishment of her
hierarchy, and the construction of a maritime power
stimulate Russia to the possession of Constantinople.
By including this capital within her dominions, Russia gains egress through the Dardanelles for a fleet,
and her armies and navies could impinge at once
13
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upon the south of Europe, whilst St. Petersburgh
preserved her grasp upon the North ; a position
which would enable her to supersede England, and
hold the balance of power in Europe. France demands Egypt. England also essentially requires she
should hold it, to ensure undisturbed access to and
safety of her Indian dominions. In short, the interests of England demand that she should rule over
Constantinople and Egypt; whilst the interests of
Russia require at least Constantinople, and France
the annexation of Egypt with her dominion. How
shall these conflicting interests be reconciled, and
the stormy elements of war assuaged; it is probable
they will be gathered together at Armageddon, i. e.,
involved in bloody contention ; because it is said,
" At that time, (the time of the dissolution of the
Ottoman empire,) shall Michael stand up, the great
prince which standeth for the children of thy people,
and there shall be a time of trouble, such as never
was since there was a nation, even to that same
time." Then the seventh angel shall sound, and confusion, war, and death rage through the world as
the earth's foundations tremble at the trumpet's reverberation. But as the Jews will probably be reestablished in Jerusalem before the general war
predicted, we may suppose that a congress of the
five great European powers mill quickly proceed to
establish independent kingdoms of the wreck of the
Ottoman empire, and place them, like Greece, under
Christian dynasties, and these newly-arranged kingdoms will be under the patronage of a European
diet or congress, until the time of the end, and the
angel, which we have seen has been so long rising
in the East, shall have accomplished his mission,
which refers to the reorganization of the Jewish
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nation. Then the four angels standing on the four
corners of the earth, no longer stayed in judgment,
shall develope the final scene of strife and ultimate
happiness of the human race, when lo, a great
multitude, which no man could number, of all nations, and kindred, and people, and tongues, stood
before the throne, and before the Lamb, clothed
with white robes and palms in their hands."
Rev. vii. 9.
It is an incident worthy of remark, that the portending event of the Jews' restoration is entrusted
to the protection and support of Michael, the great
prince, who standeth for their nation. This name,
as the Russians have the chief part to act, may refer
to the commander-in-chief of the Russian armies,
and point to Michael the Grand Duke, (great
prince,) the emperor's brother; or it may refer to
his imperial majesty's son of the same name, title,
and designation. Michael, when mentioned in Scripture, is supposed to signify an archangel ; that may
be true, yet no inconsistency inlplicating the design
of prophecy would be suggested by the hypothesis
that the name means, in thls instance, Michael the
Grand Duke (of Russia). The time now is when
those who run may read. There is a great running
to and fro, and knowledge has increased to an estent never before known to the world ; events characterizing the present age, and connecting it with
the days of Daniel,-a great revolution, affecting
the social and religious condition of the human race,
the eternal salvation of mankind, is about to take
place, and blessed is he that watcheth," for I' behold, I come as a thief."
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EXPLANATORY O F THE MAP.

DrencJful intelligence from Cahl.-Entire
destructim of the British Cabul forces.-One
Ezcropealz
escaped."
Bombay, March 1.

Advices from Bombay to the 1st inst. mention
that the British troops, under a convention with
Akhbar Bhan, chief of the rebels, quitted their encampment on the 6th of January, and immediately
after were engaged by the rebels, their rear being
first attacked. In the course of three or four days,
in which communications were carried on with the
Chief, and the ladies given up, as well as several
officers as hostages, the troops were fiercely engaged,
the Chief pretending that he could not restrain
them. Finally the sepoys succumbed, then Her
Majesty's 44th. All ranks rushed towards Jellalabad, but only one European reached that city.
The news from Jellalabad is more cheering. General Sale's position has not been attacked. They
have provisions enough till April. Reinforcements
are expected to arrive in February.

1

AVGHANISTAUN.

The following letter from our correspondent in
Bombay will be found to supply full details of the
melancholy reverses our arms had sustained beyond
the Indus. The letter is dated March 1, and brings

* From the London Times of April 4th, 1842.

1

down the narrative of events to the departure of the
mail :
The insurrection, which is described as participating in a great measure of the religious enthusiasm to which the fanatical Moslems can be excited
by the preaching of their Imauns, broke out on the
night of the 1st of November, when Sir Alexander
Burnes, and his brother, and Captain Broadfoot of
the 44th were killed; the house of the first named
being within the city, was pliindered; and some
money in the treasury of Captain Johnson, which
was close to the former house, mas made a prey of.
The captain having slept in the British cantonments,
escaped the slaughter, as well as Brigadier Anquetil
and Captain Troup, who were his inmates. Captains Skinner and Drummond, Captain Trevor and
his lady and his children remained for some days
concealed in the city by some of their friends.
Shah Soojah, who had on the 2d sent his son to
the relief of Sir Alexander Burnes, where the Prince
performed prodigies of valour, received on that day
a communication from Sir W. H. M'Naghten, then
in the cantonment, about five miles from the town,
requesting leave for Brigadier-General Skelton with
two regiments, and Captain Nicholl's troop, to enter
the Balla Hissar, and to shell the town. Leave was
given, and the shelling took place. The infuriated
populace attacked the Commissariat Fort, which
lay immediately to the north of the town, between
it and the cantonment, and as it was weakly defended, soon became masters of it. This was a dreadful blow to the troops, as at the time there was flour
but for two days remaining in the cantonment.
Another fort, in which somecorrimissariatstores were
kept was also attaclred, and after a defence of three
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days by Captain Mackenzie, and a few men taken
also, a panic appeared to have seized the troops,
who found then~selvesin the beginning of winter
shut up in their cantonments in a valley 200 miles
from the Indus, without suficient clothing or food,
and amidst a flanatical Mussulman population. Even
between the British leaders a difference of opinion
prevailed : the Envoy being desirous of offensive
measures, while General Elphinstone, from circumstances connected with the forces, among whom
despondency and vacillation are described as then
prevailing, maintained his opinion for defensive ones.
At the solicitation of the Envoy, some small forts
in the neighbourhood, which contained grain, were
captured. In the meantime the news of the dispersion of several of the Affghan corps in Shah Soojah's
service, commanded by British officers, reached the
besieged, and contributed to add to their gloomy
prognostics. Various reverses and successes followccl during some days. The troops from the
BalIa Hissar were recalled to the Cantonment, and
the Envoy urged a decided attack on the enemy;
the General, however, maintained that all such attacks would be futile : the soldiers began to despond,
and all was misery. There were, nevertheless,
skirmishes every clay, which did not tend to raise the
spirits of the sepoys and soldiers, who saw their
enemy hourly increase, while they themselves had
scarcely food and but insufficient raiment for the
season., So greatly were they dispirited that they
were one day driven back to their camp, after they
had during three hours been exposed to a @ling
fire. The Ghilzee Chief Osman Khan dld not
choose to pursue them within their entrenchments,
where they, it was then feared, would have made
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a feeble resistance. Their provision was flour,
which they obtained by bribery during the night.
It was then recommended that all the troops should
beconcentrated in the Balla Hissar. Captain Conolly,
who was then with the Shah, advocated the propriety of so doing, but the military authorities declared the movement impossible, as they could not
rely upon the disheartened troops. The last regiment
was then withdrawn from the Balla Hissar, which
is, as every one Irnows, a citadel on a hill to the
eastward of the town, and Shah Soojah was left
to his own resources.
The insurgents, who were awnre of the movement of succour from Candahar, now appeared disposed to enter upon negotiations for the withdrawal
of the British troops. The envoy, on hearing of
the retreat of the Candahar brigade, and learning
th8t no aid could be expected from General Sale,
thenat Jellalabad, or from the Indus, gave a reluctant assent. Conferences toolr place, and a long
list of articles, drawn up in Persian by Sir W. H.
M7Naghten, was agreed to on both sides. They
are said to exceed twenty in number.
'<The second and favourite son of Dost Mahomed,
Mahomed Akhbar Khan, who, subsequent to his
father's surrender had remained in concealment, and
had even escaped beyond the confines of Avghanistaun, having made his appearance during the insurrection, tooli a decided part in the negotiation. The
insurgent chiefs exhibited great willingness to have
the British troops removed from Cabul, and arrangements are said to have been made for that
purpose at different meetings which were held outside the cantonments. After various parleys, a message was, on the 22d of December, brought from
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Akhbar Khan to Sir W. H. M'Naghten, to request an interview on the following morning. The
British envoy went thither, accompanied by Captains Lawrence, Trevor, and Mackenzie. They
had not been present five minutes, when a signal
was given and all were seized and forced to
mount behind some Ghilzee chiefs. The British
envoy resisted, and was slain, as also Captain Trevor, who had slipped off the horse on which he had
been placed. Their murderers are now said to be
" Ghazees," or religious enthusiasts, who fight as
soldiers for "the sake of God," and who, if killed in
battle, are called I' Shuhdees," or martyrs. The
treatment of Sir W. H. M'NaghtenYs body has
been described as most barbarous. His lady is
stated to have offered a large sum for its ransom,
in order to its being decently interred. The other
two officers were saved by the dread of the Ghazees to fire at them, lest the Ghilzees, who rode before them should be wounded ; they returned to the
cantonment on the 28th. Akhbar Khan has, it appears, boasted of his having in person killed Sir W.
H. M'Naghten.
Major Pottinger, well known since the defence
of Herat, took charge of the British mission, and the
negotiations for the withdrawal of the troops were
continued. On the 6th of January they moved from
their cantonments, which were instantly seized by
the insurgents and burnt. The snow was one foot
deep on the ground, when the troops reached BBegrom, three miles distant. The schemes of Akhbar
Khan then became evident : he had despatched emissaries throughout the country through which the unfortunate British soldiers had to pass, calling on the
people to rise en ntasse and slay the infidels. His

call was not heard in vain. On the first day's
march Cornet Hardymail, of the 5th cavalry, and
some men were killed. Mahomed Akhbar Khan, who
had taken charge of the retreat, contrived to induce
the British to take up stations at night where he
chose. On the 7th they moved to Bareckhar, where
the three mountain guns were seized. Their rear
guard were obliged to act on the defensive during
the whole of the day. On the 8th the camp was
nearly surrounded by enemies, and it became evident that the British troops would have to fight their
way to Jellalabad. Captain Skinner went to Mahomed Akhbar Khan, who was on a hill close to
the British camp, and inquired why they could not
proceed according to the convention. The reply
was that they had left the Cabul cantonments before
the troops destined to protect them were ready, and
that no chief but he (Akhbar Khan) had the means
or power to protect them, notwithstanding their convention.
This military convention is not fully known, and
therefore all its provisions cannot be stated. It is
pretended that among the articles there are some
declaring, that all the British troops were to evacuate Avghanistaun, and that notice of such a convention had been sent to General Nott at Candahar,
and to General Sale at Jellalabad. It is said to
have been signed by General Elphinstone as Commander in Chief, and by Major Pottinger as acting
Political Agent, and also by Brigadier Skelton,
Brigadier Anquetil, and Colonel Chambers.
Akhbar Khan, whose violent hatred to the
British had been sharpened, not only by the conquest of his father's territories, but by his own exile
and subsequent imprisonment in Bokhara, and by
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his wild fanaticism, demanded then, on the third
day of the retreat from Cabul, that the British
should, when surrounded by the Ghazees under his
command, make new terms with him, and promise
not to proceed farther than Tazeen, until the withdrawal of the force under Sir R. Sale frorn Jellalabad, was known, and he insisted on six hostages.
Major Pottinger, who was lame from a wound,
instantly offered to be one, and at Akhbar Khan's
orders Captains M'ICenzie and Lawrence were included. The Ghazees were, however, not restrained
in their attacks, and a fearful slaughter followed on
the movement towards Rhoord Cabul. The column was attacked on all sides. The fourteen
ladieb, who were in the centre, seemed objects of
special desire. Mrs. Anderson and Mrs. Boyd had
each a child carried off. Akhbar Khan, while the
Ghazees were thus busy, professed his inability to
restrain them, and on the 9th of January demanded
that the ladies should be placed under his protection. The miserable weather, the snowy wastes,
the rough mountain traclrs, and the month of January in the coldest regions of Central Asia, compelled them to yield: the hostages halted for some
days in that neighbourhood.
"The demand on General Sale to relinquish his
post was made on the 9th of January, and on that
day he refused to do so, unless by orders from the
Supreme Government. This answer was talien back
to Akhbar Iihan. The unfortunate sepoys began
again to move, and were again assailed ; the sepoys,
who form such good soldiers under the broiling sun
of India, being enervated and stupified by the cold,
scarcely offered any resistance, and hundreds of
them were soon despatched by the Ghazee cut-
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throats, but the Europeans and some brave men
kept together until they reached the pass of Jugdulluk. Here General Elphinstone and Brigadier Skelton became hostages, and were detained
two miles distant by Akhbar. General Elphinstone
wrote a note in pencil to Brigadier Anquetil' March to-night ; there is treachery.' The British
troops marched early in the night; they came to
the frightful mountain pass ; it was barricadoed ;
they forced the way, and reached Jugdullnk,
which they defended some lime, until Brigadier
Anquetil was killed. All order was then lost, and
confusion and separation, slaughter and destruction
ensued. Several officers who were well mounted
attempted to make good their way into Jellalabad.
Some of them arrived within three or four miles,
when they were murdered and plundered, and
their bodies left on the road. Only one officer,
Doctor Brydon, of the 5th Bengal Eative Infantry,
though wounded in several places, and exhausted,
succeeded in reaching the place of safety in Jellalabad on the 13th. Of the Fate of the other 4,000
soldiers and 6,000 carnp followers nothing certain
is known; many have been killed, others are dispersed, and as yet it is difficult to decide. The
names of thirty-five officers have been published as
killed from the commencement of the insurrection,
hut fears are entertained that they may amount to
its quadruple, out of the great number missing.
Some of the sepoys are sald to have been sold as
slaves to the Oosbeg Tartars.
'' Letters continue to arrive from various quarters
representing the state of the prisoners and hostages.
Alzhbar Iihan is said in a letter received from
Major Pottinger, dated January 23d, to be at the

*
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fort of Badeeabad, in the Lughman country, where
he keeps the following prisoners, viz. :-General
Elphinstone and Skelton, Lieutenant Mac Iienzie,
Captain and Mrs. Anderson and child, Captain
Boyd, Lieutenant Eye, Lieutenant Waller, Mrs.
Trevor, Lady Sale, Lady Macnaghten, Mrs. Sturt,
Mr. and Mrs. Ryley, Sergeant and Mrs. Wade,
Captains Troop, Johnson, and G. P. Lawrence, and
Major Pottinger. There are besides, the six officers and the sick who were left at Cabul on the
departure of the troops. Akhbar Khan, in the
letters from that fort, which are received unsealed,
is described as doing every thing to make them
comfortable !"
"An attempt of the insurgents to seize Ghuznee is
said to be so far sr~ccessfulas that the town is in
their power, but Colonel Palmer, with his regiment
and six months' provision is stated to be safe in the
citadel. At Candahar an insurgent force showed
itself on the 10th of January, when an attempt was
made to carry off the camels belonging to the 43d
Bengal Native Infantry. On the llth, Prince
Sufter Jung, the youngest and favourite son of
Shah Sooja, and Mahomed Atta, the Chief, came
with a large force within about five miles' distance.
General Nott marched against them on the 12th,
and in a short time dispersed the whole with a
trifling loss; the young Prince proved himself a
coward, as he is a traitor to his father's friends.
General Sale has, however, maintained his position at Jellalabad, which he had fortified with a
ditch, and planted cannon in different places, with
a determination to defend his position to the utmost.
Akhbar Iihon has attempted to raise the Oolooses,
or heads of the neighbouring clans, in order to
bb
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attack Jellalabad, but the gallantry and resolution
displayed by Sir Robert Sale in October, during his
march from Cahul to Jellalabad, had given tliem
such proofs of his bravery that they have hitlierto
rather hesitated. The troops in Jellalabad are
stated to be well provided with food and able to
keep their ground until the beginning of March, particularly since they have already discomfited two
contemplated attacks.
The celebrated mountain pass, called the Khyber,
lies between Jellalabad and Peshawar, and the inhabitants, who are in possession, have been long notorious for their plundering propensities. Akhbar
Khan sent to offer money to induce them to resist
not only the departure of the troops under General
Sale, but also the entry of all the troops which may
be ordered by the Suprerr~eGovernment to relieve
the garrison at Jellalabad. The Khyberries are
stated to be highly incensed at the small sum offered
for their concurrence in his plans by Akhbar Khan.
It was not more than 1,500 rupees. They, however,
have made preparations to resist on their own account, and a brigade, under the command of Colonel
Wild, which was sent from the Sutledge early in
December, having reached Peshawar, made an attempt to force the pass. Having left their artillery
behind in India, and the only guns procurable in that
direction being unserviceable ones from the Seikhs,
the attempt made by Colonel Wild was unsuccessful.
Two regiments penetrated to the fort of Ali Musjid,
where a British garrison was stationed; but, as they
found neither provisions nor ammunition there, they
were obliged to retreat towards Peshawar, having
lost an oficer and some men. In the meantime the
Supreme Government has not been idle. General
'L
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Pollock has been despatched at the head of a considerable reinforcement towards Pesl~awar,which
he with sufficient guns and abundant ammunition
reached on the 7th ult., and is now malting preparations for proceeding through the Ichytar pass.
6 b The Supreme Government on the 31st of January
published a proclamation admitting the fact of the
convention at Cabul, the retreat of the troops, and
their having suffered extreme disaster in consequence
of treacherous attacks, and declaring that the most
active measures had been adopted, and would be
most steadily pursued, for expediting powerful reinforcements to the Avghan frontier for assisting such
operations as may be considered necessary for the
maintenance of the honour and interest ofthe British
Government in that quarter.
6 6 Orders were also published on the 5th of February for the purpose of having a 10th company
added to every regiment in India, which, with other
measures adopted, will cause an increase of about
26,000 men.
66 The latest intelligence from Cabul is, that Shah
Soojah has succeeds in securing the good-will of
all the chiefs. Newab Mahomed Zeman Khan has
been appointed Vizier, and Ameer Oolla Lagharee,
and one of the leaders in the late insurrection, has
been named Arneer-ud-Dowla. Akhbar Bhan, has
no power now in Cabul, and was sent to attend the
1 b Feringees" in their retreat in order to get rid of
him. He, however, retains the hostages and prisoners, for whom he is liltelp to declland a large
ransom. His father, Dost Mahomed, is strongly
guarded, in order to prevent his escape from India.
There is great talk of "our great friend" Shah
Soojah-001-Molk being implicated in the late insur-
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rection, which appears to have heen exclusively directed against the foreign infidels."
Extract of a letterfrom a gentleman in Northern India
to his friends in Plzilade@hia.
"January 17th, 1842.

In this country the power of the British Company
was considered absolute. The honour of God was
a thing unthought of, and if thought of, only remembered to be despised. The Sabbath day was dishonourcd by all classes of men, from the GovernorGeneral to the lowest soldier : the people were living
and dying in ignorance of the true God, and the
rulers set their faces as brass against all efforts to
Christianize the nation. They felt then~selvesstrong
without God-they needed not that he sho~llddirect
them-they had conquered, and were reaping vast
riches from the people, and they thonght they would
extend their conquests. Mark the result-they
marched into the
planned an Avghan war-they
country, with scarcely any opposition, when had a
thousand rifles taken possession of the mountain
passes, they could not have set their feet in that
country. The Lord allowed them to go in and set
themselves down. Depending on their own strength
they felt themselves secure; they thought of sending
home some of the troops, and lo ! when they thought
they had by their own arms accomplished a great
victory, they find themselves surrounded by countless
warlilte men, many of whom will talte their heart's
blood rather than surrender their land to Christians;
and now, they have got into difficulty, how shall they
get out? With thousands of soldiers, they are nevertheless afraid to put their noses outside their en-
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trenched camp; they are short of provisions, and
owing to the climate and nature of the country, they
cannot for some time to come, obtain assistance
from the provinces. There they are, they went of
their own accord. How they will get out, or what
they will do time alone will make manifest. Of one
fact we are certain-the glory of God, and extension
of his cause formed no part of the object of the undertaking. Some christian officers who wereanxious
to distribute Scriptures and tracts were severely
threatened with the displeasure of their superiors, if
they did not cease from their endeavours to Christianize the people !"

References mplanatory ofthe Map of Djillalabad,
refered to in Appendix I., p. 176.
A. Cabul gate of Djillalabad.
B C. Ports held by enemy-C being Azeez Khan's headquarters.
E E E. Ruined forts held by enemy.
G 1 and G 2. Portions of Abbott's guns advancing. The
dotted line with arrows shows retreat of enemy's columns,
which were nearly all obliged to recross the river.

THE END.
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IN

PREPARATION FOR THE PRESS,

PERSONAL NARRATIVE
0F

GENERAL HARLAN'S EIGHTEEN YEARS'
RESIDENCE IN ASIA,

*

Comprising an account of the manners and customs of the
Oriental nations with whom the author has had official and
familiar intercourse.
T h e following interesting notice is taken from the United
States Gazette :
W e are happy to announce that General Harlan is preparing
for the press a narrative of his residence und travels in Asia.
A sojourn of eighteen years amongst the Pagan and Mahometan communities of the East, has afforded the General unequalled opportunities of becoming intimately acquainted with
the religion, laws, manners and customs of the Orientals, and
we are enabled to state, with the fullest confidence in our
compatriot's versatile talents, his abilities for observation, and
his investigating tact, that the projected volume will be interesting and instructive, no less to the philosophical inquirer
than to the general reader. T h e General will confine himself chiefly to a history of his personal adventures, though in
reference to his travels in remote countries, heretofore little
known, he will give us the geography and topography, statistics of commerce and population, &c.; also profoundly treating of political questions of the deepest interest, in regard to
the policy of England and Russia, in Central Asia.
Amongst the most extraordinary events of General Harlan's
career, was his passage of the Indian Caucasus in 1838-'39, in
command of a division of the Cabul army, and accompanied by
a train of artillery. W e view this expedition as an incident
altoyether unique since the period of Alexander's conquests.
With this prominent exception, no Christian chief of European
descent ever penetrated so far into the interior of Central Asia
under circumstances so peculiar as characterize General
Ilarlan's enterprise, and we relinquish the palm of antecedent
l~onourto the hIacedonian hero alone. Retracing the steps of
Alexander, General Harlan has performed a feat that ranlzs
with the passage of the Sin~plon. For the enterprise, the

-

energy and the military genius displayed by our distinguished
compatriot, we claim an association with the names of other
heroes who have attained celebrity by scaling mountains,
This expedition may he viewed as a pioneering effort to
prove the existence of a practicable military passage between
Cabul and Bulkh, the ancient Bactra.
T h e unequivocal success attending this discovery, announces to the world in characters of prosperous experiment,
written high upon the eternal snow-capped peaks o t ' ~ h eParopamisus, which pierce their altitudes 18,000 feet above the
level of the sea-the accessibility of India to Russia. Should
the resnlt lead to, or facilitate the views,of national glory,
which the history of Russian policy shows us the never tiring
and aggrandizing diplomacy of the north sustains, the consequences attending this great enterprise, may, and probably
will, prove an entering wedge for the destruction of the
Indo-British empire, the disintegration of that arrogant and
audacious power which wields at this moment an universal
sway; of Great Britain, whose pre-eminence is the jealor~sy
of the Christian world; of England, King of Icings; supremely
paramount in all views and positions, political and moral, over
a reluctant though enthralled community of crowned head^.
Several titles of hotlour have been conferred on General
Harlan, by thc I'rinces of Asia, with whom he has seen service; but our worthy compatriot retains the military title in
social intercourse, in consideration of his republican relations,
and as we have heard him observe, not to impeach my nat~iral ri,oht of citizenship, which I value above all sovereignty:"
A t the commencement of his career, our enterprising compatriot was a surgeon in the service of the East India Company, which he entered at the period of the Burmese war. H e
served a campaign in the Birmah Empire, under General Sir
Archibald Campbell, in medical charge of a detachment of
Bengal Artillery, commanded by Colonel (now Major-General)
George Pollock. At the conclusion of the war, having acquitted himself with high reputation, he resigned his appointment. T h e love of travel, and ambition of military glory,
seduced him from the beaten track of monotonous and ~ u p i n e
routine, and he visited Cabul in 1828, with a view, among
other motives, to personal adventure. To improve the opportunities of diplon~aticdistinction which the occasion opered,
he received from Shujah ul Moolk, the legitimate, though
exiled King of Cabul, then residing at Loodianah, under
British patronage a s a stipendiary, the powers of a secret agent,

in which he was commissioned cnd stimulated to revolutionize
Avghanistan in favour of the "true King." Boldness is the
grand secret of success in diplomacy. General Harlan, failing
in an attempt to seize upon a strong fortress on the Indus,
L L where," says he, " I should instantly, and, no doubt, successfully, have proclaimed the King, I proceeded to Cabul, in the
disguise of a Dervish, and before commencing the train of
operations which were to result in a change of dynasty, to
dethrone the occupant, and restore an antiquated pretender,
1 became a guest in the house of the reigning Prince's brother,
under whose patronage, and by whose assistance, I determined
to effect my purpose. Let no Christian be deceived by the
fraternal appellation. Amongst the customs of the Orientals,
we meet with strange perversior~sof our commonest received
principles, and the term brother, in a community which springs
from a system of polygamy, means a natural enemy, a
domestic adversary, expectant heir of a capricious parent, contending for mastery in the disturbed arena of family feuds;
and any other signification of conflicting import with the kind
affections and fraternal love, the union of design and submissive regard prevalent for the most part among Christians."
Insthe course of seven years' intrigue, which resulted in the
restoration of Shujah ul Moolk, General Harlan resided a t
Lahore, in the service of Runjeet'h Singh, and he acquitted
himeelf so successfully in the honorary service of Shah Shujah,
that the exiled monarch, to attest his profound appreciation of
his agent's abilities, distinguished him with the title of
66Uneesul Dowlah B'hader," which, we learn from the General's explanation, implies the " King's nearest friend," and is
a title of nobility, beyond which there is none more exalted a t
an Oriental court. In all the firmans srtbsequentlg addressed
to him by Shah Shujah, he is designated Mokurrib nl Ichakan
Unees ul Dowlah B'hader;" literally, "Companion of the Imperial Stirrup, and nearest friend of the Empire, the Brave."
During his residence with Runjeet'h Singh, Prince of the Panjab, he was governor of the provinces of Jesraota and Noorpore, two districts then newly subjugated by the Icing of
Lahore, located on the skirt of the Hirnalah mountains. Subsequently he was invested with a sword, an elephant, and a
magniticent dress of honour, in the presence of the Vizier
Rajah Soocheat Singh, and General Allard, (the former investing him,) and despatched to the government of Guzerat'h, in
command of a brigade of infantry and artillery.

After seven years residence in the enjoyment of wealth and
the luxnry ofthe most sumptuous court in Asia, he left the Panjab and entered the eervice of Dost Mahomed, the reigning
Prince of Cabul. H e was received by Dost Mahomed with
much the same feeling of exultation that the King of Persia
is linotvn to have indulged when his Court was visited by
Tl~emistocles;for General Harlan was dissatisfied with Runjeet'h Singli, and says, LIMonarchas he was, absolute and
lusurious, and voluptuous in the possession of treasured wealth
and military poN1er,I resolved to avenge myself and cause him
to tremble in the midst of his magnificence." Dost Mahomed received General Harlan as 1% brother, ever addressed
liim by that title, seated him in the Divan or Durbar a t his
side, gave him the command of his regular troops with the
title of Sir-i-Lusllker (Sirraskier,) or General-in-chiet; and
Xlus-a-hib or Aid-de-camp; a t his instigation declared war
against Runjeet'h; a campaign was projected by General
Harlan; a great battle was fought at Jernrood, "the Seiks
were defeated, Kunjeet'h's Commander-in-chief with 2000 of
his men were killed, and 1000 Avghans. T h e proud Icing of
Lahore quailed upon his threatened throne, as he exclairned
with terror and approaching despair, uI-Iarlan has avenged
himself, this is all his work." Indeed the old Prince's infirmities were so much ngkravated by the disgrace of defeat,
tllat fiom the date of t111smisfbrtune he declined more rapidly,
and never again rallied to the former energies of 11isambitious
and vigorous spirit. T h e year subsequet~tto this victory, he
was despatched by the Prince of Cttbul on a military expedition into Tartary, to make war upon the Prince of ICundooz,
with whom Dost Maliomed had long been at variance. It
was in the execution of this enterprise " I surmor~ntedthe
Indian Caucasus, and there upon the mountain heights, unfurled my country's banner to the breeze, under a salute of
twenty-six guns. On the highest pass of the frosty Car~casus,
that of'Kharzar, 1'2,500 fket above the sea, the star-spangled banner gracefully waved amidst the icy peaks and soilless, rugged
roclts of a sterile region, seemingly sacred to the solitude of an
undisturbed eternity. W e a~cendedpasses through regions
where glaciers and silent dells, and frowning rocks, blackened
by ages of weatherbeaten fame, preserved the quiet domain of
remotest time, shrouded in perelinla1 snow. W e struggled on
amidst the lreights of those Alpine ranges-until now, supposed
inaccessible to the labour of man-infhntry and cavalry, artil-

lery, camp fo!lowers, and beasts of burden-surmounting difficulties by obdurate endnrance, defying the pitiless pelting of
the snow or rain, as these phenomena alternately and capriciously coqnett,ed with our ever changing climate-we pressed
onward, scaling those stony girdles of tlie earth, dim shades,
as chilrlren of the mists far above the n.et11er world, toili~lg
amidst the clouds like restless spirits of another sphere, thus
accomplishing the passage over a mountain district, 300 n~iles
in extent from Cabul to Bullih." T h e journal of this route
minutely records tlie geography, topogmphy, resources, and
military capabilities of the Paropamisus, and forms a valuable
work upon lhat highly intcresti~~g
portion of Central Asia.
CVe l ~ a v ebeen permitted to estract from this journal, the
following interesting notice of' an interview with the independent princes of' the Paropamisus or Hazarall .Taut, known
in history by the name of Ghoree. I t wrll be perceived that
our dist~nguisliedf'cllow-citizen is in fact the, "Prince of
Ghoree," although we are perl'ectly well aware the General
loc~ksupon ltingdoms and principalities as of frivolous import,
when set in opposition to the more honourable and estimable
title of American citizen : <' Wllcn at Icaumerd on my expedition to Bullih, my camp was visited by the P r i n c ~ sof the
Hazarah Jaut'h, or Ghoree, viz.,-Mahommed Reffee Beg Yenghoreah of' Soorkh-jooe Dye Zungee. His possessions are the
capital of Gl~oree. &leer Mahommed Allee Khan of Rolagh,
his brother Yacoob Beg of I,all, and Meer .lloliib of'Takllannah
near Pakaolang. These princes were accompanied by several
of their most faithful retainers, to the amount of about 300
cavalry. They were men of noble bearing and atl~leticforms.
They were decorated in very good taste with Cashmere shawl
turbans and girdles, scarlet broadcloth Tcliogas, (Toga) embroidered with gold, and their persons were garnished with
Persian swords, daggers and pistols stuck round their waists,
in their belt, like the bristling small arms arranged around the
mizzen mast of a sloop of war. Every man was a human
frigate freighted with portentous belligerent impulses, and this
imposing tot~tensemble was intended to make a corresponding
impresssion upon the weak minds of the Avghans ; but they
had to astonish men no way inferior to themselves, and in their
turn were overwhelmed with amazement to witness the display of power; tlw unanimity of' tactical science, the combined facility aud precision so indicative of military force in
the manacuvres of regular troops ; the grasp of authority in

the invincible command, so strangely differing from the feudal
irregularity with which they were familiar; the order of discipl~ne,and the general aspect of soul-subduing grandeur in
a military review, upon the minds of semi-barbarians, acquainted only with the circumscribed experience acquired
among their crags and dells. These princes invited me, collectively and individually, to visit them in their native hstnesses, where their mountains are known to contain useless
wealth in unwrought ores of valuable metals. blahornmed
Reffee Beg, the Chief of Ghoree, now Yengoreah, secretly
arranged a treaty with me, by which he proposed a conquest
of the Hazarah tribes. H e transferred his principality to me
in feudal service, binding himself and tribe to pay tribute for
ever, stipulating that he should be made Vizier. The absolute
and complete possession of his government was legally conveyed according toofficial form, by a treaty which I have still
preserved. There was an article of the treaty by which I was
bound to raise, organize, discipline aod cornmand, a regular
corps of inf~ntryand artillery, for the pay and maintehance of
which the revenues of the country were an adequate appropriation, and he, the Prince of Ghoree, pledged the fidelity of
himself.
his heirs and tribe, in fendal tenure, to serve, obey,
.
....~
and pay tribute for ever.
r 6 T h e sovereignty was secnred to me and my hcirs, and the
Vizarat to himselfand his heirs. I reviewed my division in
their presence, and the display of military pomp and concentrated power of discipline, now practically exhibited to them,
and the reputation of having taken the fortress of Sykaun,
(the rock of Aornus of Alexander,) heretofore acknowledged
the impregnable defence of the Uzbeck frontier, made a strong
impression on Mahommed Reffee Beg, and set bet'ore his ambition a splendid perspective of conquest, dominion, and glory."
T h e political convulsions that suddenly ensued in consequence
of the invasion of Avghanistaun by the English, the deposition of
Dost Mahomod, who fled into Tartary and fruitlessly endeavoured to excite a religious war amongst the Uzbecks against
the English ; the restoration of the old regime, in the person of
Shah Shujah who had been thirty years in exile, were events
whichleft GeneralHarlanatliberty t,orevisit his nativecountry.
Previous to the flight of Dost Mahomed, that Prince constituted
General Harlan generalissimo of his forces, and himself assumed a subordinate station in the contemlflated arrangements
for meeting, and opposing Shujah ul Moolk and the English.

T h e fall of Ghiznee produced a moral impression which
could not be withstood by the resources and military array of
Dost Mahorned, and he precipitately retreated. " I t was
about the time of afternoon prayer the prince started from his
disturbed couch, where unelumbering and fearful forebodings
fruitlessly solicited a hopeless rest, a trusty servant of Iihan
Rhireen Khan, the hereditary feudal lord, whocommanded the
Royal Guard of Kizilbash, nr Persian Mercenary Cavalry, appeared. ' Saheb,' said the messenger abruptly entering the presence, 'the Khan sends me to your Highness with this advice.
Still are you here? Quick, arise, for my followers have betrayed a mutinous spirit; another moment's delay may be fatal
to your chance of escape. I can no longer be responsible for
your personal safety.'
" T h e prince, more wounded by the threatening language
of a feudatory than scathed by the fearful prospect of utter
ruin, mildly, though with a countenance full of fire, called for
his attendant, whose duty the stated period of prayer should
have brought into his presence. But a fallen prince has not
even a faithful slave: a stranger handed the vessel for his
highness's ablution, and he mournfully performed, for the last
time within his tent, the ceremonials of his religion. His
prayers finished, he commenced putting up his turban-his
horse ready caparisoned at the tent door. H e called for the
keeper of the powder magazine-he presented himself with an
inventory of his charge. T h e prince silently glanced at its
contents, and sighing deeply-& Go,' said he, to Mahomed
Ufzell,' (his son,) ' h e has my orders.'
" 4 crowd of noisy disorganized troops insolently pressed
close up to the royal pavilion-the guards had disappearedthe groom holding the Prince's horse was unceremoniously
pushed to and fro-a servant audaciously pulled away the
pillow which sustained the Prince's arm-another commenced
cutting a piece of the splendid Persian carpet-the beautiful
praying rug of the Prince was seized on by a third.
" ' Hold !' said his Highness, ' will ye not give me time to
tie on my head-dress 1'
' L Adark scowl of desperation met his eye from those who
were wont to fawn upon his kindness and flatter the once potent
chief. Truly, as the dark gathering of murky clouds forebode
the storm that follows-the frowning visages of audacious
disrespect no longer dimly obscured the motives of cupidity.
As the Prince sallied from his tent, 'Take all,' said he,

8
addressing Golham Mahomed, that you find within, together
with the tent.' In an instant, the unruly crowd rushed upon
the pavilion-swords gleamed in the air and descended upon
the tent-the canvass, the ropes, the carpets, pillotvs, screens,
&c., were seized and dispensed among the plunderers.
" T h e Prince placed his foot in the stirrup, as his loaded
mules passed in a line, bearing the fi~rnitureof his cuisine.
Quick glances were interchanged betwixt the followers of
Khan Shereen and Mahomed Khan, formerly the nearest
friends to a prosperous prince, but now the rifest enemies of a
fallen friend. These monitory signals escaped not the penetrating glance of Dost Mahomed. Suddenly he sprang into
the saddle. As the turbulent host pressed upon the fugitive
Prince, and whilst they were engaged in strife with each
other for a division of the spoil of his kitchen furniture in the
mules burthen, now thrown off, the first report of an explosion
concentrated the interrupted attention of the disorganized
army, which was seen divided into immense swarms and hordes
-each suspiciously regarding the other with inquiring loolrs.
Another and another explosion followed: tho magazlne had
been fired. Not a breath of air disturbed the clear atmosphere;-a dense cloud of white slnolte ascended by jets far
into the upper space, in a circumscribed pillar, as each concussion of iqnited powder drove up a Irerald to annorlnce in
other world:; the crash of empires on the earth beneath. An
immense column rose into the st~ll,clear air, like a genius
conjured up by the magic of war.
" T h e Prince turned his horse towards that dense cloud,
which seemed like a shadow, enshrining his glory-plunged
into the screening veil that obscured his fallen fortunes, and
protected him from pursuil, as he lost himself from the view
of those who wistfully contemplated an act of treachery in the
seizure of his Highness's person."
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